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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the March issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please
sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial
crime developments. If you would like more information please email info@aperiointelligence.com
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

New York fines MoneyGram over AML failings
structuring activity” by the six agents. This apparent
structuring activity reportedly entailed transactions
sent to the same recipient and other means that
could have indicated the evasion of currency
reporting requirements.
In determining the penalty amount, the regulator
states that it considered remedial actions taken by
MoneyGram, including terminating the six agents and
setting new limits regarding agent supervision. Other
The New York Department of Financial Services
(DFS) announced on 16 March that it has fined
MoneyGram International Inc $8.25 million over
compliance failures relating to suspicious
transactions in China processed by MoneyGram
agents that the firm purportedly failed to
adequately supervise.
According to the consent order agreed with the Dallasbased money service provider, which has held a New
York state licence since 1998, the company
purportedly failed to properly monitor six of its agents
in New York City who, primarily from January 2016 to
May 2017, “contributed to a dramatic increase in
transactions to China, without reasonable
explanation”, representing over three times more
volume and value than two years prior.
The New York DFS asserts that, given China’s status
as a high-risk money laundering (ML) jurisdiction and
the significant amount of transactions, MoneyGram
should have recognised and responded to risk
indicators sooner than it did.

steps taken include improving the company’s
compliance programme and devoting more resources
and personnel to compliance efforts.
In addition to the penalty, the company is required to
submit a seven-point description of its current agent
supervision programme to the DFS within 90 days,
which must include on-boarding and ongoing agent
due diligence, red flag indicators used to trigger alerts,
a summary of suspicious activity reporting, and a
disclosure of any special transaction limitations on
MoneyGram agents in New York. Updated reviews
must also be submitted one year and two years
after the order is signed.
In a 16 March press release, MoneyGram CEO Alex
Holmes states that the company is “pleased that this
legacy matter from many years ago is now behind
us”, with the company statement adding that
MoneyGram has spent over $800 million since
2012 on compliance efforts.
NYDFS press release
Consent order

Additionally, the company’s own financial investigation
unit purportedly discovered that MoneyGram
occasionally “failed to detect and prevent apparent
4

MoneyGram press release
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US FinCEN and OCC fine USAA Federal Savings
Bank $140 million for BSA/AML violations
The US Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement

The OCC found that USAA failed to adopt and

Network (FinCEN) announced on 17 March a

implement a BSA programme that adequately covered

coordinated $140 million civil financial penalty

the requirements of the BSA and its implementing

against USAA Federal Savings Bank (USAA) for

regulations, which resulted in the bank’s failure to file

willful violations of the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)

timely suspicious activity reports. The bank also failed

following a civil enforcement investigation. USAA

to address BSA internal control problems that the OCC

FSB will pay a $80 million penalty to FinCEN and

had previously notified to the bank.

a $60 million penalty to Office of the Comptroller
of the Currency (OCC).

In 2018, USAA committed to a set of steps to address
the regulatory gaps by March 2020, including: (1)
improving its internal controls, (2) creating a

The OCC found that USAA failed
to adopt and implement a BSA
programme that adequately
covered the requirements of the
BSA and its implementing
regulations, which resulted in
the bank’s failure to file timely
suspicious activity reports
According to FinCEN, the bank acknowledged having
failed to implement and maintain an anti-money
laundering (AML) programme in line with basic BSA
requirements, with the purported breaches occurring
between January 2016 and April 2021. USAA further
admitted that it failed to properly report thousands of
suspicious transactions, with some involving
customers using their personal accounts for apparent

compliance committee tasked with checking the
execution of its commitments, (3) developing an
adequate customer due diligence and customer risk
identification framework, and (4) establishing effective
independent AML programme testing, among others.
To date, the bank has not implemented all the 2018
commitments, according to FinCEN. FinCEN adds that
the bank missed two deadlines over a four-year
period, while the OCC states that it has informed
USAA of additional detected deficiencies.
When imposing its $80 million penalty, FinCEN
considered the seriousness of the violations, the
extent of wrongdoing, including executives’ complicity
in allowing business to continue, past violations, and
the financial gains attached to the violations.
FinCEN press release
OCC press release

criminal activities, FinCEN states.
FinCEN consent order

“While USAA FSB’s membership eligibility expanded, it
failed to match that growth with effective AML
compliance capabilities”, FinCEN adds, as the
purported violations occurred in a period when the
bank’s activity grew significantly.
5

OCC consent order
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UK FCA fines GAM International Management
and former executive over conflicts of interest
The UK Financial Conduct

Greensill, while also engaged in

of its clients”. Such concerns were

Authority (FCA) issued final

two Greensill-related investments,

highlighted by three Greensill

notices on 30 March fining asset

constituting violations of

incentive offers to GIML during this

management firm GAM

Statements of Principles 2 and 7.

period, states the FCA.

International Management

Between 2014 and 2018, Haywood

Limited (GIML) and former GIML

invested more than £1.5 billion of

The SCF fund was controlled by

investment director and business

GIML-controlled funds into assets

both GIML and Greensill and

unit head Timothy Haywood

related to Greensill.

launched in 2016, with Haywood in

£9,103,523 and £230,037,

part managing the fund whilst also

respectively. The fines are issued

According to the FCA, Haywood’s

managing the Greensill and GIML

for violations of conflict of

central role in the relationship

relationship. In 2017, the SCF Fund

interest principles and Haywood’s

between GIML and Greensill

launched an additional class to

receipt of gifts and offers from

presented a conflict of interest

benefit a customer, for whom GILM

Greensill Capital (UK) Limited.

regarding the Greensill-owned

purchased roughly £423 million in

Laufer investment insofar as “GIML

securities, presenting a further

According to the FCA, Haywood

may have been incentivised to

conflict of interest.

accepted gifts amounting to over

financially assist its business

£22,000 as well as free travel on a

partner Greensill rather than

private aircraft provided by

necessarily act in the best interests

FCA press release

Deripaska sanctions appeal rejected by US court
The US Court of Appeals for the

illegal. The first involved his claim

citing evidence that “Deripaska’s

District of Columbia Circuit on 29

that the sanctions “exceed OFAC’s

post-order conduct suffices to

March rejected an appeal by

statutory authority because, he

support the sanctions”.

Russian oligarch Oleg Deripaska

says, they respond not to the threat

seeking a district court dismissal

Russia poses to Ukraine but to a

Also rejected was the oligarch’s

of sanctions placed on him by the

generalized ‘undeclared national

third argument attempting to claim

US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

emergency’”.

a contradiction in the energy-

Assets Control (OFAC).
Deripaska was designated in 2018
pursuant to three executive
orders. The oligarch submitted a
three-pronged argument to the
court that the designations were
6

The court also rejected Deripaska’s
argument that OFAC lacked
authority to designate him because
of conduct which purportedly
occurred prior to the executive
orders, with the appeals court

related designations against him
and two energy firms previously
owned by him, with the court
noting that he continues to be a
significant operator in the sector.
US Court of Appeals ruling
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EU Court dismisses request to lift suspension of
French unit of Russia-controlled media outlet
the media outlet failed to explain how the prohibition
represents “an imminent risk to the applicant’s
financial visibility” and to provide evidence on the
number of jobs directly affected by the ban in the
short-term or the date on which it ceases to have
funds for remunerating employees. The Order
emphasises that in absence of such information, the
court is unable to assess the “serious and irreparable
nature” of the damage caused by the imposed
The President of the EU General Court Marc van der

measures and to establish the urgency of the

Wounde issued an Order on 30 March dismissing a

suspension requested by the applicant.

request by the French language unit of Russian
state-controlled media outlet Russia Today (RT) to

The Order further notes that the interest pursued by

temporarily remove the broadcasting suspension

the Council through its restrictive measures, namely

imposed by the EU Council on 2 March over

the need to protect the EU and its member states

“disinformation and information manipulation

from propaganda and disinformation campaigns

actions against the EU and its member states”.

carried out by Russia-controlled media in the context

The ban was imposed pursuant to Council

of the military aggression against Ukraine, prevails

Regulation (EU) 2022/350 and Council

over the private interest of the company relating to the

Regulation (CFSP) 2022/351.

situation of its employees and its financial visibility.

Following the adoption of the restrictive measures, RT

In a 5 March interview for L’Opinion, RT France’s

France challenged on 8 March the ban before the

President Xenia Federova criticised the EU Council’s

General Court of the EU, requesting the annulment of

decision to ban the media outlet, stating that the

the EU Council’s acts and the application for interim

measure is “a dangerous precedent for freedom of

measures, namely the suspension of their effect

expression” and claiming that the outlet is being

pending the court’s decision. With respect to the latter,

“discriminated against”.

the president of the court decided that the conditions
for approving interim measures are not met, and
therefore rejected RT France’s request.
The Order notes that despite the applicant alleging
that the suspension of its broadcasting activities
would have “dramatic economic, financial and human

General Court press release (in French)
President Order (in French)
EU Council press release
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/351

consequences”, it failed to provide any evidence
regarding its financial situation or the link between the
distribution of its content and its income. Moreover,

7

Council Regulation (EU) 2022/350
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UK fines gambling operator 888 over £9 million
for social responsibility and AML failings
The UK Gambling Commission

provision governing customer

need to present SOF materials

announced on 1 March that it has

interaction and the identification of

within 10 days before the

fined Gibraltar-based online

remote customers.

restriction of their accounts.

Limited, a subsidiary of 888

The social responsibility failures

The commission has issued a

Holdings plc, £9.4 million

detected include: (1) ineffective

warning and attached additional

following an investigation which

identification of players vulnerable

terms to the licensee’s operating

discovered social responsibility

to harm due to policies

licence, requiring that the company

and money laundering failings.

establishing financial checks only

conduct a third-party audit within

after a customer has deposited

12 months of the review. It also

The latest action represents the

£40,000; (2) a lack of interaction

states that the company

second fine against the company,

with a customer who lost £37,000

cooperated during the investigation

which operates 78 websites,

within a six-week period during the

and took the necessary measures

having previously been fined £7.8

pandemic; (3) a lack of

to address the failings.

million in 2017 for mismanaging

consideration of the commission's

vulnerable consumers. Andrew

formal guidance on customer

888 Holdings plc published a

Rhodes, Chief Executive of the

interaction; (4) allowing a monthly

statement explaining that it

Gambling Commission, states that

deposit cap of £1,300 for a

accepts the regulator’s findings,

“if there is a repeat of the failures at

customer earning £1,400 per

and lists a set of actions taken to

888 then we have to seriously

month; and (5) inadequate

improve its internal policies and

consider the suitability of the

approaches towards customers

procedures, including:

operator to uphold the licensing

with multiple accounts, including

implementing additional customer

objectives”, adding that the latest

one instance in which a customer

SOF checks and loss caps;

penalty represents one of the

was allowed to open three

reducing thresholds in the

commission’s largest to date.

additional accounts, after one of

company’s in-house customer

his 11 accounts was restricted due

behaviour monitoring technology;

to source of funds (SOF) concerns.

investments in its safer gambling

gambling operator 888 UK

The regulator found that the
operator breached licence

and compliance team, including

conditions on anti-money

The AML failures include allowing

training; and consolidating its

laundering (AML) prevention of

verbal assurances from customers

internal assessment of AML risks.

money laundering (ML) and

in relation to employment income,

terrorist financing, licence

incomplete communication on

conditions concerning AML

documents required as part of SOF

measures for operators based in

verifications, and ineffective

foreign jurisdictions, and terms of

implementation of company

the social responsibility code

policies stating that customers

8
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888 Holdings plc statement
Gambling Commission penalty …
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US DOJ declines prosecution of UK insurance
company over FCPA violation, SFO investigating
The US Department of Justice

based intermediary, $3.15 million

the company’s timely and full

(DOJ) published on 22 March a

of which was used to pay bribes to

remediation, including its efforts to

letter addressed to F. Joseph

Ecuadorian government officials in

strengthen its anti-corruption and

Warin, Counsel of Jardine Lloyd

order to secure contracts with

compliance mechanisms. The

Thompson Group Holdings Ltd,

state-owned insurance company

company agreed to disgorge

formerly Jardine Lloyd Thompson

Seguros Sucre SA. According to

$29,081,951 representing the profit

Group plc (JLT), announcing its

the letter, $1.2 million in illicit

JLT made

decision to decline prosecution

payments was laundered through

as a result of “corruptly obtained

against the company for

US-based bank accounts.

and retained contracts”.

Practices Act (FCPA). JLT was a

The decision to decline

The DOJ states that the UK Serious

UK-based multinational insurance

prosecution was taken considering

Fraud Office’s (SFO) is currently

company which was acquired by

aspects such as: (1) JLT’s

conducting an investigation into

Marsh & McLennan Companies

voluntary self-disclosure of the

the matter, and has agreed to

Inc in April 2019.

misconduct; (2) JLT’s “proactive”

credit the $29 million against any

cooperation throughout the

payment that will be made within a

The DOJ investigation found that

investigation, including its support

year “for the same underlying

between 2014 and 2016, JLT’s

with relevant information about

conduct” to the UK regulator.

employees and agents of the

individuals involved in the bribery

company and its subsidiaries paid

scheme; (3) the nature and

nearly $10.8 million to a Florida-

seriousness of the offence; and (4)

violations of the Foreign Corrupt

DOJ letter

UK seizes first Russian-owned superyacht
The UK National Crime Agency’s

(EU Exist) (Amendment) (No. 4)

of State for Transport Grant

(NCA) Combatting Kleptocracy

Regulations 2022 that entered into

Shapps said that the Russian

Cell seized on 29 March in the

force on 1 March, which prohibits

businessman is not currently

Canary Wharf district of London

Russian ships’ access to UK ports.

targeted by sanctions, however the

the £38 million superyacht Phi

According to the NCA, the yacht’s

person is an oligarch connected to

owned by an unnamed Russian

ownership is “deliberately well

Russian President Vladimir Putin.

businessman, as part of UK

hidden”, with the firm the ship is

sanctions enforcement action.

registered to based in Saint Kitts

UK NCA press release

and Nevis. Moreover, it carries
The yacht has been detained

Maltese flags to conceal its

pursuant to the Russia (Sanctions)

origin. In a statement, UK Secretary

9

Grant Shapps statement
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Russia's MTS agrees to extension of US DPA and
monitorship relating to FCPA violations
Russian telecoms company

place “certain critical components

order were reached in March 2019

Mobile TeleSystems PJSC (MTS)

of our anti-corruption compliance

and involved MTS and Uzbek MTS

revealed on 3 March in a filing

and ethics program” and permit the

subsidiary Kolorit Dizayn Ink LLC

with the US Securities and

DPA required monitoring time to

paying $850 million to the two US

Exchange Commission (SEC) that

complete a review of the

agencies to settle allegations that

the company has agreed with the

company’s remedial actions and

the companies violated the Foreign

SEC and US Department of

efforts. The monitoring period is

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) by

Justice (DOJ) to extend the terms

extended to September 2023.

paying bribes to an official in

of its deferred prosecution

Uzbekistan in exchange for

agreement (DPA) and its

MTS asserts that it has not been

accompanying monitorship.

informed of any violations of either

preferential business treatment.

the DOJ DPA or consent order

The compliance monitor was

In its 6-K SEC filing, the company

signed with the SEC, attributing

appointed in September 2019.

states that the extension will serve

the extension to “a variety of

the dual purpose of providing MTS

factors, including the COVID-19

with the necessary time to put in

pandemic”. The DPA and consent

MTS SEC filing

Former Ecuador comptroller general indicted in
US for alleged bribery and money laundering
The US Department of Justice

requested and received over $10

2017, upon Polit’s guidance, a co-

(DOJ) announced on 29 March

million in bribes from construction

conspirator made proceeds related

that former comptroller general of

group Odebrecht SA to use his

to the bribery scheme "disappear"

Ecuador Carlos Ramon Polit

official role to influence official

by using Florida-based companies.

Faggioni appeared in court on

decisions in favour of Odebrecht.

charges relating to his purported

The DOJ alleges that criminal

involvement in a scheme

According to the DOJ, Polit

proceeds were used to purchase

designed to use the US financial

purportedly received a payment

restaurants and to buy and

system to launder money by

from an Ecuadorian businessman

refurbish real estate and other

promoting and concealing an

in or around 2015 to assist him and

businesses in the US.

illegal bribery scheme in Ecuador.

his firm with certain contracts from
the Ecuador state-owned insurance

Prosecutors allege that, between

entity. The indictment also alleges

around 2010 and 2016, Polit

that, between 2010 and at least

10

DOJ press release
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AUSTRAC sues Crown casinos over AML failings
establish a proper framework for

of the 2006 Act on multiple

board and senior management

occasions since 1 March 2016.

oversight of the AML/CFT

Furthermore, Crown Melbourne

programmes; (4) set up a

purportedly breached Section 36

transaction monitoring programme

on 382 occasions, and Crown

appropriate to the nature, size, and

Perth contravened Section 36

complexity of the business and the

on 165 occasions.

risks faced; (5) establish a proper

The Australian Transaction
Reports and Analysis Centre
(AUSTRAC) announced on 1
March that it has commenced
civil penalty proceedings in the
Federal Court against Crown
Resorts Ltd casinos Crown
Melbourne Ltd and Burswood
Nominees Ltd (Crown Perth) for
alleged anti-money laundering
and countering the financing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) failings in
breach of the Anti-Money
Laundering and CounterTerrorism Financing Act 2006.
Particularly, AUSTRAC alleges that
since 1 March 2016 Crown
Melbourne and Crown Perth failed
to: (1) properly assess ML/TF risks
including the likelihood and impact
of those risks and to identify and
adapt to changes in those risks
over time; (2) include appropriate
risk-based systems and controls in
their AML/CFT programmes ; (3)

11

enhanced customer due diligence

AUSTRAC CEO Nicole Rose states

programme for additional checks

that the failings “led to widespread

on high-risk customers; and (6)

and serious non-compliance over a

perform appropriate ongoing

number of years”. AUSTRAC’s

customer due diligence on

action against Crown represents

customers with higher ML risks.

“an important reminder to all
casinos in Australia that they must

Notably, AUSTRAC claims that

have a strong [AML] program in

Crown Melbourne and Crown Perth

place to protect their business and

provided designated services to 60

the community from serious and

customers who were foreign

organised crime”. Crown is

politically exposed persons;

currently improving its systems

engaged in large financial

and processes, with AUSTRAC

transactions with unknown

providing assistance, adds Rose.

domestic or international third
parties; or transacted with cash

According to a Crown press

that appeared suspicious including

release, the proceedings follow “a

cash in plastic bags, shoeboxes or

long-running investigation that

cardboard boxes, cash in rubber

commenced in October 2020”.

bands, small denominations of

Previously, in its 2021 annual

notes and counterfeit cash.

report and 2022 half year results,

Another 447 customers of Crown

Crown noted that “AUSTRAC is very

Melbourne and Crown Perth are

likely to commence civil penalty

alleged to have engaged in

proceedings against Crown

transactions identified

Melbourne and Crown Perth” and

retrospectively by Crown’s external

“it is likely that [they] will

consultants as being indicative of

be required to pay significant

ML/TF typologies.

civil penalties”.

AUSTRAC’s statement of claim

AUSTRAC press release

notes that Crown Melbourne and
Crown Perth breached Section 81

AUSTRAC statement of claim

aperio-intelligence.com
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UK Court of Appeal rules that banks may be held
liable for failing to prevent APP fraud
An England and Wales Court of

transfers totalling £700,000 after

agent to the customer themselves,

Appeal ruling on 14 March

purportedly being tricked by an

the court notes the tension

overturned a High Court decision

individual impersonating a

between a bank’s primary duty to

in a case brought by a Barclays

Financial Conduct Authority official.

follow customer instructions and

Bank UK plc customer against the

The case brought against Barclays

their Quincecare duty to protect

bank. The Court of Appeal ruled

argued that the bank failed in its

customers from harm.

that a bank’s Quincecare duty is

Quincecare duty by not effectively

extended from customer agents

implementing controls to detect

In a further divergence from the

to customers themselves in

and prevent APP fraud.

High Court ruling, the Court of

instances involving authorised

Appeal states that the bank’s

push payment (APP) scams but

In its ruling, the Court of Appeal

policies and procedures necessary

did not issue a determination on

states that, in principle, it is

for protecting customers from APP

whether Barclays violated its duty

possible that “a relevant duty of

fraud when it took place in 2018

in this instance.

care could arise in the case of a

would have been neither onerous

customer instructing their bank to

nor unworkable.

The court overruled the High Court

make a payment when that

judgment that Barclays did not

customer is the victim of APP

have a Quincecare duty in the case

fraud”. In addition to the

of a British couple who instructed

determination that Quincecare can

their bank to make international

be extended beyond a customer’s

Court of Appeal judgment

BDL's Salameh investigated in Germany as
€120M frozen in Lebanon embezzlement case
Eurojust announced on 28 March

Governor [Riad Salameh] and

On 21 March, separate media

that European authorities have

his entourage."

reports emerged that Banque du

frozen assets worth €120 million

Liban's (BDL) Governor Salameh

as part of an investigation into

According to Eurojust, authorities

has been charged by a Lebanese

alleged money laundering in

in France, Germany and

prosecutor with illicit enrichment

Lebanon. A spokesperson for

Luxemburg enforced the measures

and money laundering, in a case

the Munich Public Prosecutor’s

on 25 March. The probe reportedly

reportedly focusing on property

Office confirmed for Financial

centres around five suspects

dealings in Paris.

Crime Digest that the ongoing

purported to have embezzled over

investigation "is related to

$330 million and €5 million

Lebanon's Central Bank

between 2002 and 2021.

12

Eurojust press release
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Bavarian prosecutors charge former CEO and
two former managers in Wirecard fraud case
LLC. The charges include

underscore the complexity of the

accusations of commercial fraud

case, noting that the indictment

as part of an organised group, false

itself is over 400 pages long.

representation, and breach of trust.
After dismissing allegations of
The Munich Public Prosecutor’s
Office (StA) revealed on 14 March
that it has filed criminal charges
against Markus Braun, the former
CEO of collapsed payments firm
Wirecard AG, for market
manipulation and fraud.
Prosecutors have also filed
complaints against two former
managers, ex-accounting chief
Stephan von Erffa and Oliver
Bellenhaus, the former director of
the company's Dubai subsidiary,
CardSystems Middle East FZ-

The indictment reportedly purports

impropriety published by the

that the defendants knowingly

Financial Times in 2019, Wirecard

published “incorrect” accounts for

revealed in June 2020 that an audit

the period 2015-18 by including

uncovered that the company could

revenue from third-party acquirers

not account for €1.9 billion in its

(TPAs) – firms that apparently

2019 financial results. Soon after,

conducted business transactions

Braun was arrested on suspicion of

in situations in which Wirecard

fraud and market manipulation.

lacked a licence or in which the

The former CEO’s lawyers qualified

merchant partner belonged to high-

the indictment as “seriously

risk industries. The proceeds of

flawed”, claiming that Braun was

TPAs in the UAE, the Philippines,

unaware of the alleged fraudulent

and Singapore were booked on

scheme, Associated Press reports.

balance sheets but, according to
prosecutors “did not actually

StA München press release

exist”. The Bavarian authorities

US charges two former Venezuelan prosecutors
over corruption in PDVSA-related case
The US Department of Justice

subsidiaries of state-owned oil

exchange for receiving over $1

(DOJ) announced on 8 March that

giant Petróleos de Venezuela SA.

million in bribes. The person was

it has charged two former senior

being investigated in relation

Venezuelan prosecutors with one

According to prosecutors, Daniel

to suspicious contracts with

count of conspiracy to commit

D’Andrea Golindano and Luis Javier

subsidiaries of PDVSA.

money laundering and two counts

Sanchez Rangel purportedly

of engaging in transactions

agreed in 2017 not to pursue

involving illicit property. The case

charges against an individual,

concerns contracts with

identified as Contractor 1, in

13

DOJ press release
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Swedbank Estonian subsidiary investigated over
money laundering concerns
Swedbank AB’s Estonian

in November 2019 and that bank

19 November 2019. The report

subsidiary, Swedbank AS,

representatives are cooperating

also indicates that the FSA deemed

announced on 14 March that it

with the authorities. It adds that it

the steps taken to be sufficient,

has received a notification from

has no information on the future

without offering further comment.

the Estonian Financial

course of the investigation or when

In addition, the annual report notes

Supervisory Authority (FSA)

it will be completed.

that Estonian investigators also

summoning it as a suspect in an

considered the action plan and

investigation to establish whether

In its latest annual report,

development measures

the bank has been involved in

Swedbank AB notes that the FSA

submitted by the bank.

money laundering and other

announced on 28 January 2020

criminal activities.

that it had evaluated the final

Swedbank AS press release

report on anti-money
Swedbank AS states that the FSA

laundering/countering terrorism

submitted part of the investigation

financing actions that Swedbank’s

to the Estonian Prosecutor’s Office

Estonian subsidiary presented on

Swedbank AB 2021 annual and…

Former Redcentric CFO sentenced to prison
The UK Financial Conduct

information, followed by alleged

statements, false accounting, and

Authority (FCA) announced on 3

false and misleading final year

making false or misleading

March that former Redcentric plc

results in June 2016. The

statements to an auditor.

chief financial officer (CFO)

misstatement of Redcentric’s

Timothy Coleman has been

financial situation resulted in

In a 14 February statement,

sentenced to five and a half years

“immediate losses” in the value of

Redcentric notes its satisfaction

imprisonment and banned for 10

shares, the FCA states.

with the results of the FCA’s

years from holding a director

investigations and the prosecution

position following his conviction

Coleman was found guilty of three

of the individuals responsible,

for making false and misleading

counts of false accounting, in

stating that the company

statements to the market in 2015

addition to the previous four

cooperated with authorities. It also

and 2016 respectively.

charges of making false or

notes that it has compensated the

misleading statements. The

shareholders affected through a

The charges against Coleman

company’s former finance director,

restitution scheme after reaching a

relate to IT service provider

Estelle Croft, was previously

settlement with the FCA in 2020.

Redcentric’s November 2015

sentenced to three years

issuance of purported false and

imprisonment after pleading guilty

misleading unaudited interim

to making false or misleading

14

FCA press release
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UK SRA fines former Mishcon De Reya partner
The UK Solicitors Regulation

two entities, as well as the onward

also allowed funds belonging to

Authority (SRA) announced on 7

sale of one of them. The SRA

one of the corporate vehicles to be

March that it has imposed a

found that Nouril failed to conduct

“incorrectly transferred” to the

£17,500 financial penalty on

adequate enhanced due diligence

client ledger for the second

Michael Nouril, former partner at

(EDD) and to apply enhanced

corporate entity, and were later

law firm Mishcon de Reya LLP,

ongoing monitoring in relation to

used to pay the latter’s fees and

over violations of anti-money

one client and the proposed

disbursements.

laundering (AML) regulations

acquisitions, despite existing risks

and SRA rules.

of facilitating money laundering

The initial fine applied was

through transactions involving

£25,000, however Nouril qualified

The SRA’s decision notes that

entities in high-risk jurisdictions,

for a 30 percent discount as a

between September 2015 and April

such as the British Virgin Islands.

result of his cooperation, and due

2017, while Nouril carried out work

to mitigating factors, including

for two individual clients and

Furthermore, Nouril permitted four

“comprehensive” training

corporate vehicles associated with

payments totalling over £1.7

concerning AML and the SRA

them, he failed to conduct proper

million in and out of one of

Accounts Rules. Nouril will pay an

customer due diligence (CDD), in

Mishcon de Reya’s client accounts

additional £3,500 to cover the

violation of Regulation 7 of the

in 2016, which allowed the account

costs of the SRA’s investigation.

Money Laundering Regulations

to be used as a banking facility, in

2007. The activity related to asset

violation of Rule 14.5 of the SRA

planning for one of Nouril’s clients

Accounts Rules 2011. The SRA’s

and the proposed acquisition of

investigation disclosed that Nouril

SRA press release

Former Czech PM stripped of immunity over
fraud charges relating to EU funds
The Czech Chamber of Deputies

the parliamentary meeting report.

subsidies. The Agrofert

on 3 March passed a motion to lift

Czech prosecutors requested

conglomerate of around 250

former prime minister Andrej

another vote on Babiš following the

companies regained ownership of

Babiš’ immunity from prosecution

defeat of his populist ANO party in

the Stork’s Nest farm after the

over charges involving EU funds

last year's parliamentary elections.

awarding of EU subsidies.

fraud totalling €2 million.
Charges against Babiš allege that
The motion, the third allowing

he transferred ownership of his

Babiš to be criminally prosecuted,

Stork’s Nest farm from his Agrofert

was passed with 112 votes in

conglomerate business in 2007 to

favour and 63 against, according to

meet eligibility criteria for EU

15

The former prime minister
denies the allegations.
Czech parliament meeting rep…
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ECHR rules Malta violated protection of property
rights in Kazakh asset freezing case
The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) ruled

However, the Maltese courts failed to conduct an

on 3 March that Malta violated protection of

assessment into the legitimacy and proportionality of

property rights under Article 1 of the European

the asset freezing measure, as well as into the

Convention on Human Rights’ Protocol 1 when

“credibility of the charges” initiated by Kazakhstan,

issuing an asset freeze order concerning Austrian

and extended the measure against Shorazova

national Elnara Shorazova, following a request

“automatically” over the course of eight years,

from the Kazakh authorities.

without hearing the applicant.
The ECHR further ruled that while a freezing order

The court held that there were
“sufficient grounds” for
questioning the genuine nature
of the proceedings commenced
by Kazakhstan in relation to
Shorazova and Aliyev,
particularly considering that the
latter was a “political adversary”
to the Kazakh regime and
former Kazakh president
Nursultan Nazarbayev

may be in the general interest, whether a general
interest for issuing and maintaining such an order was
satisfied in the present circumstances should have
been adequately assessed by Maltese courts.
The ECHR held that it has no competence to make
allegations concerning democracy in Kazakhstan or to
evaluate whether the proceedings initiated in the
country were “politically motivated”, but underlines
that it was the responsibility of the Maltese courts to
assess whether “they should continue assisting a
judicial system which was allegedly corrupt and
unable to give a fair hearing”. Should the country have
established that Kazakhstan failed to offer guarantees
of a fair trial, Malta should not have offered legal
assistance in relation to the ongoing proceedings,

Shorazova is the widow of late Kazakh politician
Rakhat Mukhtaruly Aliyev whose assets were also
frozen by Malta at the request of the Kazakh
authorities, which at the time was investigating
allegations of fraud and money laundering involving
the two individuals.
The court held that there were “sufficient grounds” for
questioning the genuine nature of the proceedings
commenced by Kazakhstan in relation to Shorazova
and Aliyev, particularly considering that the latter was
a “political adversary” to the Kazakh regime and
former Kazakh president Nursultan Nazarbayev.
16

according to the ECHR.
However, while other countries, such as Austria,
previously refused extradition requests over concerns
that Kazakhstan was not in compliance with the
Convention, this was not the case with requests for
mutual legal assistance “which in themselves were
not determinative of guilt and thus the applicant’s right
to a fair trial would not be prejudiced”.
ECHR judgment
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Bank of Italy blocks N26 from taking on clients
The Bank of Italy announced on

customers by 28 March. N26 is

anomalies detected have been

29 March that it has banned the

also blocked from offering new

addressed, also for the purpose of

Italian branch of online German

products and services, for instance

revising that measure.” In an

bank N26 from undertaking

crypto-assets, to existing

emailed statement, the company

operations with new customers

customers. The Bank of Italy

acknowledged that “more needs to

after it identified “significant

adopted the measure following an

be done” to address AML issues.

shortcomings” in respect of anti-

on-site inspection between 25

“Having already significantly scaled

money laundering legislation.

October and 17 December 2021,

up global efforts in this area

which revealed the alleged anti-

starting last year, we are

money laundering failures.

committed to accelerating and

N26 will be blocked from forging
new business relationships or

further improving our systems

“engaging in any transaction

It said that N26 has “taken a

whatsoever, including of an

number of actions to remedy these

occasional nature” with individuals

shortcomings. The Bank of Italy

or entities who are not already

intends to verify that all the

and operations in this area”, it said.
Bank of Italy release

US DOJ to extend monitoring of Deutsche Bank
for failure to disclose greenwashing allegations
Deutsche Bank AG announced on

regarding environmental, social

position a day prior to the group’s

11 March in its annual filing with

and governance (ESG)

annual report, which claimed that

the US Securities and Exchange

information by Deutsche Bank

$540 billion, or half of its total

Commission (SEC) that it has

subsidiary DWS Group.

assets under management, had

agreed with the US Department of

been subjected to ESG integration

Justice (DOJ) to extend

The revelations were first published

in which investment targets

monitoring until February 2023

on 1 August in a Wall Street

received ESG grading.

under its 2021 deferred

Journal interview with former head

prosecution agreement (DPA)

of sustainability at DWS, Desiree

Deutsche Bank’s 11 March

due to allegations of

Fixler, who reportedly informed the

filing describes the DOJ finding as

greenwashing by its subsidiary.

group’s executive board that “the

“based on untimely reporting” of

firm had no clear ambition or

the misconduct complaint by

The bank states that the latest

strategy, lacked policies on coal

a former executive. Under the DPA,

agreement was reached on 28

and other topics and that ESG

the bank agreed to immediately

February and follows a DOJ finding

teams were seen as specialists

report to the DOJ any possible

that the bank violated the 2021

rather than being an integral

legal issues that it discovered.

DPA, with the DOJ having been

part of the decision-making”. Fixler

made aware of allegations

was reportedly dismissed from her

17

Deutsche Bank SEC filing
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REPORTS

US Treasury Department publishes national
financial crime risk assessments for 2022
The ML risk assessment notes that

liability companies and corporate

money launderers use a variety of

vehicles, trusts, partnerships, and

techniques to move and conceal

the use of nominees.

illicit proceeds. Methods range

The US Treasury issued on 1
March the 2022 national risk
assessments on money
laundering (ML), terrorist
financing (TF) and proliferation
financing (PF). The assessments
highlight the most significant
illicit finance threats, weaknesses
and risks, noting that the US is
vulnerable to all three forms of
illicit finance due to its complex
financial system and the centrality
of the US dollar in the payment
infrastructure of global trade.
The documents address changes
to the illicit finance risk
environment resulting from: (1) the
pandemic, ransomware, domestic
violent extremism, corruption; (2)
the increased digitisation of
payments and financial services;
and (3) the enactment of new
requirements concerning the US
AML/CFT framework.
18

from the use of cash to purchase

The TF risk assessment underlines

luxury or high-value goods, to

that domestic violent extremists

virtual assets and related service

(DVE) pose a rising threat. It notes

providers, including decentralised

that many DVE attacks are self-

finance and the growing use of

funded, however DVE networks

anonymity-enhancement

may also raise funds through

technologies. The document adds

solicitations, commercial ventures

that criminals commonly exploit

or criminal activity. The greatest

data that is stolen, hacked or

threat, according to the paper, is

compromised to set up bank

represented by US-based

accounts and conceal fraudulent

individuals acting alone in carrying

activity. Moreover, significant

out attacks. Such actors are

volumes of illicit proceeds are

increasingly reliant on their own

generated, according to the paper,

finances to fund an attack, which

from drug trafficking, cybercrime,

limits the effectiveness of certain

human trafficking and smuggling,

AML/CFT measures.

as well as corruption.
In terms of foreign terrorist groups,
ML vulnerabilities identified include:

the assessment finds that the

(1) compliance deficiencies at

most common form of financial

some institutions; (2) financial

support from US-based individuals

intermediaries, such as investment

continues to be the transfer of

advisers and third-party payment

small sums to facilitators outside

processors, not being subject to

the US working on behalf of ISIS

comprehensive AML/CFT

and its affiliates, Al-Qaida and

regulations; (3) a lack of timely

its affiliates, and Hezbollah. The

access to beneficial ownership

document also notes that

information of legal entities; (4) a

individuals and networks exploit

lack of transparency in non-

social media and encrypted

financed real estate transactions;

communications for recruitment

and (5) misuse of legal entities and

and the instigation of violence, and

arrangements, including limited

they keep reinventing themselves
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in terms of financial products and

The specific vulnerabilities of the

According to a press release, the

services used to conceal their

US financial system and economy

Department of the Treasury will

transactional activity.

to PF activity include: (1) the

release the 2022 National Strategy

misuse of legal entities, with

for Combatting Terrorist and Other

The PF national risk assessment

proliferation networks creating

Illicit Finance in the coming weeks.

highlights that the Democratic

front or shell companies to access

The strategy, which will incorporate

People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK)

banking relationships with financial

feedback from stakeholders, will

constitutes the most complex PF

institutions; (2) exploiting the

provide recommendations for

threat globally and to the US. It is

maritime sector to transport

addressing the identified risks.

followed by Iran, China, Russia,

goods, including oil and coal, as

Syria and Pakistan. Accordingly,

inputs for proliferation

the document emphasises that the

programmes and revenue-

US has prioritised preventing PF

generating activity; and (3) the

networks linked to the DPRK and

increasing exploitation of the

Iran. China and, to a lesser extent,

digital economy, including

Russia are reported to engage in

through the systematic mining

PF activities by expanding their

and trading of virtual assets,

efforts to acquire US-origin goods

and the hacking of virtual asset

in violation of export controls.

service providers.

US Treasury press release
ML risk assessment
TF risk assessment
PF risk assessment

UK NCA issues latest SARs in Action magazine
The UK Financial Intelligence

that money laundering

since Prime Minister Boris

Unite (UKFIU) published on 31

connected with sanctioned

Johnson’s announcement.

March the latest edition of its

entities is underway.

SARs in Action magazine, which

The agency underscores that it will

focuses on suspicious activity

The new anti-kleptocracy body,

focus on criminal justice

reports (SARs) in the context of

which was announced by UK Prime

mechanisms, and will employ

sanctions and the creation

Minister Boris Johnson on 24

account freezing and forfeiture

inside the National Crime

February, will investigate “criminal

orders, and unexplained wealth

Agency (NCA) of the new

sanctions evasion and high-end

orders, among other tools, to

Combatting Kleptocracy Cell.

money laundering”, states the

freeze and recover illicit gains.

magazine. It will focus on the UK
Earlier in March, the NCA updated

assets of “corrupt elites” and their

its booklet containing SAR glossary

enablers. The NCA states that it

codes, adding code XXSNEXX for

has moved resources to amplify

when a reporting entity believes

intelligence gathering efforts

19

SARs in Action – Issue 15
Glossary codes booklet
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US report on foreign government efforts to
combat drug-related money laundering
Department states that the 2020

Panama is also recognised for

Corporate Transparency Act’s

launching the design of an

forthcoming beneficial ownership

ownership registry, as is Turkey for

requirements represent progress.

updating its ownership guidelines.

The INCSR states that countries

The money laundering report also

with weak political will pose very

discusses risks emanating from

The US State Department

high-risk of corruption that

virtual currencies and various

submitted to Congress on 1

facilitates global drug trafficking

governments’ approaches to

March its two-volume 2022

and transnational organised crime.

addressing these risks. These

International Narcotics Control

However, the report also notes

include Canada, which requires

Strategy Report (INCSR) on work

progress in Albania, Ecuador, El

large virtual currency transactions

by foreign governments to curb

Salvador, Malaysia, Mozambique,

to be reported, Kazakhstan and

drug trafficking, including a

the Seychelles, and Suriname, all of

Turkey, which have legislated that

second volume dedicated to anti-

which achieved success in 2021 in

digital asset affiliated companies

money laundering (AML) regime

either securing convictions against

adhere to AML and counter

improvements and other efforts to

current or former government

financing of terrorism standards,

counter drug-related money

officials or making progress in

and Peru, which has created a

laundering in 80 jurisdictions

prosecutions.

special prosecutor’s office
exclusively devoted to cybercrime.

identified as major money
laundering jurisdictions in 2021.

Beneficial ownership transparency
remains an essential component of

The INCSR details the US

The report asserts that political

the fight to identify shell

government’s concerns over

commitments are required of

companies that support drug

hawala, the Black Market Peso

cooperating nations to ensure a

trafficking, the State Department

Exchange, and other money

reduction in “concerning levels of

asserts. Of particular concern to

transfer methods that can support

overseas production of cocaine,

US officials are so-called “off-the-

trade-based money laundering.

heroin, and methamphetamine”

shelf” companies that can be

Despite the challenges posed by

including commitments to address

purchased online and may serve as

the pandemic, the State

illicit finance. The money

a means of shielding true

Department notes that the US

laundering volume of the INCSR,

ownership. Antigua and Barbuda is

government continues to exchange

compiled through information from

named in the INCSR as making

information and share best

12 federal government agencies, is

legislative and regulatory changes

practices with partner nations.

issued pursuant to the Foreign

last year that crackdown on certain

Assistance Act (FAA) and covers

companies that hide beneficial

nations that have received US

ownership, while Dominica has

financial assistance in the past two

since changed national law to

years. Domestically, the State

address ownership transparency.

20

State Department media note
INCSR volume 1
INCSR volume 2 on ML
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EBA report assessing competent authorities'
approaches to AML/CFT supervision of banks
The European Banking Authority (EBA) published on

However, supervisors continue to face challenges,

22 March a report summarising the findings of its

particularly with respect to the identification and

assessment of competent authorities’ approaches to

evaluation of ML/TF risks associated with the banking

the anti-money laundering and countering the

sector and with individual banks. The EBA finds that

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) supervision of

the understanding of TF risks is “limited” and that

banks in the EU and the European Economic Area

most authorities are not aware of TF risks arising

(EEA) between 2020 and 2021.

from right-wing extremism. Moreover, some failed to
consider that TF risks may have increased in their
sector despite having customers linked to high-risk

The report found shortcomings
in competent authorities’
AML/CFT enforcement
mechanisms, noting that the
measures taken in response to
compliance weaknesses were
not always “sufficiently
dissuasive” and proportionate
to the severity of the breach

jurisdictions. The regulator also found that competent
authorities failed to translate ML/TF risk assessments
into risk-based supervisory strategies, while the
majority carried out a small number of full-scope onsite inspections, relying mostly on off-site supervision.
Concurrently, the report found shortcomings in
competent authorities’ AML/CFT enforcement
mechanisms, noting that the measures taken in
response to compliance weaknesses were not always
“sufficiently dissuasive” and proportionate to the
severity of the breach. The EBA recommends
establishing internal processes and guidance to
include objective criteria for determining the

The EBA finds that the majority of assessed

seriousness of a breach, taking into account

competent authorities are committed to strengthening

aggravating and mitigating factors to ensure that

their AML/CFT supervision approach, while

sanctions are imposed effectively. Furthermore,

supervisory staff generally have a good understanding

competent authorities should adopt corrective

of international and EU AML/CFT standards. Similarly,

measures where necessary. The paper notes that

since the last round of reviews conducted by the

cooperation with financial intelligence units (FIUs)

regulator, which took place from 2019 to 2020,

“remained limited and was not usually material”, while

authorities have increased their awareness about the

“rarely systematic”, which led competent authorities to

link between AML/CFT and prudential supervision,

adopt decisions regarding AML/CFT supervision and

and supervisory cooperation has also been prioritised,

prudential processes without having proper

with competent authorities increasingly establishing

knowledge of all the relevant facts.

mechanisms for exchanging information with other
national and international bodies.

21

EBA press release
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FATF report on migrant smuggling ML/TF risks
integrated into the financial system through tradebased ML, with smugglers using legitimate
businesses to hide or invest illegal funds.
The use of social media and encrypted messaging
communication platforms such as WhatsApp, Viber,
Telegram or Imo, increasingly assists migrant
smugglers for recruitment and coordination purposes.
The report warns that social media has also become
an important tool for smugglers and migrants to share
information regarding routes, services and prices, and
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) published on

has enhanced smugglers’ ability to change routes in

22 March a report on money laundering and terrorist

reaction to law enforcement.

financing risks arising from migrant smuggling,
which aims to assist competent authorities and the

FATF notes that despite limited information

private sector in mitigating threats associated with

concerning the link between TF and migrant

this type of crime, while disrupting and recovering

smuggling, there is evidence of terrorist groups

illicit proceeds generated by criminal networks.

receiving money from smugglers along migratory
routes in the form of “tolls” for allowing them to transit

The paper underlines that the most common method

territory controlled by them. Data consulted by FATF

for transferring funds generated by migrant smuggling

reveals that terrorist organisations in countries such

between multiple jurisdictions is the hawala system,

as Libya, Mali, Burkina Faso and Niger are involved in

which often prevents financial intelligence units (FIUs)

such practices, however groups in Syria and Iraq also

and law enforcement agencies from conducting

profit from instability and conflict.

proper financial investigations due to difficulties in
tracing financial flows. Similarly, illegal funds are often

The report recommends that law enforcement and

channelled via hawala from and to jurisdictions with

competent authorities enhance international and

“limited capacity” or expertise for conducting cross-

regional cooperation, particularly for information

border financial investigations, and profits are

exchange and mutual legal assistance purposes, and

generally transferred back to the smuggler’s home

should conduct parallel financial investigations, while

country. The system operates within mini markets,

strengthening the capacity of relevant practitioners to

mobile phone or electronic device stores, travel

better detect and deter the links between migrant

agencies and restaurants which are owned by

smuggling and ML and TF. National authorities

members of the criminal networks.

should also review their asset recovery frameworks
to ensure that they allow for the recovery of proceeds

FATF warns that other money transfer methods

associated with this type of crime.

include the physical transportation of funds via cash
couriers or money mules via land and air routes, as

FATF press release

well as the use of money or value transfer services
(MVTS). Illicit proceeds are most commonly
22

FATF report
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UK PSR publishes annual plan for 2022/23
The UK Payment Systems

steps to be taken by the financial

to cash coverage and how to

Regulator (PSR) published on 29

sector and other digital ecosystem

address such gaps, while

March its annual plan and budget

actors to prevent APP scams and

supporting and monitoring industry

for 2022/23, which includes plans

protect fraud victims. The regulator

innovations in cash access. In

for strengthening measures to

highlights that it will continue to

terms of its card-acquiring market

fight authorised push payment

focus on improving scam

review, the PSR will develop a

(APP) scams and to protect

prevention, including by requiring

package of measures to help

victims, as well as for directing

payment service providers (PSPs)

merchants compare and switch

more institutions to implement

to publish their APP scam data and

providers, and will monitor

the Confirmation of Payee (CoP)

by promoting intelligence-sharing

compliance with such measures,

name-checking service.

arrangements for all PSPs.

while identifying areas where

Additionally, the PSR aims to take

corrective action should be taken.

further steps to introduce

The regulator
highlights that it will
continue to focus
on improving scam
prevention,
including by
requiring payment
service providers to
publish their APP
scam data and by
promoting
intelligence-sharing
arrangements for
all PSPs

mandatory reimbursement for APP

Throughout 2022, the PSR aims to

scams victims and to balance

contribute to the Cryptoassets

liability between sending and

Taskforce (CATF) for the

receiving PSPs, as well as to

development of the UK’s approach

coordinate voluntary actions by

to crypto-assets and stablecoins

Pay.UK, PSPs and other regulators.

and to cooperate with the Bank of
England (BoE) and the FCA in the

With respect to the CoP, the PSR

process of monitoring

aims to explore additional

developments in the crypto-assets

measures for ensuring that more

market and their implications for

financial institutions offer CoP

the UK. The regulator also aims

services and expand the number of

to develop guidance on

customers that will be able to use

approaches for regulating crypto-

this service. Furthermore, an

based payment systems.

assessment will be made to
determine whether PSPs should be
required to have Secondary
Reference Data (SRD) capability.
Concurrently, in light of the
declining use of cash, the PSR is

The PSR notes that it is currently
assessing responses to its
November 2021 consultation on

23
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UK Treasury Committee publishes Russia
sanctions implementation and impact report
lagged behind that available in the

Moreover, MPs underline that the

Unites States” and requests that

UK is not protected from the

the UK government ensure that

economic consequences of

such guidance is clear, accurate,

sanctions on Russian oil and gas.

and widely available. Furthermore,
the government should consider

The government should assess

increasing the resources of the

measures for boosting business

The UK House of Commons

Office of Financial Sanctions

investment and for assisting firms

Treasury Committee published a

Implementation, particularly by

that have been directly affected by

23 March report on the

expanding the number of staff.

restrictive measures targeting
Russia. The report also warns

development, implementation,
and impact of Russia-related

Treasury Committee Chair Mel

about the impact of possible

economic sanctions, calling on

Stride states that while the UK

secondary sanctions and calls on

the UK government to adopt a

“must continue to press forward

the Foreign, Commonwealth and

“watchful approach” in relation to

with significant sanctions to cause

Development Office to assess to

potential sanctions violations

maximum damage to Russia’s

what extent “Russia circumvents

using cryptocurrencies and to

economy”, competent authorities

Western sanctions through non-

ensure it has adequate expertise

should ensure that the UK’s

sanctioned Russian reserves and

to monitor developments.

economy is protected. The report

[..] trade with other countries”.

warns that sanctions implemented
The report raises concerns that

in response to Russia’s invasion of

guidance aimed at assisting the

Ukraine will have a significant

private sector with sanctions

economic impact on businesses

implementation appears “to have

and the cost of living in the UK.

Committee report
Committee press release

EU Tax Observatory calls for EU asset registry to
improve sanctions on Russian oligarchs
The EU Tax Observatory released

Preceding the establishment of a

and central securities depositories,

a report on 16 March calling for

registry could be the creation of a

and assets held by shell

the creation of a European asset

database in which authorities and

companies, states the report.

registry to assist authorities in

experts begin aggregating

tracing the assets of sanctioned

information on the Russian owners

Russian targets and cracking

of assets across the globe such as

down on sanctions evasion.

properties, wealth stored in banks
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EPPO probes €5.4 billion in losses to EU budget
Italy is the EU member state with the highest number
of EPPO investigations with 120 opened in 2021 out of
which 40 have a cross-border element. Bulgaria
follows with 105 investigations and Romania with 60.
Germany has the second highest number of crossborder EPPO investigations with 32, Belgium the third
with 16, and France the fourth highest with 13.
In terms of cooperation, the report notes that the
EPPO has signed working arrangements with the EU
The European Public Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO)
published on 24 March its first report on its
operational activities, which began in June 2021.
The report recalls that the EPPO is the EU authority
dedicated to investigating fraud involving EU funds of
over €10,000 and cross-border value added tax (VAT)
fraud involving damages above €10 million committed
in participating member states after November
2017. According to the report, the EPPO processed
2,832 crime reports, as of 31 December 2021, when
515 investigations were ongoing. Of these 27.5
percent of ongoing investigations have a cross-border
dimension. Damages in active investigations are
estimated to total €5.4 billion and over €147 million
has been granted for seizure.
The office opened 576 investigations in 2021, 298 of
which were new cases initiated by the EPPO, and 278
were so-called backlog cases reported by national
authorities and taken over by the office. The most
frequent types of crime affecting the EU budget
include: (1) non-procurement expenditure fraud,
representing almost 32 percent of the 515 active
investigations; (2) VAT revenue fraud amounting to

Commission, Eurojust, Europol, the European Court of
Auditors, the European Anti-Fraud Office, the European
Investment Bank and the European Investment Fund.
Moreover, the report recalls that Denmark, Hungary,
Ireland, Poland and Sweden decided not to participate
in the EPPO, however they have been involved in 48
EPPO cases. The office has also initiated negotiations
on working arrangements with the relevant US
and Ukrainian authorities.
European Chief Prosecutor Laura Codruța Kövesi
states that the EPPO “is a very powerful tool for
protecting expenditures as well as revenues of the EU
budget by means of criminal law”. “[I]mproving the
level of protection of the financial interests of the EU
starts with increasing the level of detection of EU
fraud”, Kövesi notes. She maintains that the office’s
operational objectives are improving overall
investigation rates of offences affecting the EU’s
financial interests, especially cross-border
investigations targeting organised criminal groups;
as well as improving recovery of illicit assets.
EPPO press release
Statistics per participating member state

17.6 percent; (3) non-VAT revenue fraud representing
around 13 percent; (4) procurement expenditure fraud
at 11.2 percent; and (5) active and passive corruption
of public officials amounting to 4 percent.
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European Central Bank publishes supervisory
activities annual report for 2021
integrates ML/TF risks in its

on the EU Commission’s legislative

prudential supervision and actively

proposals on AML/CFT.

exchanges information with
AML/CFT authorities. The ECA

According to the report, the ECB

recommended that the ECB

conducted 17 reassessments for

simplify its processes for

several members of the

exchanging information with

management bodies of credit

The European Central Bank (ECB)

AML/CFT authorities and update

institutions. Five of the

published on 31 March its annual

its internal processes for

reassessments were related to the

report on supervisory activities in

integrating ML/TF risks into

AML framework, four to criminal

2021, which notes that

prudential supervision following

proceedings, two to civil

inadequate anti-money laundering

the publication of the European

proceedings and six to other issues

and countering the terrorism

Banking Authority’s revised

such as bankruptcy and fraud.

financing (AML/CFT) frameworks

guidelines on common procedures

Similarly, ML/TF relevant

represented one of the main

and methodologies for the

information was considered when

causes of financial deterioration

supervisory review and evaluation

the ECB assessed the suitability of

in 2021 for banks that did not

process (SREP).

board members in 36 applications.

criteria in the Single Supervisory

The ECB sought to address these

Regarding digitalisation, the ECB

Mechanism known as less

recommendations by: (1)

issued opinions on the draft

significant institutions. Other

implementing a significantly

legislative proposals on markets in

causes include unviable business

simplified procedure for

crypto-assets, the pilot regime for

models, continuously low

exchanging information under the

market infrastructures based on

profitability leading to solvency

multilateral agreement signed by

distributed ledger technology and

issues and accounting fraud.

the ECB and national AML/CFT

the digital operational resilience

supervisors; (2) participating as an

act. The report also states that the

The ECB contributed to the

observer in the establishment of

ECB participated in discussions

European Court of Auditors’ (ECA)

internal processes developed to

with the European Supervisory

audit of the EU’s AML policy in the

facilitate the exchange of

Authorities on the regulation of

banking sector which was

information within AML/CFT

FinTech and BigTech and the

concluded in June 2021. The ECB

colleges by the respective

regulatory scope of consolidation.

notes that national authorities are

AML/CFT supervisory authorities;

responsible for the supervision of

and (3) committing to update

credit and financial institutions in

its SREP methodology.

fulfil any of the significance

ECB annual report key figures

the area of AML/CFT and the ECB’s
tasks explicitly exclude AML/CFT

Additionally, the ECB notes that it

supervision. However, the ECB

will issue in due course its opinions
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Controlling crypto: time for regulation, or have
digital assets escaped Pandora’s box?
Speaking to CBS News, Head of Legal and
Government Affairs for blockchain analytics firm TRM
Labs and former US prosecutor Ari Redbord said the
investigation was “arguably […] a great day not just for
law enforcement, but really the cryptocurrency
industry. It says that crypto is not anonymous, crypto
is not in the shadows, it is something that law
enforcement is able to leverage – the power of this
technology – to stop bad actors.”
In the early days of bitcoin, the common
understanding was that crypto-assets were an
In February 2022, the US Department of Justice

anonymous way to transact online. Darknet websites

(DOJ) announced the largest seizure of assets in

like Silk Road offered a market to buy and sell illegal

US law enforcement history. The DOJ said it had

goods and services free from government prying.

recovered some 95,000 bitcoins, worth around $3.6

Following a series of high-profile prosecutions in the

billion, as part of a money laundering investigation

Silk Road case it became clear that the nature of

connected to the hacking of Hong Kong-based

blockchain technology – a public and immutable

crypto-asset exchange Bitfinex in 2016.

ledger containing crypto-asset transactions – could
be harnessed by law enforcement to trace illicit

Officials announced they had arrested husband and

transactions. However while this is true to an extent,

wife duo Ilya Lichtenstein and Heather Morgan, New

experts Financial Crime Digest spoke to said that in

York City entrepreneurs with flashy online

practice efforts by law enforcement to track

personalities, accusing them of laundering the funds.

movements of crypto-assets and hunt down criminals

If convicted the pair face 25 years in prison.

are beset by serious technical, resourcing, and

Lichtenstein advertised himself as a “technology

bureaucratic problems.

entrepreneur, coder and investor” and went by the
nickname “Dutch”. Morgan's Twitter account

Furthermore, following unprecedented sanctions

showcased her talents as quirky alter-ego rapper

levied upon Russia as part of western government

Razzlekhan, the "Crocodile of Wall Street", and her

responses to the invasion of Ukraine, the crypto-

columns in Forbes extolled the virtues of a hustle

asset industry has come under increased scrutiny

lifestyle. Industry insiders hailed the enormous seizure

over the question of whether bitcoin could be used as

by US authorities in the Bitfinex case as an indication

a tool for sanctions evasion. A series of massive

that law enforcement is getting a grip on the problem

thefts, most recently a $625 million hack against play-

of financial crime perpetrated through crypto-assets.

to-earn crypto game Axie Infinity, have also raised
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difficult questions for the industry. Meanwhile experts

crypto-assets through a Wasabi Wallet as part of an

differ significantly over the scale of criminality on the

investigation into a hack on a decentralised venture

blockchain, and warn that a revolving door between

fund called The DAO in 2016, but this has not been

governments and crypto-asset firms could put

verified by the company, which did not respond to

effective oversight of the industry at risk.

requests for an interview. Ian Lee, a director at
blockchain analytics firm Merkle Science told

Mixing it up: how traceable are crypto-assets?

Financial Crime Digest that the alleged launderers in

Participants in the crypto-asset industry often point to

the Bitfinex hack “succeeded to some extent”, but

the public blockchain as a tool for law enforcement to

“didn’t use [mixers] ‘properly’.” “In our opinion it is either

hunt criminals seeking to launder funds. But crypto-

through a lack of understanding as to how tracing

asset tracers quickly run into the problem of money

methodologies work, or a lack of care, as to how they

laundering techniques which conceal the flow of

were found out”, he said. “Some people say mixers

funds. The stolen funds in the Bitfinex case were

can be 'de-anonymised' - that is true but only to a

hidden with a laundry list of obfuscation techniques,

certain extent. It depends how the person interacts

including the use of fictitious identities to set up online

with them”, explains Lee. Broadly, there are two types

accounts, computer programs to automate

of mixers – those which Lee described as “centralised”

transactions, deposits of stolen funds in multiple

and those which are “decentralised”.

exchanges, the use of darknet markets, conversion of
bitcoin to other virtual currency, the use of anonymity-

Centralised mixing relies on a third-party to pool and

enhanced virtual currencies like privacy coins, “chain-

obscure the crypto-assets of multiple users. The

hopping” and obfuscation techniques like “mixers”.

centralised mixer decides how to mix users' coins
together, how long to hold the coins, and when to

Mixers are a key tool for crypto-asset money

disburse them. Users take the risk that the centralised

launderers. It is possible to funnel bitcoin or Ethereum

mixer will not simply abscond with their crypto-assets,

through mixing services to jumble up funds in a single

or subsequently divulge IP address or mixing

pool before spitting them out again, obscuring the

information to law enforcement or another party. They

origin and destination of funds. The Bitfinex

also tend to operate off-blockchain – meaning they

launderers allegedly used mixers called "Wasabi

function as a black box which permits no insight for a

Wallets" and darknet markets like AlphaBay to help

potential blockchain investigator seeking to track the

conceal the source and destination of the funds,

funds. To funnel crypto-assets through a

according to TRM Labs. Wasabi has attracted the

“decentralised” mixer, however, is to give the funds to a

attention of Europol's Cyber Intelligence Team, which

computer program which will mix it with other coins

in 2020 stated in an internal document that between

before disbursing it. “Everything is programmed”, said

launching in Autumn 2018 to March 2020, the mixer

Lee. The Wasabi Wallets used in the Bitfinex case are

received over €500 million in crypto-assets. Europol

an example of a decentralised mixer. Blockchain

noted that money laundering suspects who avoid

analytics firms like Merkle Science are more effective

major slip-ups in their use of the mixer "have a very

when tracing through decentralised mixers, Lee added

high probability of staying undetected", and that

- in certain cases they claim to be able build

"realistically speaking, in most cases" Wasabi

algorithms which seek to de-anonymise transactions

transactions cannot be de-mixed and tracked.

which pass through them. However, tracking through
a mixer is not necessarily a strictly technical matter,

In February, journalist Laura Shin claimed in Forbes

as context and investigative logic can also play a key

that blockchain tracing firm Chainalysis had de-mixed

role. “If a bitcoin mixer contains 5 [coins] per day, and
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then suddenly 50 goes in and 50 goes out, it's pretty

slow mutual legal assistance processes, Lee said. “We

clear that all the bitcoin going out belongs

see a lot of these exchanges being targeted. [Money

to the same person who put it in", Lee explains.

launderers] exploit the world's bureaucracy. They know

One prominent decentralised mixer is Tornado Cash,
which has been associated with several
prominent money laundering investigations in recent
months including the Bitmart exchange hack in
December 2021. According to analytics firm Anchain,
over $10 billion of crypto-assets were transacted
through Tornado Cash in 2021. Speaking to the
Epicenter podcast in June 2021, founder Roman
Semenov described Tornado Cash’s technology as
being like “a bag of coins that are all the same. Some
people come along and throw a new coin in the bag.
And then some other people come along and take a
coin from the bag”. Lee said the quantity being pushed
through mixers is “in fact enormous. I daresay 70-80
percent of cases involving large hacks go through
mixers”. Lee added that mixers can be used for
legitimate reasons by individuals or businesses with
privacy concerns.
Crypto-asset exchanges: mixers with KYC
Both Lee and the CEO of a prominent UK-based
crypto-asset exchange confirmed that it is not only
mixers that can present a challenge for law
enforcement. Exchanges, which provide a service
whereby crypto-assets like bitcoin can be traded and
exchanged for other crypto-assets like Ethereum, or
fiat money like dollars and euros, operate in a similar
way to mixers. Exchanges collect client funds into a
pool. When the funds are withdrawn, it is not possible
for law enforcement to trace them without contacting
the exchange and asking for transaction information.
Some researchers have suggested that a significantly
higher proportion of crypto-asset transactions occur
“off-chain” than on the public blockchain ledger.
Law enforcement can demand that regulated
exchanges like Coinbase disclose client details
collected through their 'know-your-customer'
processes – but criminals have taken to bouncing
funds through multiple exchanges in jurisdictions with
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that if they move funds into an exchange in China, and
then withdraw the funds and move it into an exchange
in Russia, and then an exchange in India, law
enforcement will never catch them. The time it takes
for law enforcement to trace it to the exchange and
then get cooperation from international partners to
issue subpoenas - the slow speed of bureaucracy
basically protects them", added Lee.
In many cases, the hurdles to tracking through mixers
and exchanges may be too great for law enforcement,
said former head of Internet Enforcement at the US
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), John
Reed Stark. “You're relying on cooperation from
companies with a strong libertarian edge, who are
predisposed philosophically not to cooperate. For the
typical federal agent, there are so many points where
it will make sense to give up and move on to a more
fruitful investigative endeavour, which is far more
likely to result in an arrest", Stark told Financial Crime

Digest. He emphasised that prosecutors and
regulators have significant challenges in conducting
operations with an overseas element, even when
dealing with friendly countries in jurisdictions with
strong institutions – let alone when seeking to
extract information from any financial entity in a
country with weak or different judicial and law
enforcement systems in place.
“If I want to speak with a witness in the UK because I
have received a complaint about a fraud at a cryptotrading platform. And I want to call that victim. I
have to work with the Office of International Affairs,
and arrange a phone call with the appropriate
regulator in Britain - explain whatever details I have
discovered, and send all the documents. And when I
talk to the victim, that regulator must likely attend. The
hurdles are significant in terms of just having a
discussion with a witness, let alone identifying
an actual suspect, and then charging, apprehending,
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extraditing, and ultimately bringing them to justice.

the exchange is committed to sanctions compliance,

Not many US federal prosecutors and investigators

and that digital asset transactions “are traceable,

want to spend five years trying to apprehend a

permanent, and public. As a result, digital assets can

suspect. That’s a long haul”, said Stark.

actually enhance our ability to detect and deter

Stark rejected the claim made by industry participants
that the blockchain could be harnessed by law
enforcement to clampdown on crime. The
DOJ’s apparent success in the Bitfinex case is not
indicative of a broader trend, he said, and pointed to
the proliferation of ransomware attacks in recent
years as evidence that law enforcement is struggling
to track crypto-assets. He added that boasts by law
enforcement about prosecutions are more about
deterrence than actual success, which he said
“unfortunately remains very miniscule and limited”.
“If crypto were so easily traceable, why does just
about every ransomware attacker get away with their
crime, except for one or two, who have been identified
but not necessarily caught? If crypto were so easily
traceable, why are so many ransomware victims
paying ransoms? Big crypto wants to have it both
ways. On the one hand they brag about how ‘crypto
transactions are pseudo-anonymous and can be kept
secret from an increasingly nosy government.' Yet on
the other hand, they promise that crypto transactions
are traceable and the best investigative resource in
law enforcement history”, he said.
Sanctions and crypto
Following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, debate over the
extent to which crypto-assets could be used for
sanctions evasion have become increasingly acute as
western governments seek to impose a large package
of sanctions on the Russian economy. European
Central Bank President Christine Lagarde said in
March that digital assets are “certainly being used, as
we speak, as a way to try to circumvent the sanctions
that have been decided by many countries around the
world against Russia”. Industry participants generally
reject the idea that Russia would use crypto-assets in
a significant way to evade sanctions. In a blog post,
Coinbase Chief Legal Officer Paul Grewal stated that
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evasion compared to the traditional financial system”.
Alex Zerden, a former US Treasury Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN) official and founder of
digital asset consultancy Capital Peak Strategies Alex
Zerden told Financial Crime Digest that “given the
nature of crypto markets at present, it is not possible
for Russia to substitute the loss it has encountered
through conversion of ruble assets into crypto in
terms of tens or hundreds of billions of dollars, at
scale”. At that scale, the Russian state taking such an
approach “would distort markets and be
readily detected”, Zerden said. He added that at a
lower level, sanctioned entities and individuals could
use cryptocurrencies to engage in sanctions evasion
activities. With the entire market capitalisation for all
digital assets valued at around $2 trillion, a significant
shift from rubles to crypto-assets could face a liquidity
problem, Zerden said. “You have to have buyers in the
market”, he explained. “There is evidence of sanctions
evasion, or at least indicia of sanctions evasion
occurring through crypto, and you’re seeing an
increase in take-up of purchase of crypto through
rubles […]. To say that people in Russia are
diversifying their assets, using crypto, and some of
those individuals may be sanctioned entities, it’s
entirely possible if not probable”.
Experts say that other countries under heavy western
sanctions have effectively used crypto-assets to
avoid sanctions. Blockchain analytics firm Elliptic
estimates that 4.5 percent of all bitcoin mining takes
place in Iran, allowing the country to circumvent trade
embargoes and earn “hundreds of millions of dollars
in crypto-assets that can be used to purchase imports
and bypass sanctions”. The Russian state has mooted
the use of bitcoin to receive payment for energy
exports. In a 24 March press conference, the head of
the Russian State Duma committee on energy Pavel
Zavalny said: "We have been proposing to China for
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a long time to switch to settlements in national

Illicit money on the blockchain – how bad is it?

currencies for roubles and yuan [...] you can

Experts differ significantly over the scale of illicit

also trade bitcoins."

activity in general on the blockchain, presenting

A recent study from the Centre for New American
Security and TRM Labs focused on use of cryptoassets by North Korea found that the country has
“demonstrated an increasing interest in using evolving
financial platforms, such as cryptocurrency
and blockchain technology, to compensate for the
fiscal losses related to economic sanctions”.
Furthermore, mixers could present a problem for
ensuring crypto-assets do not become a tool for
sanctions evasion.
Following the invasion, founder of mixer Tornado Cash
Roman Semenov reportedly said it was “technically
impossible” for sanctions to be enforced against
decentralised protocols due to their use of ‘smart
contracts’ – a term used in crypto circles to describe
small computer programs often deployed directly on
the Ethereum blockchain. Semenov said that the
founders “don’t have any more access to it than any
other users” and that “all we do is write code and
publish it on GitHub […] that is pretty close to the
definition of free speech so writing code cannot be
illegal”. Semenov added that according to recent
FinCEN guidance, “contributors fall under the
'anonymising software providers' definition, which
excludes them from money transmitter regulations”.
He added that “we comply with all US regulations
regardless of our citizenship”.
Zerden said that it is important to remember that
there is a distinction between compliance with Bank
Secrecy Act and anti-money laundering regulations,
and OFAC sanctions. “OFAC sanctions compliance

another ambiguity surrounding crypto criminality.
Chainalysis, one of several blockchain analytics firms
which often supports government crypto-asset
investigations, produces a yearly Crypto Crime Trends
report. It found that in 2021, transactions involving
illicit addresses represented just 0.15 percent of
total transaction volumes, despite the raw value of
illicit transaction volume reaching its highest level
ever at $14 billion. In recent years, Chainalysis’
percentage figure has hovered around 1 percent,
reaching a high of 3.37 percent in 2019. Those
estimates are likely to rise as Chainalysis identifies
more illicit activity and incorporates it into historical
estimates. Chainalysis’ Head of Research Kim Grauer
acknowledges that the figure produced by the
company is a “floor”, and that the actual figure “could
be significantly higher”. The company only
includes transactions that it has confirmed are
connected to illicit activity.
Other analysts and academics have produced
different assessments, and some AML experts
question the conclusion that there is such a low
quantity of illicit activity occurring with crypto. Talis
Putnins, an academic from the University of
Technology Sydney with a background in
misconduct in traditional financial markets, has
produced estimates of illegal activity in the market.
His work takes samples of bitcoin transaction activity
and extrapolates to estimate total illegal activity. His
research estimates that during the years 2009-2017
around one-quarter of bitcoin users and 45 percent of
all bitcoin transactions were involved in illegal activity.

obligations apply to all US persons and some non-US

Putnins told Financial Crime Digest that Chainalysis’

persons. More broadly, the long-term trend favours

estimates may be lower than his own in part due to

regulatory compliance on AML/CFT and sanctions.

how the company conducts its analysis. Chainalysis

We have not encountered any prospective or current

only includes transactions that it has directly observed

clients working on meaningful, privacy-enhancing

to be involving illicit activity, rather than extrapolating

innovations who think otherwise”, he said.

an estimate of the likely quantity of total illicit activity
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based on statistical models. Subsequently to

The increasingly well-worn pathway from government

those years analysed in Putnins’ research, usage has

to the industry is lamented by Stark. “The

exploded with retail and institutional traders seeking

regulatory revolving door for crypto has never been

to cash in on the rising value of bitcoin. Putnins

more wide open. More often than not, SEC lawyers are

speculates that since the conclusion of his study,

joining firms and companies tied to crypto, NFT’s,

the share of illegal activity in bitcoin will have fallen

decentralised finance, Web3, etc when they leave

given this rise in legitimate usage. However he

government. It is unsettling to say the least”, he said.

suggests that cryptocurrencies likely still have a
higher proportion of illegal activity compared to

Stark added that he thinks regulatory lawyers should

use of fiat currencies.

think twice about joining firms in the industry. “I wish

Government to crypto: a well-worn path

much money to be made in so-called FinTech. Former

In the face of increasing scrutiny from regulators and

government lawyers have to put their kids through

legislators, crypto-asset firms have sought to hire

college and pay off their mortgages, so they turn the

increasing numbers of former government officials -

other cheek”, he said. "To me, it’s obvious, for instance,

lending their expertise, credentials and connections to

that a fractionalised link to a JPEG of a "bored ape"

the burgeoning industry. Looking specifically at the US,

with funny glasses and a colourful hat is not a sound

a study released in February by the DC-based non-

investment, sensible means of commerce and

profit think tank Tech Transparency Project found

prudent pathway to live out the financial dream."

nearly 240 examples of officials with key positions in
the White House, Congress, federal regulatory
agencies, and national political campaigns moving to
and from the industry. These include two former
chairs of the US SEC, two former chairs of the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and one
former chairman of the Senate Finance Committee.
The study also found that “at least” five former
top executives at Circle Internet Financial, one of
the biggest stablecoin companies in the US,
recently joined the Federal Reserve in Boston and Circle is seeking a banking licence from

more former SEC people spoke out. But there's too

“Cryptocurrency proponents love to talk about bitcoin
providing a resource for the unbanked. Well - the
reason why some people are unbanked is because
they don't have money - it is not because they don't
have a place to put it. And crypto is not a solution for
that, and will not solve societal ills. Meanwhile venture
capital and private equity firms are pouring money into
Web3, especially crypto, NFTs and DeFi. Sadly,
too many people are becoming very wealthy by
enabling the criminal externalities that Web3
facilitates. A glorified append-only spreadsheet is not

that very institution.

the panacea for economic inequality, financial

US-based exchange Coinbase has invested heavily as

future societal ill. We are in the golden age of fraud,

a strategy on compliance and regulatory cooperation.

beyond anything anyone has ever seen.”

empowerment, social justice and any other current or

The company, which was founded in 2012, has added
a swathe of former law enforcement officials and
prominent lawyers to its team. These include
Kathryn Haun, a former assistant US attorney, as well
as Juan Zarate, a prominent former US Treasury
official under George W Bush. The company has also
brought onboard several former Facebook lawyers.
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LEGISLATION

US issues new EO banning Russia imports,
exports and new investment, designates elites
(GL) 17 issued by OFAC on the same day, transactions
ordinarily incident and necessary to the importation of
the aforementioned items is authorised through to 25
March, provided that they are related to written
contracts or agreements signed before 11 March.
Additionally, the EO bans the exportation and reexportation, sale, or supply from the US or by a US
person, located within or outside the US, of luxury
items to any person located in Russia or Belarus.
A related final rule effective 11 March was issued by
the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS) on 16 March adding two new export
licence requirements under the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR). According to Supplement 5 to EAR
part 746, luxury items subject to the export prohibition
US President Joe Biden signed on 11 March a new

include spirits, tobacco products, luxury clothing

Executive Order (EO) introducing additional

items, silk, leather handbags and luggage, diamonds,

measures pursuant to the national emergency

high-end vehicles, and antiquities.

declared in EO 14024 regarding harmful foreign
activities of the Russian government. The document

The EO also highlights that investment in any sector

prohibits certain imports, exports, and new

of the Russian economy is likely to be subject to

investment in any sector of the Russian economy in

further prohibitions, noting that the Treasury Secretary

light of the military aggression against Ukraine.

and State Secretary are to determine which sectors
may be targeted. Concurrently, the EO bans the

According to a briefing by the White House and

exportation, sale or supply from the US or by a US

guidance provided by the Office of Foreign Assets

person, wherever located, of US dollar-denominated

Control (OFAC) in a set of new frequently-asked-

banknotes to the Russian government or any person

questions (FAQs), the order prohibits the importation

located in Russia. OFAC GL 18 authorises certain

into the US of fish, seafood, and preparations thereof;

transactions ordinarily incident and necessary to the

alcoholic beverages; and non-industrial diamonds

transfer of such banknotes for non-commercial,

“produced, manufactured, extracted, or processed in

personal remittances from US persons located in

the Russian Federation, excluding any Russian

Russia. However, it does not enable US financial

Federation origin good that has been incorporated or

institutions to process transactions for the provision

substantially transformed into a foreign-made

of such banknotes to foreign financial institutions for

product”. Pursuant to Russia-related General License

ultimate distribution or supply to the Russian
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government or a person within the country. The EO

commitments to secure the effectiveness of

also bans any approval, financing, facilitation, or

economic measures and the mitigation of sanctioned

guarantee by a US person of a transactions by a

Russian persons’ efforts to circumvent or violate

foreign person where said transactions would be

sanctions. As part of the same coordinated action

prohibited pursuant to the provisions of the EO

between US departments, the State Department

described above. Pursuant to GL 19, US persons

announced further sanctions targeting elites close to

located in Russia are authorised to engage in

Putin, including AO ABR Management and four

transactions ordinarily incident and necessary to

members of its board, including Bank Rossiya chair

their personal maintenance in the country.

Dmitri Lebedev and Vice Governor of Saint Petersburg

On the same day, OFAC announced restrictive
measures against Russian and Kremlin regime elites,
oligarchs, and Russia’s political and national security
leaders alleged to be providing support to the ongoing
military invasion of Ukraine. Significantly, the action
targets the ten individuals comprising the
management board of VTB Bank and Russian tycoon
and Kremlin insider Viktor Vekselberg. OFAC’s
measure also targets three members of lead Russian
“propagandist and spokesperson” Dmitriy Sergeevich
Peskov’s family, including wife Tatiana Aleksandrovna
Navka, and children Nikolay Peskov and Elizaveta
Dmitriyevna Peskova. According to OFAC, they all
possess “a property empire” worth over $10 million,
luxury vehicles and private aircraft, with Nicolay
having worked for designated Russian propaganda
outlet RT. Furthermore, the action targets 12
members of the Russian State Duma who voted in
favour of the recognition of the so-called Donetsk
People’s Republic and Luhansk People’s Republic.
OFAC also issued Ukraine-related GL 23 which
authorises certain transactions deemed as ordinarily

Vladimir Knyaginin, as well as four Novikombank
board members, including chair Elena Georgieva.
State Secretary Antony Blinken announced on the
same day that the US Administration will “work closely
with Congress to deny Russia the benefits of its World
Trade Organization membership and ensure that
Russian imports do not receive most favored nation
treatment” in the US economy. This announcement
was followed by other jurisdictions around the world.
On 18 March, OFAC issued Ukraine-related GL 24,
which provides authorisation for all transactions
prohibited by EO 14065 of 21 February 2022 related to
the provision or receipt of civil maritime services
performed by individuals that are residents of Donetsk
or Luhansk, provided that: (1) such services are
performed outside of said regions; and (2) they are not
performed on behalf of any entity located in, or
organised under the laws of said regions.
White House briefing
White House letter

incident and necessary to activities by nongovernmental organisations in Donetsk and Luhansk
related to, inter alia, humanitarian projects to meet
basic human needs, democracy building, education,

Executive Order
State Department press release

non-commercial development and the environment.

State Department factsheet

Following a recent alert from the Treasury

OFAC press release

Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN), OFAC also issued new public guidance in
the form of FAQs in support of the G7 leaders’
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US designates Russians for rights violations,
new sanctions against Belarusian President
The US Department of State

persons are prohibited from

businessmen close to him in

announced on 15 March the

engaging in any financial

exchange for kickbacks.

designation of 11 Russian

transactions involving them. The

Lukashenko and his wife, as well

nationals as persons who operate

restrictive measures extend to any

as their sons Viktor Lukashenko

or have operated in Russia’s

entities which are owned, directly

and Dmitry Lukashenko, are also

defence and related materiels

or indirectly, 50 percent or more by

designated by the US Department

sector, pursuant to Executive

blocked persons, and include

of State pursuant to Section

Order (EO) 14024, which

prohibitions on making any

7031(c) of the Department of

authorises the imposition of

contribution or provision of funds,

State, Foreign Operations, and

sanctions with respect to

goods or services by, to, or for the

Related Programs Appropriations

specified harmful foreign

benefit of designated persons.

Act 2021 and are prohibited

activities of the Russian
government.

from entering the US.
On the same day, the US
Department of State announced

Other individuals designated

Designated individuals include:

measures for promoting

pursuant to the same act include

Deputy Ministers of Defence

accountability for the Russian and

Russia Federal Security Service

Aleksey Krivoruchko, Timur Ivanov,

Belarusian governments’ human

(FSB) officers in Crimea, Arthur

Yunus-Bek Evkurov, Dmitry

rights violations and abuses, in

Shambazov and Andrey

Bulgakov, Yuriy Sadovenko, Nikolay

light of the two countries’

Tisherin, who were allegedly

Pankov, Ruslan Tsalikov and

continued crackdown against civil

involved in acts of torture.

Gennady Zhidko. Additionally, the

society representatives, anti-war

US Department of State has

protestors, opposition leaders and

sanctioned Viktor Zolotov, Russian

members of the press.

General of the Army and
Commander-in-Chief of Russia’s

As part of these measures, the US

National Guard Troops, Dmitryi

Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets

Shugaev, Director of the Russian

Control (OFAC) has designated

Ministry of Defence’s Federal

Belarusian President Alexander

Service for Military Technical

Lukashenko and his wife Halina

Cooperation and Alexander

Radzivonawna Lukashenka

Mikheev, Director General of state-

pursuant to EO 13405 for their

controlled JSC Rosoboronexport.

involvement in public corruption

Furthermore, OFAC has designated
pursuant to the Sergei Magnisky
Rule of Law Accountability Act
2012 Russian nationals
Natalia Mushnikova, Nurid
Denilbekovich Salamov, Khusein
Merlovich Khutaev and Dzhabrail
Alkhazurovich Akhmatov.
Mushnikova, who is a district judge
in Moscow, was allegedly involved
in concealing events related to the

related to Belarus.

death of Russian whistleblower

listed individuals’ property and

OFAC notes that Lukashenko “used

three purportedly engaged in

interests in property in the US or in

his authorities to grant unique

the possession or control of a US

privileges and advantages to his

person are blocked and US

associates”, while also rewarding

As a result of the designations,
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designated the Kurchaloi District of

six individuals who were allegedly

Nationality Act on the issuance of

the Chechen Republic Branch of

involved in attacks on Chechen

visas to current and former

the Ministry of Internal Affairs of

dissidents living in Europe and

Russian government officials,

the Russian Federation (Kurchaloi

acted on Russia’s behalf, as well as

including their family members,

OMVD), which arrested Titiev on

visa restrictions targeting 25 other

who are believed to be involved in

fabricated charges.

individuals undermining

“suppressing dissent in Russia

democracy in Belarus, pursuant to

and abroad”.

Further measures taken by the

Presidential Proclamation 8015.

State Department in response to

OFAC press release

Russia’s repression of the civilian

Concurrently, the US announced

population and human rights

that it is launching a new visa

abuses include visa restrictions,

restriction policy under Section 212

pursuant to the Khashoggi Ban, on

(a)(3)(C) of the Immigration and

US Department of State press r…
US Department of State press r…

EU Council sanctions members of Belarus
military over involvement in Ukraine invasion
The Council of the European

aggression targeting Ukraine “will

Command of Belarus Alexander

Union on 2 March imposed

come at a high price”.

Naumenko, Chief of Staff - First

sanctions against additional 22

Deputy Commander of the Troops

high-ranking members of the

The Belarusian defence minister's

of the North-Western Operational

Belarusian military over their role

assistant for ideological work in

Command of Belarus Vadim

in the decision-making and

the Armed Forces Leonid Kasinsky,

Shadura, head of Armaments

strategies that led to the

the Belarusian defence minister's

Directorate of North-Western

Belarusian involvement in

assistant for finance Igor

Operational Command of Belarus

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The

Mozhilovsky, the Belarusian

Dmitry Surovich, and first deputy

action is taken pursuant to

defence minister's assistant for

head of the Ministry of Defense

Council Implementing Regulation

international cooperation Oleg

Main Financial and Economic

(EU) 2022/353 and Council

Voinov, and deputy commander of

Department Dmitry Zabrotsky.

Decision (CFSP) 2022/354.

the Belarusian Air Force and Air
Defense Forces Dmitry Mikholap

High Representative for Foreign

are among those sanctioned.
Council Implementing Regulati…

Affairs and Security Policy Josep
Borell underlined that Belarus’

Other individuals targeted include

engagement in the ongoing

Commander of the Troops of the

“unprovoked and unjustified”

North-Western Operational
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UK sanctions over 350 Russian individuals under
“urgent procedure”, imposes trade restrictions
Severstal Alexey Mordashov is

targeted persons also already

targeted, whose net worth is

subject to US Russia-related or

reported to be £22.4 billion.

cyber-related sanctions.

The basis of the sanctions for a

On the same day, the UK

significant number of the targeted

announced that it will follow other

individuals is their designation by

G7 members in denying Russia

The UK Foreign, Commonwealth

the EU, US, Australia and Canada,

and Belarus access to Most

and Development Office (FCDO)

as provided by the Economic Crime

Favoured Nation (MFN) tariffs for

announced on 15 March a

Act. However, the UK has also

certain exports, with the affected

“historic round of sanctions”

sanctioned Fridman, Aven, Khan

products including iron, steel,

targeting 350 Russian individuals,

and Russian Duma member Oleg

fertilisers, wood, tyres, railway

including 51 oligarchs and their

Matveychev under its own

containers, cement, copper,

families, with a combined

standard procedure. According to a

aluminium, silver, lead, iron ore,

estimated worth of over £100

press release, this is to build the

residue/food waste products,

billion. The vast majority of the

UK's “own grounds rather than

beverages, spirits and vinegar,

targets are designated under the

relying on those provided by the

glass and glassware, cereals, oil

Economic Crime (Transparency

EU”. The UK Prime Minister also

seeds, paper and paperboard,

and Enforcement) Act 2022’s new

announced a new “Kleptocracy

machinery, works of art, antiques,

“urgent procedure”, following its

Cell” based within the National

fur skins and artificial fur, ships,

expedited passage through the

Crime Agency (NCA), which will

and white fish. Such goods, which

legislative process and royal

target sanctions evasion and

the UK estimates would be subject

assent granted on the same day.

corrupt Russian assets hidden in

to £900 million of Russian imports,

the UK. The action also includes

will now face a 35 percent tariff, in

The package of sanctions targets

newly designated entities, such as

addition to current tariffs.

Russian Prime Minister Mikhail

Gas Industry Insurance Company

Mishustin, Defence Minister Sergei

SOGAZ, Geopolitica, Internet

Furthermore, the UK announced

Shoigu and former president of

Research Agency, New Eastern

that it will ban export of luxury

Russia Dmitry Medvedev. Russian

Outlook, and Oriental Review, all of

goods to Russia. The affected

oligarchs who are now subject to

which have been designated by

exports are reported to be in line

UK sanctions include co-founders

the EU and/or US.

with other G7 members, such as
the US, which has also banned the

of Russian conglomerate Alfa
Group Mikhail Fridman and

Concurrently, the UK Treasury's

exportation from the US or by a US

German Khan, as well as the

Office of Financial Sanctions

person of such goods, including

previous head of Russia’s largest

Implementation (OFSI) announced

spirits, tobacco products, luxury

commercial bank Alfa Bank Petr

nine further designations pursuant

clothing items, silk, leather

Aven. In addition, majority

to the Cyber (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

handbags and luggage, diamonds,

shareholder in steel company

Regulations 2020, with all the

high-end vehicles and antiquities.
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Welcoming the measures taken by

there are currently significant

country to Russia, or to the UK or

a number of firms to divest from

practical challenges in terms of

a third country from Russia, or

Russian assets, Chancellor Rishi

disposing of Russian assets and

transiting Russian territorial waters;

Sunak on 13 March called on UK

reminding firms to comply with

(2) the vessel is moving under its

firms to “think very carefully” about

sanctions requirements when

own power; and (3) the movement

any investments in Russia that

carrying out any such transactions.

of the vessel is not for the purpose

might finance President Vladimir
Putin’s regime. According to a
press release, Sunak and
Economic Secretary John Glen met
asset managers and owners to
discuss UK investment in Russia,
reaching a consensus on “the need
to economically isolate” the
regime. The UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) responded to
Chancellor Sunak's call, noting that

Separately, a new general trade
licence was issued by the
Department for International Trade
(DIT) on 17 March, enabling the
provision of technical assistance,
financial services and funds, and
brokering services relating to

of transfer of ownership of the
vessel or any of its component
parts, or a change of the
operator of the vessel.
UK government press release 1…
UK government press release 2…

vessels, their component parts and
related technology where: (1) the

HM Treasury press release of …

vessel is moving from a third

EU Council bans broadcasting by Sputnik and RT
The Council of the European

international campaign of

France and RT Spanish as the

Union on 2 March “urgently”

disinformation, information

targeted entities. Pursuant to the

suspended the broadcasting

manipulation and distortion of

measures, the broadcasting and

activities of Russian state-

facts in order to enhance its

distribution of content produced by

controlled media outlets Sputnik

strategy of destabilisation of its

the outlets via any means of

and Russia Today (RT) in the EU

neighbouring countries, the EU and

transmission, including cable,

or directed at the EU over

its member states” in an attempt to

satellite and internet platforms, is

“disinformation and information

“justify and support its military

prohibited within the bloc.

manipulation actions against the

aggression of Ukraine”. The EU

EU and its member states”. The

Commission points to the

According to a statement by EU

suspension, introduced pursuant

“massive propaganda and

High Representative Josep Borrell

to Council Regulation (EU)

disinformation“ the targeted outlets

on media censorship and the

2022/350 and Council Regulation

supply for the Russian attack on

crackdown on peaceful anti-war

(CFSP) 2022/351, aims to remain

Ukraine and to a “significant and

protests, another two Russia

effective “until the aggression to

direct threat to the Union’s public

outlets – Moscow’s Echo and TV

Ukraine is put to an end”.

order and security“.

Rain – have been banned.

The EU Council states that Russia

The regulations name Sputnik and

has engaged in a “systematic,

RT English, RT UK, RT Germany, RT
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UK Russia sanctions regulations take effect,
OFSI targets Russia and Belarus entities
Four new UK regulations came

from or via Sberbank or entities it

UK. On 11 March, the OFSI

into effect on 1 March,

owns or controls. In addition,

amended the second and third GLs

introducing the first round of

existing restrictions on providing

to clarify that the authorisations

March sanctions on Russia,

loans and credit are extended to

granted in relation to both activities

including financial, trade and

include loans and credit issued on

extends to conduct with a non-UK

shipping restrictions, following

and after 1 March made or granted

or UK credit or financial institution

ongoing military aggression

to: (1) an entity incorporated or

owned or controlled directly or

against Ukraine. According to the

constituted under UK law and

indirectly by Sberbank.

UK government, the amendments

owned by an entity listed in

to the Russia Regulations are

Schedule 2, and (2) persons

Further, the Russia (Sanctions) (EU

aimed at “encouraging Russia to

connected with Russia or entities

Exit) (Amendment) (No. 3)

cease actions destabilising

owned or controlled by them,

Regulations 2022 ban the making

Ukraine or undermining or

applying to loans or credit that has

available and transfer of; the

threatening the territorial

maturity exceeding 30 days; and

export, supply, delivery and making

integrity, sovereignty or

(3) any loan or credit to the

available of; and the provision of

independence of Ukraine”.

Russian government.

technical assistance, financial
services, funds and brokering

Specifically, the Russia (Sanctions)

Relatedly, the UK Office of Financial

services in relation to dual-use,

(EU Exit) (Amendment) (No. 2)

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

military, and critical-industry goods

Regulations 2022 introduce a

issued on 1 March three general

and technology to Russia. In

prohibition on dealing with

licences (GLs) under Regulation 64

addition, the regulations prohibit

securities or money market

of the Russia Regulations to

the provision of technical

instruments issued by, or providing

authorise the winding down of

assistance, armed personnel,

loans or credit to a person

certain activities falling within

financial services of funds or

connected with Russia, which also

scope of the new restrictions.

associated brokering services

applies to all entities listed in

Particularly, the GLs allow for: (1)

wherein the conduct of certain

Schedule 2 – namely, Sberbank,

the winding down until 8 March

military activities is enabled.

VTB Bank, Gazprombank,

regarding new measures related to

Vnesheconombank (VEB.RF),

sovereign debt, loans and money

Under the Russia (Sanctions) (EU

Rosselkhozbank, OPK

market instruments; (2) the

Exit) (Amendment) (No. 4)

Oboronprom, United Aircraft

winding down until 31 March of

Regulations 2022, it is prohibited to

Corporation, Uralvagonzavod,

clearing and correspondent

provide a Russian ship access to

Rosneft, Transneft, and Gazprom

banking with regards to Sberbank;

any port in the UK, or to register in

Neft. The regulations also prohibit

and (3) a winding down period until

the UK, a specified ship owned by a

UK credit or financial institutions

24 June concerning the processing

designated person, or a

from setting out or maintaining a

of sterling transfers to, from or via

party connected to Russia.

correspondent banking relationship

Sberbank aimed at making certain

Furthermore, Russian ships are

and from processing transfers to,

energy products available in the

banned from entering UK ports.
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The Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

arising from routine holding and

Belarusian Deputy Minister of

(Amendment) (No. 5) Regulations

maintenance of its frozen funds

Defense for Logistics and Chief of

2022 prohibit a UK individual or

and economic resources, as well

Logistics of the Armed Forces

entity from providing financial

as reasonable professional fees for

Andrei Burdyko; (4) Belarusian First

services for the purpose of foreign

the provision of legal services. The

Deputy Minister of Defense and

exchange reserve and asset

second GL enables concerned

Chief of the General Staff of Armed

management to the Central Bank

financial authorities to conduct

Forces Victor Vladimirovich

of Russia; the National Wealth

activities related to VTB Capital

Gulevich; (5) Belarusian Deputy

Fund of Russia; the Russian

and its UK subsidiaries in

Minister of Defense for Armament

Ministry of Finance; or a person

connection with prudential

and Chief of Armament of the

owned or controlled directly or

supervision, protection,

Armed Forces Sergei Simonenko;

indirectly by them, or a person

maintenance or enhancement of

(6) Belarusian Deputy Minister of

acting on their behalf or direction.

the UK’s financial stability.

Defense Andrey Zhuk; (7) JSC
558 Aircraft Repair Plant; and

On the same day, the UK

Concurrently, the UK government

government also issued two GLs

designated three Russian and

relating to VTB Bank and its UK

Belarusian companies and five

subsidiaries effective immediately

individuals pursuant to the

until 1 March 2023. The first GL

amended Russia Regulations.

allows VTB Capital and its UK

Particularly, OFSI is targeting: (1)

subsidiaries to conduct payments,

The Russian Direct Investment

including for basic needs,

Fund; and (2) its CEO Kirill

reasonable fees or service charges

Alexandrovich Dmitriev; (3)

(8) JSC Integral.
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (A…
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (A…
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (A…
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (A…

UK bans insurance services for Russia aviation
The UK’s HM Treasury announced

global leader in the insurance

along with other trade sanctions

on 3 March new sanctions aimed

market through Lloyd’s and

targeting Russian aircraft by

at those providing insurance and

the London Market.

detaining aircraft and removing

reinsurance to Russian entities as

aircraft owned by listed Russians

part of the ongoing waves of UK

On 8 March, the UK government's

and Russian entities from the

sanctions responding Russia's

Export Control Joint Unit and

UK register. The measures also

invasion of Ukraine.

Department for International Trade

include a ban on technical

released a general trade licence

assistance and exports of all

Specifically, Russian aviation and

permitting certain aviation and

Russian aviation and space-related

space companies will not be

space insurance and reinsurance

items and technology.

permitted to utilise in any fashion

services until 28 March.

insurance or reinsurance services

HM Treasury press release

based in the UK. Treasury states in

UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss

a press release that the UK is a

unveiled the sanctions on 9 March
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UK government sanctions Russian oligarchs,
issues GLs, expedites designation process
hinders the effectiveness of

Otkritie, Promsvyazbank, Bank

the UK's asset freezes.

Rossiya, Sovcombank, and VEB.
Specifically, under the first GL, a

Foreign Secretary Liz Truss

person subject to UK financial

concurrently announced the

sanctions may provide financial

upcoming establishment of an

services to Sberbank or any entity

Oligarch Taskforce for ministers

owned or controlled by Sberbank

The UK Foreign, Commonwealth

and officials from various

for the purpose of winding down

and Development Office (FCDO)

departments to coordinate cross

that activity, as well as any activity

announced on 3 March travel

government work to sanction

reasonably necessary to effect

bans and full asset freezes

oligarchs and help build cases

this. Pursuant to the second GL, a

against oligarchs Alisher

against those already targeted.

person – other than Bank Otkritie,
Promsvyazbank, Bank Rossiya,

Usmanov and Igor Shuvalov, as
well as the establishment of an

On March 4, HM Treasury’s Office

Sovcombank, VEB, and

Oligarch Taskforce to coordinate

of Financial Sanctions

Novikombank, or any entity owned

the investigation and sanctioning

Implementation (OFSI) published

or controlled by any of them may

of Russian oligarchs.

an updated version of its Russia

wind down any transactions to

guidance to reflect the

which it is a party, involving said

According to the FCDO press

amendments made to the Russia

banks or a subsidiary, including the

release, the assets of Russian

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations

closing out of any positions. Both

billionaire Usmanov and former

2019 (Russia Regulations) since 28

GLs took effect on 4 March and

Russian deputy prime minister

February, addressing the new

were due to expire on 3 April.

Shuvalov are worth a combined

restrictions that have been

$19 billion and include significant

introduced in respect of

On 4 March, with the aim of

interests in football clubs Arsenal

transferable securities, money

expediting the process of

and Everton and the £48 million

market instruments, loans and

implementing sanctions, the FCDO,

Beechwood House in Highgate for

credit arrangements,

Foreign Secretary Truss and Prime

Usmanov, and two £11 million

correspondent banking

Minister Boris Johnson announced

luxury apartments in central

relationships and the provision of

amendments to the Economic

London for Shuvalov. According to

financial services for the purpose

Crime (Transparency and

reporting by the Organized Crime

of foreign exchange reserve and

Enforcement) Bill to allow the UK

and Corruption Reporting Project

asset management.

to “move faster” in sanctioning
Russian oligarchs and entities

and the Guardian on 22 March, UK
real estate assets owned by

Furthermore, OFSI has issued two

associated with the Russian

Usmanov appear to involve

new general licences permitting

government. The most significant

complicated offshore schemes

the winding down of positions with

provisions include: (1) an urgent

and family members, which

Sberbank and involving Bank

designation procedure
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which allows a person to

breached a prohibition. According

entities and their beneficial

be designated despite the

to a press release, designations

owners, with respect to which

absence of reasonable grounds to

under the procedure would be

Business Secretary Kwasi

suspect that they have been

permitted for a 56-day period,

Kwarteng stated that it “will have

involved in sanctionable conduct,

allowing the UK government time

an immediate dissuasive effect

when there is a public interest and

to build a legal case in support of

on oligarchs attempting to hide

when the person is subject to

a designation.

their ill-gotten gains”.

similar sanctions by the US, EU,
Australia, Canada or another
country; (2) a strict liability regime,
which removes the requirement
that a person must have “known,
suspected or believed” that they
were breaching sanctions
prohibitions”; and (3) HM Treasury
may publish reports where no
monetary penalty has been
imposed, provided that it is
satisfied that a person has

Foreign Secretary Truss stated that
the changes “will allow us to go
faster and harder on those closest

OFSI guidance for the financial…
OFSI GL INT/2022/1298776 (4 …

to Putin, including oligarchs, as we
continue to ratchet pressure in the
face of illegal and unprovoked
Russian aggression”. The bill
received royal assent on 15 March,

OFSI GL INT/2022/1295476 (4 …
UK government press release o…
Economic Crime (Transparenc…

following an expedited passage
through parliament. The bill also

UK FCDO press release

introduces a register of overseas

Russia expands list of sanctioned EU officials
Russian Minister of Foreign

commissioners and heads of EU

“illegal anti-Russian sanctions” and

Affairs Sergey Lavrov announced

military bodies, as well as the

“Russophobic sentiments”, as well

on 31 March that Russia is

overwhelming majority of

as infringed “on the rights and

expanding the unpublished list of

members of the European

freedoms of Russian-speakers”.

EU representatives subject to an

Parliament”. The list also includes

Additionally, he warns that the

entry ban pursuant to Federal

“government and parliament

EU’s actions are “driving the

Law No.114-FZ on the Procedure

members of some EU Member

relationship with Russia into a

of Exiting and Entering the

States, public and media figures”,

deadlock” and jeopardising the

Russian Federation of 15 August

according to the minister. He adds

well-being of its own citizens and

1996. He notes that the decision

that Russia sent a notice with the

“the stability of the global financial

is based on reciprocity following

measure to the Delegation of the

and economic system”.

sanctions by the European Union.

European Union in Moscow.
Russian Minister of Foreign Aff…

Lavrov states that the restrictions

Lavrov explains that the newly

apply to “the top leadership of the

added individuals “have advanced

EU, a number of European

anti-Russian policies”, promoted
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UK adds seven Russian oligarchs, including
Chelsea’s Roman Abramovich, to sanctions list
Season-ticket holders who bought their passes before
the listing of Abramovich will still be able to attend
future fixtures, but no new tickets can be sold by
Chelsea. The football club can receive revenue from
TV broadcasting and performance awards, in addition
to sums that it was already owed under existing
obligations for player loans or sales. All such funds
will be frozen. Secretary for Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport Nadine Dorries states that the government's
priority is to hold the financial enablers of Russian
The UK government's Foreign, Commonwealth and
Development Office (FCDO) announced on 10 March
the listing of seven Russian oligarchs, including
Chelsea FC owner Roman Abramovich and key
individuals in the oil and gas industries, following
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
The individuals are subject to an asset freeze, a travel
ban, and transport sanctions pursuant to the Russia
(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019. Other targets
of the latest restrictive measures include Russian
metals industrialist Oleg Deripaska, once the majority
stakeholder in Anglo-Russian aluminum giant En+
Group plc; Rosneft Oil Co PJSC CEO Igor Sechin; VTB
Bank PJSC Chairman Andrey Kostin; Gazprom PJSC
CEO Alexei Miller; Transneft PJSC President Nikolai
Tokarev; and Bank Rossiya PJSC Board of Directors
Chairman Dmitri Lebedev.
HM Treasury has issued a general licence that allows
Chelsea to conduct some business dealings, such as
paying salaries to players and staff and dividends to
the directors. Nevertheless, only club merchandise
purchased or produced by third parties before 10
March can be sold, under the caveat that no funds be
made available to the club or Abramovich.
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President Vladimir Putin accountable, but notes that
the department has attempted to "ensure the club
[and] the national game are not unnecessarily harmed"
by the restrictive measures.
Abramovich, who controls Chelsea FC plc through
Fordstam Ltd, had been making efforts to sell the
club in anticipation of possible sanctions by the UK
government. The sanctions do not allow Abramovich
to engage in business dealings with the frozen assets,
unless he is granted a licence.
Meanwhile, the Council of the EU announced on 15
March that it has decided on the content of new
sanctions, confirming that it will target “key oligarchs,
lobbyist and propagandists”. The package will
reportedly include prohibitions in dealing with more
state-owned enterprises, an interdiction on providing
credit rating services to any Russian individual or
entity, an expansion of the list of defence-linked
persons targeted by tighter export controls, a ban on
new energy investments in the country, and additional
trade restrictions on iron, steel, and luxury goods.
FCDO press release
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EU sanctions 14 oligarchs and 146 additional
members of the Russian Federation Council
The Council of the European Union on 9 March

of the Board of Directors of PJSC Pipe

announced further restrictive measures targeting

Metallurgical Company, a Russian global

160 individuals in the context of the “ongoing

manufacturer of steel pipes for the oil and gas

unjustified and unprovoked” Russian military

industry. Dmitry Alexandrovich is also being

operations in Ukraine. The sanctions are being

designated, as well as his spouse, Galina

imposed pursuant to Council Implementing

Evgenyevna Pumpyanskaya, who is the

Regulation (EU) 2022/396 and Council

Chairwoman of the Board of trustees of BF

Decision (CFSP) 2022/397.

'Sinara', a foundation that acts as operator of
charitable activities of large companies, including

The designated individuals include 146 members of
the Russian Federation Council who ratified the
“Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual
Assistance between the Russian Federation and the
Donetsk People’s Republic and between the Russian
Federation and the Luhansk People’s Republic” and 14
“oligarchs and prominent businesspeople” supporting,
benefitting from, providing a substantial source of
revenue to, or associated with the Russian
government, for asset freezes.
Significantly, the 14 listed oligarchs and

PJSC Pipe Metallurgical Company
Alexander Semenovich Vinokurov, a Russian
businessperson with business interests in food
retail, pharmaceuticals, agriculture and
infrastructure, holding leadership positions at
Maraton Group, an investment company, and
Magnit, the biggest Russian food retailer
Mikhail Eduardovich Oseevsky, the president of
PJSC Rostelecom, Russia’s largest provider of
digital services and solutions

businesspeople are “providing a substantial source of

Sergey Alexandrovich Kulikov, the Chairman of the

revenue to the Russian Federation” in key industries,

Board of Management Company Rusnano LLC and

such as metallurgy, agriculture, pharmaceuticals,

Member of the Board of Directors of Rusnano JSC,

telecoms and digital services. According to the EU

as well as the First deputy Chairman of the board

Council, in 24 February 2022, during the aftermath of

of the Military Industrial Commission. Rusnano

the initial stages of Russia's aggression against

LLC is a Russian innovation development

Ukraine, most of the individuals in question, met with

institution purportedly created in the framework of

President Vladimir Putin, other members of the

a Presidential Initiative called 'Strategy for

Russian government, and other businesspeople, to

Development of Nanotechnology Industry'

discuss the impact of the course of action in the
wake of Western sanctions.

Designated individuals include
Alexander Dmitrievich Pumpyansky, son of Dmitry
Alexandrovich Pumpyansky, a Russian Chairman
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EU Council press release
Council Implementing Regulation (EU) 2022/396
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/397
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US bans imports of Russian oil, liquefied natural
gas and coal, issues related general licence
In relation to the prohibitions of the new EO, the US
Treasury Department’s Office of the Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) issued General License (GL) 16, which
authorises until 22 April 2022 all transactions that are
“ordinarily incident and necessary to the importation
into the United States” of certain products of “Russian
Federation Origin”, if performed pursuant to written
contracts or written agreements entered into prior to 8
March – the date EO 14066 became effective. OFAC
has clarified that it may issue additional specific
licences on a case-by-case basis for shipments
occurring after 22 April 2022.
Relatedly, on 9 March, US Customs and Border
US President Joe Biden issued on 8 March Executive
Order (EO) 14066 effective immediately, prohibiting
US imports of Russian oil, liquefied natural gas and
coal, as well as new investments by US persons in
Russia’s energy sector, in response to the ongoing
military aggression against Ukraine. Concurrently, a
final rule issued by the US Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) was published
in the Federal Register on 8 March, extending
existing export control restrictions, which were
initially imposed in 2014 in response to the Russian
annexation of Crimea, with the aim of restricting
Russia’s access to oil and gas refinery equipment.
Specifically, EO 14066 prohibits: (1) the importation
into the US of crude oil, petroleum, petroleum fuels,
oils and products of their distillation, liquefied natural
gas, coal, and coal products that have been “produced,
manufactured, extracted, or processed in Russia”; (2)
new investment in the Russian energy sector by US
persons regardless of where they are located; (3) any
approval, financing, facilitation, or guarantee by a US
person of any related prohibited transaction.
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Protection (CBP) issued guidance to implement Part A
of GL 16, which explains that through 22 April 2022,
filers of entries or admissions to Foreign Trade Zones
(FTZ) for shipments of products of Russian origin
whose importation is banned by EO 14066 will be
required to provide to CBP purchase orders, executed
contracts, or any other documentation showing when
the order and/or contract went into effect. Notably,
CBP Form 214, or electronic equivalent will be required
for admission for the duration of EO 10466.
OFAC also issued new frequently-asked-questions
(FAQs) and updated existing FAQs in order to clarify
certain aspects of the EO, such as the definition of
"new investment in the energy sector in the Russian
Federation”. According to FAQ 1019, such investment
refers to a transaction that constitutes a commitment
or contribution of funds or other assets for, or a loan
or other extension of credit to, new energy sector
activities located or occurring in Russia beginning
on or after 8 March. In this regard, the Biden
administration explained that the measure aims to
ensure that American companies and American
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investors are not “underwriting Putin’s efforts to

importation of such products from Russia or in

expand energy production inside of Russia”.

which Russia has any interest.

In terms of “energy sector” the same FAQ indicates

In his remarks following the issuance of the EO,

that OFAC will interpret the energy sector to include

President Biden committed to trying to minimise the

extraction, production, refinement, liquefaction,

impact of the decision on gas prices in the US,

gasification, regasification, conversion, enrichment,

warning oil companies in the country not to take

fabrication, transport, or purchase of petroleum,

advantage of the decision by arbitrarily raising prices.

including crude oil, lease condensates, unfinished oils,

During a concurrent background press call, the

LNG, petroleum products, natural gas, or other

appointed senior administration official did not

products capable of producing energy, such as coal,

respond to a question on whether the US would seek

wood, or agricultural products used to manufacture

to import oil from other countries already under US

biofuels, or uranium in any form, as well as the

sanctions, like Venezuela or Iran.

development, production, generation, transmission, or
exchange of power, through any means, including

On 18 March, OFAC issued FAQ 1020, clarifying that

nuclear, thermal, and renewable energy sources.

EO 14066 does not prohibit dealing in Kazakh origin
crude oil from the Caspian Pipeline Consortium

The US government's decision came a day before the

(CPC), given that crude oil imported through CPC is

House of Representatives passed its own bill that

predominantly of Kazakh origin and marketed and

would place a ban on Russian energy imports and

loaded with a certificate of origin. The guidance

authorise strengthened US sanctions. The Suspending

further explains that for the purposes of assessing

Energy Imports from Russia Act would ban the

whether crude oil marketed by the CPC is of Russian

importation of all newly-sold Russian products

origin, US persons can reasonably rely upon a

including mineral fuels and oils, products of their

certificate of origin. However, they are advised to

distillation, bituminous substances, and mineral

exercise caution if they have a concerns around the

waxes, 45 days after enactment, allowing the US

validity of such certificates.

President to exempt sales already executed. The
proposed bill was read the second time before

EO 14066

the US Senate on 28 March.
Federal Register EO – presidential document

The issuance of the new EO follows other related
initiatives including Senator Edward Markey’s Severing
Putin’s Immense Gains from Oil Transfers (SIPGOT)

White House factsheet
Background press call

Act introduced on 1 March, which would ban
importation of all crude oil and petroleum products,
effective 30 days after enactment, and the Ban
Russian Energy Imports Act, which was introduced by
Senators Joe Manchin and Lisa Murkowski on 3
March with the purpose of immediately prohibiting the
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President Biden remarks
US Treasury guidance on EO 14066
OFAC Russia GL 16
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EU bans Russian and Belarusian banks from
SWIFT, imposes additional financial restrictions
The Council of the European

In addition, the new EU regulations

office leading to "a loss to

Union imposed on 2 March further

prohibit the sale, supply, transfer or

Ukrainian public funds". The

restrictive measures in light of

export of euro-denominated

decision was taken pursuant to

Russia’s “unprovoked and

banknotes to Russia or to any

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/376.

unjustified” military aggression

natural or legal person, entity or

Listed individuals include former

against Ukraine, including the

body located in Russia, including

Ukrainian president Viktor

prohibition of the provision of

the government and the

Fedorovych Yanukovych, former

specialised messaging services

Central Bank of Russia, or for

Ukrainian minister of foreign affairs

used to exchange financial data

use within the country.

Vitalii Yuriyovych Zakharchenko,

between financial institutions

and former general prosecutor of

(SWIFT) to a number of important

However, the EU also issued

Russian banks. The ban took

certain exceptions including

effect as of 12 March, a delay

supplies of euro-denominated

On 9 March, the EU Council

designed to allow SWIFT and

banknotes that are necessary for

adopted Council Regulation (EU)

other operators a transition period

the personal use of natural persons

2022/398 and Council Decision

to implement the measure.

travelling to Russia or members of

(CFSP) 2022/399 in view of the

their immediate families travelling

involvement of Belarus in the

The measures, introduced

with them, as well as for the official

Russian aggression against

pursuant to Council Regulation

purposes of diplomatic missions,

Ukraine. The regulations introduce

(EU) 2022/345 and Council

consular posts or international

sectoral measures against Belarus’

Decision (CFSP) 2022/346,

organisations in Russia, enjoying

financial sector, including SWIFT

disconnect Bank Otkritie,

immunities in accordance with

prohibitions similar to those

Novikombank, Promsvyazbank,

international law.

targeting Russian banks, against

Rossiya Bank, Sovcombank,

Ukraine Viktor Pavlovych Pshonka.

Belagroprombank, Bank Dabrabyt,

Vnesheconombank (VEB), VTB

Furthermore, the EU prohibits the

and the Development Bank of

Bank, and their designated

investment, participation, or

Belarus, as well as their Belarusian

subsidiaries from the SWIFT

contribution to projects co-

subsidiaries. The prohibitions are

network. As a consequence of the

financed by the Russian Direct

effective as of 20 March.

ban, the sanctioned banks will be

Investment Fund (RDIF), for

unable to initiate payment

contracts concluded after 2 March.

instructions in eligible payment

Additional measures targeting
Belarus, which include prohibitions

systems, nor receive inbound

Separately, the EU Council decided

similar to certain financial

payments via said systems.

on 3 March to prolong for another

restrictions imposed on Russia,

year - until 6 March 2023 - the

include banning: (1) transactions

According to a concurrent press

existing asset freezes targeting

with the Central Bank of Belarus;

release, the European Commission

individuals deemed responsible for

(2) the sale, supply, transfer,

“is prepared to add further Russian

the misappropriation of Ukrainian

or export of euro-denominated

banks [to the list] at short notice”.

state funds or for the abuse of

banknotes to or for use in Belarus,
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including the government and

restrictions in place”. A concurrent

central bank; (3) to list and provide

press release by the European

services on trading venues

Commission confirms the

registered or recognised in the EU

“common understanding that loans

for the transferable securities, after

and credit can be provided through

April 12; (4) public financing,

cryptoassets as well” and stressed

financial assistance or investment

that such digital assets fall within

in Belarus; and (5) accepting

the scope of the sanctions.

EU Council press release (9 Ma…

nationals, residents or entities

In a Q&A accompanying the new

Council Regulation (EU) 2022/…

in excess of €100,000.

package of sanctions imposed on

EU Council press release (2 Ma…
Council Regulation (EU) 2022/…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…
EU Commission press release (…

deposits from Belarusian

15 March, the EU Commission
Following concerns raised by the

states that it will continue to

European Central Bank regarding a

monitor the crypto market,

potential loophole in the crypto

highlighting that “sanctions evasion

market for people seeking to

via crypto currencies is harder to

circumvent sanctions, the EU also

detect in the first place”. However,

clarified in its 9 March action the

it notes that authorities in member

notion of “transferable securities” in

states will be expected to

order to explicitly include crypto-

investigate any indications of

assets and “ensure the proper

non-compliance with sanctions

implementation of the sectoral

involving crypto-assets.

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…
EU Commission press release (…
SWIFT Community statement (…
EU Q&A (15 March)
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…

Russia retaliatory sanctions on US and Canada
The Russian Ministry of Foreign

Secretary Jen Psaki, White House

Foreign Affairs Mélanie Joly and

Affairs announced on 15 March

National Security Advisor Jake

Minister of Minister of National

the designation of 326 US and

Sullivan, CIA Director William Burns

Defence Anita Anand, as well as

Canadian officials and politicians,

and Biden’s son Hunter Biden. Also

several members of the Canadian

including US President Joe Biden,

subject to sanctions are former

parliament. The Russian Ministry

US Secretary of State Antony

secretary of state Hillary Clinton,

of Foreign Affairs underlined that

Blinken and Canadian Prime

deputy national security adviser

additional restrictive measures will

Minister Justin Trudeau, in

Daleep Singh, US Agency for

be imposed shortly, which will

response to “unprecedented”

International Development’s

target other individuals.

Russia-related sanctions imposed

Director Samantha Jane Power,

by the two countries.

Deputy Secretary of the Treasury

Russia Ministry of Foreign Affa…

Adewale Adeyemo and US ExportIn addition to Biden and Blinken,

Import Bank President Reta Jo

Russia has designated another 11

Lewis. Among the 313 individuals

US officials, including Defence

included on the Canada-related

Secretary Lloyd Austin, Press

sanctions list are Minister of
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Russia Ministry of Foreign Affa…
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US BIS updates export controls on Russia
The US Commerce Department’s

rule imposes an additional licence

denial. Furthermore, for Russia-

Bureau of Industry and Security

requirement for exports, reexports

based Elara, JSC Element,

(BIS) issued on 3 March two final

or transfers (in-country) of any

Radioavtomatika, Russian Space

rules effective immediately which

item subject to the EAR listed in

Systems, and Scientific Research

implement new stringent export

new supplement no. 4 to part 746

Institute NII Submikron, the rules

controls on Russia’s oil refining

to and within Russia. Significantly,

note that BIS will review licence

sector and adds 91 entities

the new prohibition does not

applications involving all items

supporting Russian military

include a “knowledge” requirement.

subject to the EAR under a policy

activities to its Entity List

of denial, except on a case-by-case

pursuant to the Export

The second rule adds 91 new

basis for space programmes

Administration Regulations (EAR).

parties under 96 entries to the

supported by the US government.

A third final rule effective on 4

Entity List. The parties have been

In addition, no licence exceptions

March adds South Korea to the

determined to have been involved

are available for exports,

list of countries excluded from

in, contributed to, or otherwise

reexports, or transfers

portions of US export controls.

supported the Russian security

(in-country) to the listed entities.

services, military and defence
The first rule aims to further limit

sectors, and military and/or

A third BIS final rule adds South

revenue that could support the

defence research and development

Korea to the list of countries

military capabilities of Russia by

effort. The 96 entries result from

excluded from the licence

restricting the export, reexport and

some entities operating in multiple

requirements required under the

transfer (in-country) of additional

countries and include: Ecotherm-

US Russia/Belarus sanctions rules

items used for oil refining. The rule

Cryo Ltd in Belize; ADIMIR OU,

including the foreign direct product

extends the scope of the sanctions

Eastline Technologies OU, and

rules for Russia/Belarus and

against the Russian industry sector

Valery Kosmachov in Estonia;

Russian/Belarusian military end

that were originally added to the

Serniya Engineering in Kazakhstan;

users. The aim of the exclusions,

EAR in August 2014 following the

Ecotherm-Cryo Ltd in Latvia; Djeco

as noted in the press release, is to

occupation of Crimea.

Group LP and Malberg Ltd in Malta;

enhance the multilateral effort to

81 entries in Russia; Alexsong PTE

implement export controls by

Notably, prior to the rule the

LTD in Singapore; Incoff Aerospace

partner countries.

general prohibition applied to the

S.R.O. in Slovakia; Invention Bridge

export, reexport or transfer (in-

SL and Majory LLP in Spain; Djeco

country) of certain items in

Group LP, Majory LLP, and Photon

situations where a person had

Pro LLC in the UK.

“knowledge” that the item would be
used directly or indirectly in

The 91 entities are subject to a

Russia's energy sector for

licence requirement that applies to

exploration or production or where

all items subject to the EAR,

a person was unable to determine

according to the rule. For 86 of the

whether the item would be used in

91 entities, BIS will review licence

such projects in Russia. The new

applications under a policy of
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Federal Register entry final rule…
Federal Register entry final rule…
BIS press release (4 March)
Federal Register entry final rule…
BIS press release (7 March)
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EU fourth package of sanctions against Russia
individuals: Alexander Nikolayevich

prohibits the provision of any credit

Shokhin, Andrey Valerievich

rating services to Russian

Ryumin, Armen Sumbatovich

nationals or those residing in

Gasparyan, Artyom/Artem

Russia, or any Russia-based entity.

Grigoryevich Sheynin, Dmitry
Yevgenevich Kulikov, Konstantin

Furthermore, the EU Council

Lvovich Ernst, Marina Vladimirova

imposes a ban on the acquisition

The Council of the EU announced

Sechina, Suleyman Abusaidovich

of new, or extension of existing

on 15 March the adoption of its

Kerimov, Tigran Oganesocivh

participation in any entity

fourth sanctions package in

Khudaverdyan and Vladimir

incorporated under Russian law or

response to Russia’s military

Valerievich Raghevsky.

any other third country and
operating in the energy sector in

aggression against Ukraine, which
includes bans on investments in

Concurrently, the EU is also

Russia, while the granting of loans

the Russian energy sector, trade

sanctioning key companies

and credits, as well as the

restrictions on iron, steel and

operating in the aviation, military

provision of financing to such

luxury goods, and restrictive

and dual-use, shipbuilding and

entities is also prohibited. Other

measures targeting Russia-linked

machine building sectors, including

measures include a ban on

individuals and entities. The

Rosneft Aero OOO, JSC

creating new joint ventures with

sanctions are imposed pursuant

Rosoboronexport, JSC High

Russian or third country entities

to Council Regulation (EU)

Precision Systems, JSC

operating in the energy sector in

2022/428 and Council Decision

Kurganmashzavod, JSC Russian

Russia, and a ban on providing any

(CFSP) 2022/429.

Helicopters, PJSC United Aircraft

investment services directly

Corporation, JSC United

connected to such activities.

The package includes restrictive

Shipbuilding Corporation, JSC

measures targeting 15 oligarchs,

Research and Production

lobbyists, propagandists and

Corporation, JSC Zelenodolsk

prominent businesspeople involved

Shipyard. Furthermore, the EU

in key economic sectors. Among

prohibits any transaction with

those designated are Chelsea FC

Russia-based entities which are

owner Roman Abramovich, major

publicly controlled or with over 50

shareholders of the Alfa Group

percent public ownership or in

conglomerate German Borisovich

which Russia, its government or

Khan and Alexey Viktorovich

the Russian Central Bank have the

Kuzmichev, Viktor Filippovich

right to participate in profits or

Rashinikov, owner and chairman of

have other substantial economic

the Boards of Directors of the

relationship. Similar restrictions

Magnitogorsk Iron & Steel Works

apply to non-EU entities which are

and Alexander Alexandrovich

owned for more than 50 percent by

Mikheev, CEO of arms export firm

entities listed in Council Regulation

JSC Rosoboronexport. Other listed

(EU) 2022/428. Additionally, the EU
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Council Regulation (EU) 2022/428
introduces export restrictions on
equipment, technology
and services for the energy sector
in Russia, with the exception of the
nuclear industry and the
downstream sector of energy
transport. Other export
restrictions are imposed
with respect to dual-use goods,
and goods and technology.
EU Council press release I
EU Council press release II
European Commission press re…
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US designates Russian elites, disinformation
spreaders, defence-related entities, issues GLs
The US Treasury’s Office of

the Russian government’s efforts

under Executive Order 14024 as

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

to promulgate disinformation and

operating in the defence and

designated on 3 March more than

influence perceptions via media

related materials sector of the

80 additional Russian individuals

outlets are also being targeted.

Russian economy, including

and entities, including elites with

One example includes seven

Radioavtomatika, which is an entity

close ties to Russian President

employees of online media outlet

that specialises in procuring

Vladimir Putin and the Russian

Strategic Culture Foundation, and

foreign items for Russia’s defence

government, their family

nine employees of InfoRos. Both

industry. The Planar Company is

members and their property, as

companies were designated on 15

being designated as operating in

well as certain entities and related

April 2021 for “propagating

the technology sector.

individuals allegedly involved in

Russian intelligence services-

Russian disinformation activities.

directed content”.

The Department of State notes in a
press release that the designations

The targeted individuals include

Simultaneously, the Department of

will impose “substantial costs

one of Russia’s wealthiest

State announced that it is

on Russia’s defense enterprises” by

billionaires Alisher Burhanovich

imposing visa restrictions on 19

sanctioning “a wide range of

Usmanov, former KGB agent for

Russian oligarchs and 47 of their

Russian defense enterprises,

Putin in the 1980s and president of

family members and close

including entities that develop and

state-owned pipeline company

associates pursuant to EO

produce fighter aircraft,

Transneft, Nikolay Petrovich

14024. The individuals sanctioned

infantry fighting vehicles, electronic

Tokarev, and Russian financier of

by the Department of State and

warfare systems, missiles, and

the Internet Research Agency (IRA)

added to OFAC’s SDN list include:

unmanned aerial vehicles for

Yevgeniy Prigozhin. Additionally,

(1) oligarch and an owner of SMP

Russia’s military”. The actions

OFAC is sanctioning Usmanov’s

Bank Boris Rotenberg and

come one day after OFAC issued a

private jet and one of the world’s

members of his family; (2) owner

number of general licences to

largest superyachts.

of the company PSJC Mosotrest

make it clear that “there should

Arkady Rotenberg and several

be no loopholes for Russia to

OFAC concurrently issued General

family members; (3) chairman of

evade the unprecedented

License (GL) 15, which authorises

the sanctioned financial institution

prohibitions by the US to lock up

transactions involving any entity

Vnesheconombank (VEB) Igor

Russia’s war chest”. OFAC also

owned 50 percent or more, directly

Shuvalov and members of his

issued new and updated FAQs.

or indirectly, by Usmanov, that is

family; (4) President Vladimir

not listed on the specially

Putin’s spokesperson Dmitry

designated nationals and blocked

Peskov; (5) Rostec CEO Sergei

persons list (SDN list).

Chemezov. The designations

Twenty-six individuals based in

further include 22 Russian

Russia or Ukraine and seven

defence-related firms designated

Russian entities in connection with

by the US Department of State
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UK announces 65 new Russia-related sanctions
business development of

Ivanavich Rymasheuski, Ivan

Rosneft. The sanctions package

Igorevich Sechin, Anatoly

also targets 26 entities, including

Anatolyevich Seryshev, Dmitry

Russian mining giant and diamond

Evgenyevich Shugayev, Vladimir

producer PJSC Alrosa and state-

Leonidovich Sivkovich, Khasan

owned railway company JSC

Kureyshevich Tatriev, Yury

Russian Railways, as well as

Petrovich Trutnev, Aleksandr

The UK Foreign, Commonwealth

Russian-backed private military

Aleksandrovich Vedyakhin

and Development Office (FCDO)

company Wagner Group.
Russian banks PJSC Ural Bank

announced on 24 March
additional designations under its

On the same day, the UK

for Reconstruction and

Russia and Belarus sanctions

government also designated six

Development, SMP Bank AO,

regime, targeting 65 individuals

Belarusian entities pursuant to the

JSC Russian Agricultural Bank,

and entities from strategic

Republic of Belarus (Sanctions)

JSC Gazprombank and Alfa

industries, including banks and

(EU Exist) Regulations 2019 (S.I.

Bank JSC

companies operating in the

2019/600), namely Bank Dabrabyt

defence and transport sectors.

JSC, CJSC Belbizneslizing,

Belarus-based entities SFTUE

Industrial-Commercial Private

Belspetsvneshtechnika, Minsk

Sanctioned individuals include oil

Unitary Enterprise Minotor-Service,

Wheel Tractor Plant JSC, OOOO

tycoon Eugene Markovich Shvidler,

JSC Transaviaexport Airlines, LLC

boronnye Initsiativy, OKB TSP

founder of JSC Tinkoff Bank Oleg

Belinvest Engineering and OJSC

Scientific Production LLC and

Yurievich Tinkov, PJSC Sberbank

KB Radar-Managing Company

the State Authority for Military

CEO Herman Oskarovich Gref and

Holding Radar System.

Industry Republic of Belarus

Other designations include

Other Russian companies:

Polina Kovaleva, stepdaughter of
Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs

Exiar JSC, JSC Federal

Sergey Lavrov. Additionally, the UK
government has designated: (1)

Dmitry Vitalyevich Bulgakov,

Scientific and Production

Ukrainian national Galina

Victor Evdokimovich Gavrilov,

Center Titan Barrikady, JSC

Danilchenko, who was installed by

Aleksander Vladimirovich

Salavat Chemical Plant, JSC

Russia as the “acting mayor” of

Gustan, Lev Aronovich Khasis,

Kronshtadt, LLC Atlant S, LLC

Melitopol; (2) Oleg Yevgenyevich

Igor Anatolyevich Komarov,

Inspira Invest A, Makeyev State

Aksyutin, Deputy Chairman of the

Ilgam Kuchukov, Dina Rinatovna

Missile Center, Radioavtomatika

management board at Russian

Maikova, Valentin Gennadyevich

LLC, PJSC RusHydro, Russian

energy corporation Gazprom PJSC,

Mamaev, Aleksander

Venture Company JSC, PAO

(3) Didier Casimiro, First Vice

Aleksandrovich Mikheev, Irina

Sovcomflot, Planar OOO and

President of Russian State oil

Nikolayevna Milyutina, Dmitry

Vserossiskiy Institut

company PJSC Rosneft, and (4)

Aleksandrovich Pantus, Andrey

Aviatsionnykh Materialov

Zeljko Runje, Deputy Chairman of

Nikolaevich Patrushev, Andrey

the management board and First

Aleksandrovich Polyakov,

VP for oil, gas and offshore

Viachaslau Rassalai, Aliaksei
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UK introduces trade sanctions, expands ban on
Russian aircraft, removes Belarus from OGELs
The Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

allowing for the provision of

a collaborative environment for the

(No 6) (Amendment) Regulations

insurance and reinsurance under

government and companies to find

came into effect on 8 March,

existing contracts concluded

alternative supplies. Secretary of

introducing restrictions in respect

before 8 March and certain

State for Business, Energy and

of insurance and reinsurance of

conditions until 28 March.

Industrial Strategy Kwasi Kwarteng

aviation and space goods and

stated on 9 March that the

technology. The guidance on the

Particularly, the licence allows the

transition will give "businesses and

Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

provision of: (1) insurance services

supply chains more than enough

Regulations 2019 was also

connected to aviation or space

time to substitute Russian

updated on 8 March to reflect

goods and technology if, before 8

imports". He further noted that the

the provisions of the newly

March, the insurance provider did

"taskforce we set up will work

effective amendment.

not reinsure any of their

closely with international partners

obligations, or reinsured their

including the USA, the Netherlands,

Through the inclusion of new

obligations and that reinsurance

and the Gulf to ensure alternative

Regulation 29A in the Russia

cover has not been rendered

supplies of fuel products".

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations

unenforceable, suspended,

2019 (the Russia Regulations), the

frustrated or prohibited by any

In addition to the ban introduced by

legislation prohibits UK persons

applicable sanctions; and (2)

the Air Navigation (Restriction of

from directly or indirectly providing

reinsurance services relating to

Flying) (Russian Aircraft)

insurance or reinsurance services

aviation or space goods and

Regulations 2022 on 25 February,

relating to aviation or space goods

technology if the insurance

the amendments to the legislation

and technology: (1) to persons

obligations they are reinsuring have

also introduce a criminal offence

connected with Russia or (2) for

not been rendered unenforceable,

which prohibits any aircraft

use in Russia. Specifically, aviation

suspended, frustrated or prohibited

registered in Russia or otherwise

and space goods include anything

by any applicable sanctions.

owned, chartered or operated by a

falling within chapter 88 of the

designated person or entity, or a

Goods Classification Table in the

On 8 March, the UK also

person or entity “connected with

Tariff of the UK, and will cover

announced that it will phase out

Russia” to overfly, land or to take

aircraft, whereas aviation and

imports of Russian oil during the

off in the UK. Such aircraft are also

space technology is defined as

course of the year. Prime Minister

prohibited from entering UK

technology for the development,

Boris Johnson stated that “the UK

airspace or leaving it by a specific

production or use of things falling

will move away from dependence

route. Exemptions to the

within chapter 88 of the Goods

on Russian oil” throughout the year

prohibition are established in the

Classification Table.

“providing enough time for

event of emergency landings or

companies to adjust and ensuring

emergency overflights.

Concurrently, the UK Department

consumers are protected”.

for International Trade (DIT)

Furthermore, the UK announced a

published a general trade licence

new Taskforce on Oil to provide for
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(1) Belaeronavigatsia, designated

and VTB Capital plc’s UK

announcing the removal of Belarus

under the Republic of Belarus

subsidiaries as a necessary part of

as “permitted destination” from

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations

winding down of relevant

nine open general export licences

2019, to provide; and (2) air traffic

transactions to be paid into a

(OGELs), including with respect to

management services and data

frozen account. The GL stresses

certain chemicals, cryptographic

providers registered in the UK to

that consideration should be

development technology and

use, aeronautical information

ensured regarding how provisions

software, dual-use items, and

publication data for the purposes

in respect of ownership and control

goods that have relaxed controls.

of flight safety concerning

in the Russia regulations apply to

civilian aircraft. The GL is of

payments to VTB subsidiaries.

indefinite duration.

The GL expired on 27 March.

Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (N…
DIT General Trade Licence Rus…

The OFSI has also amended GL

Concurrently, in the context of

INT/2022/1272278, stating that

Belarus’s involvement in Russia’s

there is no requirement under the

aggression against Ukraine, the UK

GL for funds payable to VTB Bank,

Export Control Joint Unit (ECJU)

its UK subsidiary VTB Capital plc,

published a notice to exporters,

UK government press release o…
UK government press release o…

UK designates 386 Russian Duma members
The UK Foreign, Commonwealth &

and those who support this

may make or receive and to include

Development Office (FCDO)

barbaric war". The Duma members

additional permissions,.

announced on 11 March travel

are deemed “complicit” in light of

bans and asset freezes against

their vote to authorise the

386 members of the Russian

permanent presence of the

State Duma who ratified the

Russian military in the regions.

and the Office of Financial

of Donetsk and Luhansk in

The action builds on the

issued a joint statement reiterating

February. Following the latest

designation on 10 March of seven

action, 400 of the 450 members

oligarchs, including Chelsea

of the Russian parliament are

Football Club owner Roman

now subject to restrictive

Abramovich, industrialist Oleg

measures imposed by the UK.

Deripaska, President of the VTB

recognition of the independence

Bank Management Board Andrei
When announcing the sanctions,

Kostin, and the CEO of Transneft

UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss

Nikolai Tokarev. A 10 March

explained that the measures are

general licence issued to allow for

intended to target those who are

the continued operation of Chelsea

“complicit in [President Vladimir]

FC was updated on 12 March to

Putin's illegal invasion of Ukraine

clarify certain payments the Club
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US expands Russian sanctions authorities,
sanctions technology companies, facilitators of
sanctions evasion and malicious cyber actors
The US Department of the

government are also designated,

Electronics Research Institute,

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

including UK-based Majory LLP

and T-Platforms.

Assets Control (OFAC) and

and Photon Pro LLP, as well as

Department of State on 31 March

Spain-based Invention Bridge SL.

In addition, OFAC is also targeting

announced further sanctions

Leaders, officials and senior

employees of the State Research

against entities and individuals

officers of the listed companies

Center of the Russian Federation

operating in the Russian

are also designated, including

(FGUP) Central Scientific Research

technology sector and involved in

Serniya’s Sergey Aleksandrovich

Institute of Chemistry and

circumventing sanctions across

Yershov and Viacheslav

Mechanics (TsNIIKhM), which was

multiple countries.

Yuryevich Dubrovinskiy.

deemed to be responsible for
building a customised tool that

Concurrently, Treasury Secretary

OFAC is also targeting a group of

enabled the August 2017 Triton

Janet Yellen issued a

individuals purportedly employed

malware cyber-attack against a

Determination aimed to extend the

by Serniya and Sertal to “structure

Saudi petrochemical facility.

application of Section I(a)(i) of

transactions and deceive

Employees allegedly present at the

Executive Order (EO) 14024 of 15

counterparties”, such as, inter alia,

time of the attack are also listed

April 2021 to the aerospace,

Irina Viktorovna Nikolaeva,

pursuant to Section 224(a)(1)(B) of

electronics and marine sectors of

Yevgeniya Aleksandrovna

CAATSA and include Evgeny

the Russian economy. The

Podgornova, Anton Alekseevich

Viktorovich Gladkikh, Sergei

document grants the US powers to

Krugovov, Andrey Georgiyevich

Alekseevich Bobkov, and

“swiftly” impose sanctions on any

Zakharov, and Yevgeniy

Konstantin Vasilyevich Malevanyy.

person or entity operating, or which

Aleksandrovich Grinin.

Gladkikh was indicted on 29 June

has operated in said sectors.

2021 by the US DOJ, which
As part of the same action,

unsealed the charges on 24 March

Pursuant to the same EO, OFAC is

Finland-based entity Quantlog OY

2022. The charges include

targeting 17 entities and 10

alleged to be linked to sanctions

“hack[ing] the systems of a foreign

individuals over constituting an

evasion, and previously sanctioned

refinery and install[ing] malware,

international “sanctions evasion

Nikita Gennadievitch Kovalevskij,

which cyber security researchers

network”, coordinated by Moscow-

has been designated pursuant to

have referred to as ‘Triton’ or

based OOO Serniya Engineering

EO 13694, as amended by EO

‘Trisis’, on a safety system

and OOO Sertal, with the aim of

13757. The key technology-related

produced by Schneider Electric, a

concealing Russian military and

companies “enabling Putin’s illegal

multinational corporation”.

intelligence end users of western

war against Ukraine” which are

technology. Front companies used

being designated include Russia-

by Serniya to procure key

based AO NII-Vektor, Joint Stock

equipment for the Russian

Company Mikron, Molecular
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UK adds Russian institute to cyber sanctions list
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth

The OFSI recalls that the entity’s

meaning they sent targeted emails

and Development Office updated

accounts, funds or economic

and SMS messages to individuals,

on 24 March the consolidated list

resources must be frozen. Dealing

groups or organisations for

of financial sanctions targets in

with said funds or assets or

malicious purposes including

the UK to add Russia's Central

making them available to the

espionage, fraud and data theft;

Scientific Research Institute of

CSRICM is prohibited unless

and (4) attempted to spear-phish

Chemistry and Mechanics

licensed by the OFSI. Persons must

the press secretary of UK-based

(CSRICM). The Institute was

also report any finding to the OFSI

critic of the Kremlin Mikhail

supposedly responsible for an

and provide any information

Khodorkovskiy and monitored his

August 2017 cyber-attack on a

regarding the frozen assets of the

website, which exposes corruption

Saudi petrochemicals plant and is

designated entity that the office

in the Russian government.

now subject to an asset freeze

may request. According to the

under the Cyber (Sanctions) (EU

notice, failure to comply with

On 24 March, the US Department

Exit) Regulations 2020.

financial sanctions legislation or

of Justice unsealed two

seeking to circumvent its

indictments charging Evgeny

provisions is a criminal offence.

Viktorovich Gladkikh, Pavel

CSRICM is otherwise known as (1)
GNTs RF FGUP TsNIIKhM; (2) NIII6;

Aleksandrovich Akulov, Mikhail

(3) Scientific Research Institute No

A press release further notes that

Mikhailovich Gavrilov, and Marat

6; (4) State Research Centre of the

the UK, the US and other allies have

Valeryevich Tyukov, four Russian

Russian Federation Federal State

found “historic malign cyber

government employees who

Unitary Enterprise Central Scientific

activity of Russia’s Federal Security

allegedly attempted, supported and

Research Institute for Chemistry

Service (FSB)”. According to UK’s

conducted computer intrusions in

and Mechanics; and (5) TsNIIKhM.

National Cyber Security Centre, the

two separate hacking campaigns

FSB’s Centre 16 is potentially a

that targeted the global energy

An Office of Financial Sanctions

hacker group known as ‘Energetic

sector between 2012 and 2018.

Implementation (OFSI) notice

Bear’, ‘Berserk Bear’ and ‘Crouching

The hacking campaigns

states that the CSRICM, which is a

Yeti’. Centre 16 has purportedly

purportedly affected thousands

subsidiary of Russia’s Ministry of

targeted critical IT systems and

of computers at hundreds of

Defense, gained remote access to

national infrastructure in Europe,

companies and organisations in

the Safety Instrumented Systems

Asia and the Americas.

roughly 135 countries, according

connected to the Industrial Control

to the indictments.

System of the plant which led to

The FSB has allegedly: (1) targeted

two emergency shutdowns.

UK energy companies; (2) scanned,

CSRICM was purportedly

examined and exfiltrated data from

attempting to disable the safety

American aviation networks; (3)

systems potentially causing “highly

posed as the Russian Federal Tax

dangerous physical consequence”.

Service to conduct spear-phishing
attacks against Russian nationals,
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US designates additional Russian officials and
defence companies, issues four general licences
The US Treasury’s Office of

Engineering Design Bureau JSC,

namely Andrei Konstantinovich

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

JSC Salute, AO GNPP Region, JSC

Lugovoi, pursuant to the Sergei

announced on 24 March the

Machine Building Design Bureau.

Magnitsky Rule of Law

designation of 48 Russian state-

Accountability Act, Alexander

owned defence companies, the

The list also includes Raduga

Yuryevich Borodai, pursuant to EO

Russian Duma and 328 of its

State Machine Building Design

13660, and Vladislav Matusovich

members, as well as the CEO of

Bureau JSC, JSC Azovski Optiko

Reznik and Andrei Vladimirovich

Public Joint Stock Company

Mechanichesky Zavod, JSC

Skoch, pursuant to EO 13661.

Sberbank of Russia, Herman

Smolensk Aircraft Plant, TRV Auto

Oskarovich Gref. The actions are

Limited Liability Company, JSC

On the same day, OFAC issued four

taken pursuant to Executive Order

Central Design Bureau of

new general licences (GL)

(EO) 14024, which authorises

Automatics, and State Scientific

authorising certain transactions

the imposition of sanctions with

Research Institute of Mechanical

related to: (1) the exportation or re-

respect to specified harmful

Engineering Imeni V.V. Bakhireva.

exportation of agricultural and

foreign activities by the

Other sanctioned entities operating

medical commodities; (2) certain

Russian government.

in Russia’s defence industry

imports prohibited by EO 14068;

involved in the development,

(3) third-country diplomatic and

Among the designated entities

production, and supply of

consular funds transfers; and (4)

operating in the Russian defence

weapons and military equipment

journalistic activities and the

sector is weapon and missiles

are JSC NPO High Precision

establishment of news bureaus in

manufacturer JSC Tactical

Systems, NPK Tekhmash OAO,

certain Ukrainian regions. To

Missiles Corporation (KTRV),

and JSC Kronshtadt.

provide further clarifications

whose General Director Boris

regarding the adopted sanctions

Viktorovich Obnosov is also listed.

As part of US efforts to impose

and provisions introduced by the

KTRV was previously sanctioned

“severe costs” on Russia for “its

GLs, OFAC also issued frequently-

by the UK on 24 February for being

illegal, unwarranted, and baseless

asked-question (FAQ) 1029, which

the main supplier of air and sea

war against Ukraine”, OFAC is also

clarifies that any transactions

missiles used as part of Russia’s

designating the State Duma of the

involving gold related to the

aggression against Ukraine. In

Federal Assembly of the Russian

Russian Central Bank is covered

addition to KTRV, OFAC is

Federation as an entity for being a

by existing sanctions. OFAC also

designating 28 entities owned or

“political subdivision, agency or

updated two other FAQs.

controlled by the company, or

instrumentality” of the Russian

which acted on its behalf,

government. Moreover, 328

The US Department of State also

including, inter alia: Globus Ryazan

members of the Duma are also

announced on 24 March additional

Design Bureau JSC, JSC Ural

listed for being or having been

sanctions pursuant to EO 14024,

Design Bureau Detal, Temp-Avia

officials of the Russian executive.

targeting 17 board members of

Arzamas Research and Production

Four of these individuals were

designated Russian financial

Association JSC, Vympel State

previously designated by OFAC,

institution PJSC Sovcombank,
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namely Dmitry Vladimirovich

Frank, who is also a board member

Programs LLC, JSC Progress

Gusev, Mikhail Lvovich Kuchment,

of OOO Transoil, as well as the

Arsenyev Aviation Company,

Anatoly Alexandrovich Bravverman,

latter’s spouse Gleb Sergeevich

and Vr-Resurs OOO

Ilya Borisovich Brodskiy, Aleksey

Frank. The US has also blocked

Leonidovich Fisun, Dmitry

Timchenko’s yacht Lena.

JSC Concern Sea Underwater

Other designations include

entities owned or controlled by

Vladimirovich Khotimskiy, Sergey
Vladimirovich Khotimskiy, Mikhail
Vasilyevich Klyukin, Mikhal

Weapon Gidropribor, and four
it: JSC Research and Design
Bureau Institute Sea Thermal

Olegovich Avtukhov, Albert

Helicopter designer JSC

Alexandrovich Boris, Dmitry

Russian Helicopters, along with

Vladimirovich Beryshnikov, Elena

15 of its subsidiaries: JSC

Alexandrovna Cherstvova, Sergey

National Helicopter Center Mil

Nikolaevich Bondarovich, Oleg

and Kamov, JSC Reductor, JSC

Alexandrovich Mashtalyar, Alexey

Stupino Engineering Productive

Valeryevich Panferov, Irina

JSC Concern Granit-Electron

Enterprise, JSC Kazan

Nikoalyevna Kashina, and Joel

and six other entities owned

Helicopters, Rostov Helicopter

Raymon Lautier. Concurrently, the

and controlled by it: JSC

Production Complex, JSC Ulan-

State Department has designated

Rawenstvo, Petrovsky

Ude Aviation Plant, JSC

Gennady Nikolayevich Timchenko,

Electromechanical Zavod

Kumertau Aviation Production

a Russian elite and close associate

Molot, JSC Severniy Press,

Enterprise, JSC Helicopter

of Vladimir Putin, and his

JSC Saratovski Radiopribornyi

Service Company, JSC 150

companies OOO Volga Group and

Zavod, JSC Zavod Kulakova,

Aircraft Repair Plant, JSC 356

OOO Transoil. Several of his family

and AO Ravenstvo-Service

Aircraft Repair Plant, JSC 810

members were also targeted,

Aircraft Repair Plant, LLC Center

including his wife Elena Petrovna

of Purchases and Logistics of

Timchenko and daughters Natalya

the Helicopter Industry,

Browning and Ksenia Gennadevna

International Helicopters

Engineering, JSC Dagdizel
Plant, JSC Verkhneufaleiskii
Zavod Uralelement, and
JSC Elektrotyaga

OFAC press release
US Department of State press r…

US BIS identifies aircraft flying into Russia in
apparent breach of US export controls
The US Commerce Department’s

Air, Nordwind, and Utair that have

to the prohibitions outlined in

Bureau of Industry and Security

flown into Russia in apparent

General Prohibition 10 of EAR

(BIS) publicly identified on 18

violation of the Export

Section 736.2(b)(10)) and as

March pursuant to the Export

Administration Regulations (EAR).

such requires authorisation.

Control Reform Act of 2018
commercial and private aircraft

BIS states that any form of service

owned or operated by Roman

including refuelling, maintenance,

Abramovich, Aeroflot,

repair, provision of spare parts or

AirBridgeCargo, Aviastar-TU, Azur

services to said aircraft is subject
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US government issues new EO on digital assets
ensure the “long-term efficacy” of

a new Financial Literacy and

Washington’s sanctions policy and

Education Commission subgroup

anti-money laundering measures.

whose aim will be to educate
consumers on digital assets.

During a background call with

The White House announced on 9
March that President Joe Biden
will sign a new Executive Order
(EO) setting out the government’s
approach to digital assets. While
the document does not outline
cryptocurrency rules, it calls for
preliminary work on a central
bank digital currency (CBDC),
developing recommendations for
consumer protection, curbing
illicit finance, and addressing
potential national security risks,
including sanctions evasion.
The news comes amid concerns
that Russian entities placed under
sanctions by the US, the UK, and
the EU, among others, following
Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine
could use crypto-assets to mitigate
the financial impact of the
restrictive measures. A statement
by National Economic Council
Director Brian Deese and National
Security Advisor Jake Sullivan
underscores that the EO aims to
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reporters, a senior administration

US Securities and Exchange

official stated that the government

Commission Chairperson Gary

does not view crypto-assets "as a

Gensler stated that he is looking

viable workaround" for Russia to

forward to collaborating across

evade sanctions. The Financial

the government to deliver on the

Crimes Enforcement Network

declared goals of the EO. Reuters

(FinCEN) voiced a similar

reported on 7 March that several

perspective on 7 March, noting,

related reports are expected to be

however, that financial institutions

published in the next six months.

might observe crypto-asset

The text of the Executive Order

transactions linked to sanctioned

confirms this deadline.

entities. The agency reminds firms
about the threat posed by

Secretary of State Antony Blinken

ransomware campaigns.

states that US embassies
worldwide will "partner with the

The new EO “place[es] urgency

private sector and international

on research and development” of

bodies" to support the work on and

a potential CBDC, if that were to

use of crypto-related technology in

be deemed “in the national

"ways aligned with U.S. values".

interest”. The EO reportedly

Blinken further states that, during

supports the Federal Reserve in its

the past two weeks of Russia's

work on a US digital currency. US

invasion of Ukraine, there have

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen

been several ransomware attacks

welcomed the “historic” EO on

originating in Russia that used

digital assets. According to the

crypto-assets, in addition to "other

statement, the Financial Stability

malicious cyber activities".

Oversight Council (FSOC) will
evaluate current safeguards

EO on Ensuring Responsible D…

against financial stability risks and
will focus on countering illicit
finance and addressing national
security concerns. On 8 March, the
Treasury announced the launch of

State Department press releas…
White House factsheet
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ECOWAS upholds Mali sanctions, warns of
potential sanctions on Guinea and Burkina Faso
The Authority of Heads of State

and air borders between Mali and

condemned the fact that the six-

and Government of the Economic

ECOWAS countries and prohibited

month deadline for the conduct of

Community of West African

all commercial and financial

elections in Guinea has not been

States (ECOWAS) decided on 25

transactions involving Mali, with

respected, and that no transition

March to uphold sanctions

the exception of those intended for

timetable for the electoral process

against Mali, which were imposed

humanitarian aid. During the March

within the country is available. The

in response to a lack of progress

meeting, ECOWAS urged the

same concerns were also raised in

in the preparation of elections by

transitional government to

relation to Burkina Faso, and the

the transitional authorities.

organise elections within 12 to 16

bloc warned that if no such

months, stating “there is an urgent

timetable is finalised by 25 April

On 9 January, ECOWAS froze Mali’s

need to reach an agreement in

2022, “economic and financial

assets in ECOWAS central banks,

order to avoid further deterioration

sanctions will be immediately

as well as the assets of the Malian

of the situation in the country”.

applied” against the two countries.

state and state enterprises and
parastatals in commercial banks.

In addition to discussions

Furthermore, the bloc closed land

concerning Mali, ECOWAS also

ECOWAS final communiqué

Aperio Analysis by Tom Ready
Burkina Faso has been facing a growing jihadist insurgency in the north of the country which has killed
over 2,000 and displaced 1.5 million Burkinabes since 2015. The toppling of Roch Marc Christian Kaboré
by the “Patriotic Movement for Safeguard and Restoration” on 24 January 2022, led by lieutenant colonel
Paul-Henri Damiba, was welcomed by many on the streets of Ouagadougou, in the hope that the new
military regime could stem the violence. On 2 March 2022, Damiba was sworn in as President of Burkina
Faso and has named 52 year-old economist Albert Ouédraogo as the new head of government. Following
the Damiba-led coup, ECOWAS suspended Burkina Faso from all its institutions and is pressing the country
to provide a clear roadmap for democratic transition. However, unlike Mali and Guinea, ECOWAS has not
so far imposed sanctions. Indeed, Ghana and other coastal states such as Ivory Coast are very concerned
by the rapid spread of the extremist threat southwards, and may have to adjust to the new political reality
in Burkina Faso. Notably, Ghana’s Foreign Minister Shirley Ayorkor Botchway led a delegation to
Ouagadougou in mid-March, where she met both Damiba and the detained Kaboré, whom she said was in
‘good spirits’. Botchway added that “the issues and the problems that plague Burkina Faso are our
problems, as well. It is not in this time of need of Burkina Faso that ECOWAS will abandon it.” Even in the
unlikely event of a rapid return to civilian government in Burkina Faso, the underlying issues which are
fuelling recruitment into jihadist groups in the Sahel will not disappear.
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US designates Iranian procurement agent and
network of companies linked to China purchases
The US Treasury’s Office of

advanced technology materials

Treasury states that the company

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

from China that are used for the

received hundreds of thousands of

announced on 30 March the

development of WMD. Material

dollars’ worth of centrifuge parts

designation of an Iranian national

procured from China by Sina

from Chinese manufacturers for

and four related entities for

Composite include nitrile butadiene

Parchin Chemical Industries, which

engaging in weapons of mass

rubber processing machines,

is designated under UN Security

destruction (WMD) proliferation.

purportedly shipped with falsified

Council resolution 2231.

papers, and jet mills, which are
Mohammad Ali Hosseini is being

used to produce missile propellant.

According to the Treasury and

designated for being a major

Sayehban Sepehr Delijan is being

State Department, the action

procurement agent acting in

designated for co-signing the

comes in part in response to the 13

support of the Islamic

shipment and for being

March launch of Iranian missiles

Revolutionary Guard Corps

controlled by Hosseini.

against Erbil, Iraq as well as the

Research and Self Sufficiency

25 March Houthi missile attack

Jihad Organisation (IRGC RSSJO)

A company purportedly operating

against a Saudi Arabian target

and Iranian Defence Industries

on behalf of Parchin Chemical

which was purportedly supported

Organisation-controlled Parchin

Industries, P.B. Sadr Co, is also

by Iran. The designations are made

Chemical Industries. Also

designated for working as an

pursuant to Executive Order 13382.

designated are Jestar Sanat Delijan

intermediary in the procurement of

and Sina Composite Dlijan

replacement centrifuge parts,

Company, entities believed to be

which are used to produce

controlled by Hosseini and used as

propellant for missiles that can

part of a wider network to procure

carry nuclear warheads. The US

Treasury press release
State Department press release

US continues national emergency with respect
to malicious cyber-enabled activities
The White House announced on

The White House states that

restrictive measures will continue

30 March the continuation of the

significant malicious cyber-enabled

for another year.

national emergency established

activities originating mostly

by Executive Order (EO) 13694 in

outside the US continue to pose an

relation to significant malicious

extraordinary threat to US national

cyber-enabled activities.

security, foreign policy, and the
economy, and as such the
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US, UK and Canada coordinate designation of
Myanmar military targets and arms dealers
The US Treasury’s Office of

Also designated are three

respect to the situation in

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

purported arms dealers, Naing Htut

Burma/Myanmar.

designated on 25 March 10

Aung, Aung Hlaing Oo, and Sit

Myanmar individuals and entities,

Taking Aung, as well as Naing Htut

The UK has targeted purported

pursuant to Executive Order

Aung’s company International

arms dealer Aung Moe Myint in

14014, linked to the military junta,

Gateways Group of Company

addition to Oo. It has also

ahead of Myanmar’s Armed

Limited. He and his firm are

designated Myanmar’s new Air

Forces Day, in coordinated

identified as having close ties to

Force chief, General Htun Aung. As

action with the UK and Canada.

the designated Senior-General Min

well as joining the US in

Aung Hlaing and accused of

sanctioning Myanmar Chemical

The military affiliates designated

obtaining military equipment from

and Machinery Company Ltd, the

are considered complicit in and

China and providing it to the junta.

UK has also targeted Dynasty

responsible for crimes against

International Company Ltd and

humanity, genocide, and ethnic

Aung Hlaing Oo is designated for

Miya Win International Ltd,

cleansing against the country’s

being “a central figure in planning

subjecting them to asset freezes.

Rohingya population and for

to set up a manufacturing facility

violence against numerous other

with his company Myanmar

On the same day, Canada also

civilians since the 1 February 2021

Chemical and Machinery”, which

announced the designation of

coup. The US Treasury notes that

has also been designated.

Myanmar Chemical and Machinery

during protests on Armed Forces

According to the US government,

Company Limited as well as

Day in 2021, the military killed

the company produces tanks,

Yatanarpon Aviation Support

over 100 civilians.

mortars, and other weaponry for

Company Limited. It has also

the Myanmar military. Sit Taing

designated Hlaing Oo, Taing Aung,

The latest Myanmar military entity

Aunt is purportedly tied to both

Htun Aung, and Myint.

designated by OFAC is the 66th

arms dealers and is identified as a

Light Infantry Division as well as

holding company which operates

military commanders Brigadier-

as a front for purchasing arms.
Treasury press release

General Ko Ko Oo and MajorGeneral Zaw Hein. The 66th

In the same tranche of

Division is identified as carrying

designations, OFAC also identifies

out atrocities against civilians in

the Htoo Group of Companies,

Karen State, while Ko Ko Oo serves

controlled by the previously

as Central Command chief and

designated Tay Za, and the Htoo-

heads the Ministry of Defense’s

controlled Asia Green Development

Technologies Department. The US

Bank Ltd. The US designations are

states that Zaw Hein is a senior

made under Executive Order

commander in Nay Pyi Taw.

14014, which blocks property with
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UN extends DPRK Panel of Experts mandate,
international community calls for sanctions
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

report will then be submitted to the

On the same day, the G7 foreign

unanimously adopted on 25

UNSC no later than 3 March 2023.

ministers “strongly” condemned

March during its 9004th meeting

DPRK’s “continued testing of

resolution 2627 (2022) which

During the extraordinary meeting,

ballistic missiles” and urged the

extends until 30 April 2023 the

US Ambassador to the UN Linda

country to ensure compliance with

mandate of the Panel of Experts

Thomas-Greenfield called on the

all its international obligations and

that assists the Committee

UNSC to “update and strengthen”

to “abandon its weapons of mass

overseeing sanctions against the

sanctions targeting the DPRK and

destruction and ballistic missile

Democratic People’s Republic of

underlined that the DPRK’s missile

programs in a complete, verifiable,

Korea (DPRK). Member states

launch violates several resolutions..

and irreversible manner”. G7

held an extraordinary debate

Thomas-Greenfield called for an

ministers expressed concerns

following the country’s launch of

“immediate response” from the

about the DPRK Panel of Experts’

an intercontinental ballistic

UNSC and requested that member

reports warning that ship-to-ship

missile (ICBM) on 24 March.

states ensure they fully implement

transfers continue to occur and

existing resolutions, adding that

emphasised that they remain

According to the resolution, the

the US will introduce a draft

committed to assisting in and

UNSC’s Panel of Experts on the

resolution to amend the sanctions

strengthening capacity for efficient

DPRK is expected to submit to the

regime. Similarly, UK Ambassador

sanctions implementation.

UNSC a midterm report on its

Barbara Woodward reiterated the

activities by 6 September, and a

call for “updated and targeted

final report to the Committee

sanctions” with the aim of

containing its findings and

disrupting DPRK’s illicit nuclear

recommendations by 3 February

proliferation activities and

2023. The final version of the

ballistic missile programmes.

UNSC press release
UNSC meeting

US continues sanctions regime on South Sudan
The White House announced on

threaten the peace and stability of

national emergency is being

30 March that it is continuing the

South Sudan and the neighbouring

continued for one more year

national emergency established

region, with allegations of

pursuant to the National

by Executive Order (EO) 13664

widespread violent acts, human

Emergencies Act.

with respect to South Sudan.

rights abuses, recruitment and use
of child soldiers, attacks on

The White House states that the

peacekeepers, and obstruction of

situation in South Sudan has been

humanitarian aid. The US

characterised by activities that

government states that the
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OFAC designates Guatemalan drug trafficking
organisation Los Huistas and its leaders
and Alec Baldomero Samayoa

designated by OFAC for serving

Recinos, who oversees the

as “a primary lieutenant for the

transportation of cocaine

organisation and coordinated

shipments from Guatemala to

transportation of narcotics” and

Mexico and launders money on

is currently at large.

behalf of the group, are being
designated for purportedly

Other members of Los Huistas

The US Treasury’s Office of

engaging in activities contributing

who are included on OFAC’s

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

to the international proliferation

specially designated nationals

announced on 18 March the

of illicit drugs or their means

(SDN) list for their involvement in

designation pursuant to Executive

of production.

drug trafficking activities are: (1)
Freddy Arnoldo Salazar Flores,

Order (EO) 14059 of Guatemalan
drug trafficking organisation Los

On the same day, the US

Samayoa Recinos’s son-in-law,

Huistas and its leaders for their

Department of Justice (DOJ)

who is allegedly responsible for

involvement in drug trafficking

unsealed an indictment against

transporting and storing cocaine

activities threatening the

Molina-López who has been

shipments on behalf of the drug

people and security of the US

charged with international

trafficking organisation; (2) Werner

and Guatemala.

conspiracy to distribute controlled

Dario Molina Montejo, Molina-

substances and conspiracy to

López's son; (3) Ervin Rene Moreno

Los Huistas is alleged to be

distribute cocaine on board a

Lopez, who is the accountant of a

involved in the production of illicit

vessel. As part of the US

company controlled by Molina-

drugs and smuggling of cocaine,

enforcement action, the US

López and (4) Roger Antulio

methamphetamine and heroin

Department of State announced a

Samayoa Montejo, Samayoa

from Guatemala to the US with the

$10 million reward in return for any

Recinos’s son and alleged

help of Mexican cartels such as the

information that could lead to

coordinator of Los Huistas’

Sinaloa Cartel and the Cartel de

Molina-López’s arrest or conviction.

operations. Concurrently, OFAC has
designated Huehuetenango-based

Jalisco Nueva Generacion (CJNG).
The group allegedly controls poppy

The DOJ also unsealed an

coffee company Compradores y

cultivation fields in the

indictment against Guatemalan

Exportadores de Café Captzin S.A.,

Huehuetenango and San Marcos

national Axel Bladimir Montejo

for being owned, controlled or

regions and imports precursor

Saenz, Molina-López’s son-in-law,

directed by Molina-López.

chemicals from China to

who is suspected of engaging in

manufacture methamphetamine.

the distribution of cocaine in

OFAC press release

multiple countries, including

Los Huistas, together with Eugenio

Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala,

Darío Molina-López, who directly

Costa Rica, EL Salvador and

oversees the group’s operations,

Mexico. Montejo Saenz was also
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OFAC designates Alain Goetz and network of
companies involved in illicit gold trade in DRC
The US Treasury’s Office of

AGR through his majority

CG-Vastgoed Invest NV, Orofino NV

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

ownership of Seychelles-based

and WWG Diamonds BVBA.

announced on 17 March the

AGR International Ltd, which held

designation pursuant to Executive

nearly all of AGR's shares and

In February 2020, Goetz and his

Order (EO) 13413 as amended by

which has also been designated.

brother Sylvain Goetz were

EO 13671, of Belgian gold dealer

reportedly sentenced by an

Alain Francois Viviane Goetz,

Both Goetz and AGR are being

Antwerp court to an 18-month

Uganda-based African Gold

sanctioned for being responsible

suspended jail sentence for money

Refinery Ltd (AGR) and eight

for and complicit in providing

laundering and fraud. The court

firms allegedly involved in

support to persons, including

established that between 2010 and

the illegal movement of gold

armed groups, which are involved

2011, the two brothers set up a

in the Democratic Republic

in activities threatening the peace,

fraudulent trade system which

of Congo (DRC).

security or stability of the DRC and

allowed customers to

undermining democratic processes

anonymously sell gold for cash to

Goetz, who operates AGR and

or institutions within the country,

gold refinery Tony Goetz NV. In

other UAE-based companies,

through the unlawful trade of DRC’s

October 2018, The Sentry

allegedly trades gold sourced from

natural resources.

published a report called ‘The

regions controlled by armed

Golden Laundromat’ which

groups, such as the Mai-Mai

Other listed entities owned or

Yakutumba and Raia Mutomboki,

controlled by Goetz include UAE-

which have been involved in

based Agor DMCC, Goetz Gold LLC

conflict activities in the DRC. OFAC

and Premier Gold Refinery LLC, as

notes that the businessman

well as Belgium-based Alaxy BVBA,

focused on the Goetz network.
OFAC press release
US Department of State press r…

maintained ownership or control of

US renews sanctions with respect to Zimbabwe
The White House announced on 3

Following the actions of certain

Powers Act. The actions and

March that it is continuing for

members of Zimbabwe’s

policies of the Zimbabwean

another year the national

government, leading to the

government continue to represent

emergency established by

intentional dissolution of the rule of

a threat to US foreign policy, the

Executive Order (EO) 13288 in

law and supporting politically

White House states.

relation to the actions of

driven violence and repression

Zimbabwe’s government to

across the country, the US blocked

undermine democratic

individuals’ property in line with the

processes and institutions.

International Emergency Economic
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GUIDANCE

US Financial Crimes Enforcement Network alert
on potential Russian sanctions evasion attempts
persons, illicit actors and their

blockchain tracing software as

networks and facilitators. Red flag

related to ransomware”.

indicators of such attempts by
customers include: (1) transactions

FIs are advised to review previous

initiated from or sent to IP

guidance on foreign political

addresses from non-trusted

corruption and efforts by politically

sources, from locations in Russia,

exposed persons (PEPs) to evade

Belarus or “comprehensively

US sanctions, and to remain

The US Treasury’s Financial

sanctioned” jurisdictions or

“vigilant” to red flag indicators such

Crimes Enforcement Network

jurisdictions identified by the

as the use of corporate vehicles to

(FinCEN) issued on 7 March an

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

conceal ownership, source of

alert advising financial

as having anti-money laundering,

funds or high-risk jurisdictions, as

institutions (FIs) to ensure

countering the financing of

well as the use of shell companies

“increased vigilance” for potential

terrorism (AML/CFT) and counter

for initiating suspicious wire

attempts to evade Belarus- and

proliferation financing (CPF)

transfers. FinCEN further

Russia-related US sanctions and

deficiencies; (2) transactions

recommends FIs pay attention to

restrictions imposed in response

associated with CVC addresses

jurisdictions previously associated

to the invasion of Ukraine.

listed on the US Treasury’s Office of

with Russian financial flows which

Foreign Assets Control’s (OFAC)

are identified as having recently

FinCEN’s alert includes red flag

specially designated nationals and

increased new company

indicators to assist FIs with

blocked persons list; and (3) the

registrations, and to newly

identifying possible sanctions

use of a CVC exchange or a

established accounts attempting

violations and calls on FIs to

foreign-located money services

to send or receive funds from

conduct adequate risk-based

business in a high-risk jurisdiction.

designated institutions or from

customer due diligence (CDD) and

entities removed from SWIFT.

enhanced due diligence (EDD),

FinCEN further warns FIs of an

Similarly, non-routine foreign

while ensuring compliance with

increased risk of Russia-related

exchange transactions could

Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) reporting

ransomware campaigns and other

indicate an attempt by the Russian

obligations, particularly with

cybercrime activities, and

Central Bank to use import and

respect to convertible virtual

recommends that they pay

export entities to engage in such

currencies (CVC).

particular attention to customers

transactions on its behalf.

initiating transfers involving a CVC
The regulator warns about the use

mixing service, or those having

of CVC and anonymising tools to

“either direct or indirect receiving

evade US sanctions by designated

transaction exposure identified by
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EBA calls on financial institutions to ensure
compliance with sanctions against Russia
The European Banking Authority

of their internal controls and overall

business impact of short- and

(EBA) called on financial

governance frameworks to ensure

longer-term risks, including the

institutions on 11 March to ensure

compliance with the restrictive

wider impact of economic and

compliance with sanctions

measures imposed on Russia and

political sanctions coupled with

targeting Russia and to speed up

Belarus following Russia’s invasion

rising economic uncertainty

access to basic payment

of Ukraine, whilst regulatory

and cyber risks.

accounts for Ukrainian refugees.

authorities across the EU are
cooperating with supervised

Financial institutions are also

Following the European Council’s

institutions and law enforcement

advised to adopt a risk-based

adoption of measures against

agencies to detect and monitor

approach in providing financial

Russia and Belarus, the EBA will

fraud categories, financial crime

products, while also considering

gather and select queries covering

and possible sanctions evasion.

the EBA’s guidelines on money

the scope of the restrictive

laundering and terrorist financing

measures applying to banks, to be

For the EBA, such steps will

risk factors and the EBA opinion

transmitted to the EU Commission.

facilitate an even implementation

on customer due diligence

The EBA states that it will monitor

of sanctions without impacting the

measures for customers who

and evaluate the situation to make

functioning of the EU Single

are asylum seekers.

informed decisions designed to

Market. In addition, the European

mitigate short- and medium-term

regulator encourages banks and

risks. Financial institutions are

other financial entities to assess

required to evaluate the adequacy

and monitor the prudential and

EBA press release

Europol warning on refugee trafficking risks
Europol published on 21 March an

women, children, and vulnerable

accommodation centres, and

early warning notice on the risk of

persons, deemed to be at high-risk

public transport networks,

Ukrainian refugee exploitation by

of becoming potential victims of

including train and bus

human traffickers, with over four

criminal networks engaged in

stations, the notice states.

million Ukrainians having fled the

trafficking of human beings (THB).

country as of 31 March, according
to data provided by the UN.

Europol press release

As the high number of refugees
puts pressure on receiving

The police agency reports that

countries, areas of concern include

most Ukrainian refugees are

border territories, reception and
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EU financial regulators issue joint warning to
consumers on crypto-asset risks
The European Securities and

and (7) cyber-attacks, operational

is high, therefore consumers

Markets Authority (ESMA), the

risks and security issues.

should be aware of their

European Banking Authority (EBA)

environmental impact as well.

and the European Insurance and

The ESAs recommend that

Occupational Pensions Authority

consumers thinking about buying

(EIOPA) warned consumers on 17

crypto-assets or related products

March that many crypto-assets

and services consider if they: (1)

are “highly risky and speculative”

can afford to lose all the money

especially as an investment or

invested; (2) are ready to take on

means of payment or exchange.

high risks to earn the advertised

The European Supervisory

returns; (3) understand the features

Authorities (ESAs) underline

of the crypto-assets; (4) have

that consumers “face the very

researched how reputable the

real possibility of losing all their

firms/parties are or whether the

invested money if they buy

firms/parties are blacklisted by the

these assets”.

authorities; and (5) are able to
effectively protect the devices

The ESAs state that key risks

used for buying, storing or

posed by crypto-assets include: (1)

transferring crypto-assets

extreme price movements due to

including their private keys.

crypto-asset prices often relying on
consumer demand; (2) misleading

The ESAs also express concern

information particularly presented

that consumers are increasingly

in advertisements via social media

buying crypto-assets “with the

or via ‘influencers’; (3) the absence

expectation that they will earn a

of protection since most crypto-

good return without realising the

assets are unregulated in the EU;

high risks involved”. They recall

(4) the complexity of some

that there are over 17,000 different

products providing exposure to

crypto-assets, some of them

crypto-assets, sometimes with

referred to as ‘virtual currencies’ or

features potentially increasing

digital ‘coins’ or ‘tokens’. The ESAs

losses in case of adverse price

also note that bitcoin and Ether

movements; (5) an increasing

together represent around 60

number of fake crypto-assets and

percent of the total market

scams, including phishing; (6) lack

capitalisation of crypto-assets. The

of price transparency, low liquidity

energy consumption of some

and potential market manipulation;

crypto-assets, the regulators add,

68

The energy
consumption of
some cryptoassets, the
regulators add, is
high, therefore
consumers should
be aware of their
environmental
impact as well
Previously, the EBA issued in
December 2013 a warning
regarding virtual currencies and the
ESAs released a similar warning in
February 2018. Moreover, the
ESMA published in March 2021 a
report highlighting the risks
posed by investments in nonregulated crypto-assets.
ESAs joint warning
ESMA press release
EBA press release
EIOPA press release
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UK calls for public sector review of contracts
with Russian and Belarusian companies
The UK Cabinet Office issued on

The office highlights that the focus

contractor is a Russian or

28 March a procurement policy

should be on major contracts and

Belarusian supplier.

notice (PPN) calling on all central

those which could have the most

government departments, their

impact and influence on Russian or

The PPN provides guidance on

executive agencies, and non-

Belarusian regimes. PPN

how contracting authorities can cut

departmental public bodies to

addressees should review their

ties with relevant companies.

review contracts with Russian

contract portfolio and identify any

and Belarusian companies.

contracts where the prime

UK government press release

Wolfsberg Group publishes digital customer
lifecycle risk management guidance
AML/CFT controls, including more

sources can further aid banks and

effective identification and

other FIs in determining changes.

verification onboarding processes,

The guidance emphasises the

frequently updated customer risk

need for basing assurance levels

profiles, and a “redesigned trigger-

on underlying systems on a risk-

based approach for conducting

assessed basis that should

ongoing due diligence”. The

include support from financial

The Wolfsberg Group announced

Wolfsberg Group cites assessment

inclusion initiatives such as data

on 29 March the publication of

by FATF that non face-to-face

sharing partnerships.

group guidance regarding digital

customer interaction can become

customer lifecycle risk

“a standard or lower risk

The guidance also states that

management, examining ways in

engagement channel” while still

the delivery channel must

which non face-to-face customer

enabling financial institutions (FIs)

be considered “the ordering

interactions can become standard

to address financial crime

principle for how an FI manages

practice without lowering the

risks. Doing so, the guidance notes,

the customer” in the context of

threshold on anti-money

should entail building a more

a digital approach.

laundering/countering the

holistic customer profile to allow

financing of terrorism standards.

for the inclusion of additional

Wolfsberg Group announcement

variables that can be used to verify
The guidance promotes the

identities. Mapping these new

furtherance of three primary

variables to additional data
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US FINRA issues regulatory notice on chief
compliance officer supervisory liability
The US Financial Industry

supervision that FINRA brings each

business; (3) the CCO’s supervisory

Regulatory Authority (FINRA)

year due to a CCO’s role in and of

failure resulted in violative conduct;

issued on 17 March a regulatory

itself being advisory, rather than

and (4) whether that violative

notice on the scope of FINRA Rule

supervisory. Particularly, of the

conduct caused or created a

3110 regarding potential liability

roughly 440 FINRA enforcement

potential customer harm.

of chief compliance officers

actions involving violations of Rule

(COOs) for failure to discharge

3110 for supervisory failures

Factors weighing against charging

designated supervisory

between 2018 and 2021 CCOs

a CCO include: (1) insufficient

responsibilities.

were charged in only 28 instances,

support provided to the CCO to

according to the notice. Moreover,

reasonably accomplish the

Rule 3110 requires each member

in only 10 cases did FINRA charge

supervisory duty; (2) unduly

firm to assign: (1) a registered

a CCO who was not also the chief

burdening the CCO with competing

principal or principals with

executive officer.

responsibilities; (3) poorly defined

supervisory responsibilities for

supervisory responsibilities; (4)

each type of broker dealer

FINRA highlights that it will bring

lack of time for the CCO to update

business in which the firm

action against a CCO for

the firm’s systems and procedures

engages; (2) one or more

supervisory failure provided that

when joining a new company; and

registered principals in branch

the firm conferred the CCO with

(5) the CCO’s attempt in good faith

offices with supervisory

supervisory responsibilities and

to reasonably discharge the

responsibilities assigned to that

that the CCO failed to discharge

supervisory responsibilities

office; and (3) each registered

its responsibilities in a

by addressing firm leadership

representative to an appropriately

reasonable manner.

when previously mentioned

registered person who is

situations occur.

responsible for supervising that

The notice emphasises that a

representative’s activities.

violation of a FINRA rule does not

According to the rule, liability may

necessarily lead to formal

arise only when the firm has

disciplinary action. FINRA notes

designated the individual expressly

that it considers factors in favour

with or has implied supervisory

of and against charging a CCO.

responsibility. Such individual

Factors weighing in favour of

must investigate red flags that

charging a CCO include: (1) the

suggest misconduct at the firm

CCO was aware of multiple red

and act accordingly.

flags or actual misconduct and
failed to take steps to address

FINRA notes that charges against

them; (2) the CCO failed to

CCOs for supervisory failures

establish, maintain or enforce a

represent a small fraction of the

firm’s written procedures as they

enforcement action involving

related to the firm’s line of
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FINRA also states that it will
consider if it is more appropriate
to charge the firm, its president or
another individual who had more
direct responsibility for the
supervisory task rather than the
CCO. It adds that in first-time
violation cases it considers
bringing informal action
against the CCO.
FINRA press release
FINRA regulatory notice
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FATF plenary amends BO standard, changes to
grey list and consultation on real estate sector
verification, and asked questions on access to BO
information requirements. The consultation ran
between 21 October and 3 December 2020.
During the plenary, FATF formally amended its
standard to require countries to assess and address
the risk posed by legal persons with “sufficient links” to
the country. In addition to collecting BO information
from entities themselves, FATF now expects countries
to obtain additional information held by regulated
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) published
the conclusions of its sixth plenary on 4 March,
which includes the adoption of amendments to
Recommendation 24 on the beneficial ownership
(BO) and control of legal persons, the launch of a
consultation on draft guidance on the risk-based
implementation of anti-money laundering and
counter terrorist financing (AML/CFT) measures in
the real estate sector, and the removal of Zimbabwe
from the list of jurisdictions under increased
monitoring. Furthermore, the FATF plenary

financial institutions, professionals, regulators and
stock exchanges. Member countries will be expected
to hold the information through a publicly managed
registry or an equivalent mechanism and make it
accessible to authorities. In addition, the changes
cover stronger controls to prevent the misuse of
bearer shares and nominee arrangements, including
prohibiting the issuance of new bearer shares and
bearer share warrants and conversion or
immobilisation, as well as more robust transparency
requirements for nominee arrangements.

discussed the situation in Ukraine, presented

Furthermore, FATF stated that it is reviewing

updates on the unintended consequences of the

Recommendation 25 on beneficial ownership of legal

FATF Recommendations, and took the formal

arrangements in parallel, to ensure consistency,

decision to appoint T. Raja Kumar of Singapore as

appropriately tailored BO standards and smooth

the upcoming 2022-24 FATF President.

implementation. The body notes that it will begin
assessing jurisdictions implementation of the revised

Amendments to Recommendation 24

requirements at the start of the next round of mutual

The FATF consultation on BO followed the June 2021

evaluations as part of a phased approach.

white paper on the matter, building on feedback
received to proposed amendments mainly linked to

Changes to lists of jurisdictions deemed as high-risk

the collection of BO information and bearer shares

and those subject to increased monitoring

and nominee arrangements. FATF consulted on

FATF has completed its strategic review which

whether a risk-based approach should be applied to

finalises and approves its methodology for the

foreign-created legal persons and to BO information

upcoming fifth round of mutual evaluations. FATF

71
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highlights that its recent mutual evaluations of various

well at the implementation of targeted financial

jurisdictions have shown a “generally insufficient level

sanctions. However, FATF calls on France to enhance

of effectiveness in combating the misuse of legal

its efforts in the areas of supervision and

persons for money laundering and terrorist financing

implementation of preventive measures for

globally”. Relatedly, FATF announced the placement of

professionals involved in the activities of legal persons

the United Arab Emirates under increased monitoring,

and the real estate sector, as well as improving the

as the country has been considered insufficiently

monitoring of the non-profit sector to prevent potential

effective in the global fight against money laundering

misuse for TF. The mutual evaluation report is

(ML) and terrorist financing (TF). In a statement on

expected to be published in May 2022.

5 March, the UAE government expressed “strong
commitment” to working closely with FATF to

Consultation on draft guidance for real estate

implement an action plan to further strengthen the

FATF has also developed draft guidance on the risk-

effectiveness of its AML/CFT regime.

based implementation of AML/CFT measures in the
real estate sector, highlighting that the purchase of

Highlighting that Zimbabwe has strengthened the

real estate is a common outlet for criminal proceeds,

effectiveness of its AML/CFT regime to meet the

with real estate properties representing around

commitments in its action plan regarding the strategic

30 percent of the criminal assets confiscated

deficiencies identified by FATF in October 2019, the

worldwide between 2011 and 2013. According to

standards setting body announced that the country is

FATF, the results of the vast majority of fourth round

no longer subject to increased monitoring. Zimbabwe

mutual evaluations indicate that the real estate sector

Finance Minister Mthuli Ncube reportedly stated that

is determined to have a “poor understanding” of the

the “adherence to strict AML/CTF standards is not just

ML/TF risks it is facing. The draft report notes that,

a compliance requirement, but enhances the country's

despite commitments from FATF member states and

image as a safe destination for investment and

regional organisations, all remain vulnerable to the risk

strengthens the domestic financial sector”.

of ML and corruption due to the differences in
legislation, with many countries failing to extend due

Other countries still placed under increased
monitoring include: Albania, Barbados, Burkina Faso,
Cambodia, the Cayman Islands, Haiti, Jamaica,
Jordan, Mali, Malta, Morocco, Myanmar, Nicaragua,
Pakistan, Panama, the Philippines, Senegal, South
Sudan, Syria, Turkey, Uganda, and Yemen. With
respect to countries on the list of High-Risk
Jurisdictions subject to a Call for Action, FATF has
paused the review process since February 2020, in
light of the pandemic, given they are already subject to
FATF’s call for countermeasures. As of February 2021,

diligence requirements to the sector.
Notably, the draft guidance includes regulatory
obligations, noting that real estate professionals and
their businesses must adopt appropriate internal
controls depending on the size and nature of the
business, ensure accountability and responsibility for
management of the risk, and ensure relevant training
AML/CFT programmes. In addition, supervisors
should determine the frequency and intensity of
periodic assessments based on the level of ML/TF

North Korea and Iran are on the high-risk list.

risk to which the sector and individual entity are

Further in terms of monitoring compliance with the

that where detailed supervision of all agents,

FATF Standards, it was announced that FATF has
concluded the mutual evaluation of France,
underlining good results in the use of financial
intelligence, ML investigations and prosecutions, as
72

exposed. FATF further notes that this means
brokerages, and other relevant professions for
AML/CFT purposes is not feasible, supervisors should
give priority to the areas posing the highest risk while
undertaking less resource intensive supervisory
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exercises on professionals posing a lower

authorities to provide advice and foster sharing of

risk. Although the FATF guidance is non-binding, it

information with the private sector on mitigating any

aims to support the national AML/CFT legislative

ML/TF/PF risks identified, particularly in relation to

framework. Stakeholders are encouraged to submit

crypto-assets. It also urged jurisdictions to be vigilant

their views on the draft proposal by 22 April 2022.

to potential circumvention of financial restrictive
measures, and raised concerns about potential

Following the launch of the consultation, the European

malicious cyber activity targeting financial institutions

Commission published on 11 March its report

and systems, which “could jeopardize the ability of the

assessing the necessity and proportionality of

private sector and competent authorities to

harmonising information included in real estate

implement and monitor core AML/CFT controls”.

registers, as well as the need for the interconnection
of such registers. The report notes that, from an

FATF press release on plenary outcomes

AML/CFT perspective, the only possible
harmonisation that could be achieved “is that of
information pertinent to the prevention and combat
of ML/TF”. However, it highlights that most of the
information necessary for AML/CFT authorities is

FATF public statement on revisions to Recommendat…
Public consultation on revisions to Recommendation…
White paper for public consultation

not contained in real estate registers.
FATF Recommendations as amended March 2022

Statement on Ukraine
FATF members also issued a statement expressing
“grave concern” with regard to Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine and its impact on the ML, TF and
proliferation financing (PF) risk environment, as well

FATF press release on jurisdictions under increased …
FATF press release on high-risk jurisdictions subject …
FATF consultation on risk-based guidance to the real…

as the integrity of the financial system and the broader
economy. FATF calls on all jurisdictions’ competent

UK calls on firms to stop investing in Russia
UK Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak on 13

Management Limited, which have announced their

March called on UK firms to stop investing in Russia,

plans to reduce or sell holdings in the country.

in order to avoid financing President Vladimir Putin’s
regime and to support the UK government’s efforts

HM Treasury stated that the UK government

to hold Russia accountable for its “illegal and

recognises the challenges faced by firms to wind

unprovoked invasion of Ukraine”.

down existing investments "given market conditions
and the ability to sell assets due to the global

Sunak underlined that the UK government “fully

sanctions” imposed on Russia, however Sunak

supports” firms and investors wishing to end their

emphasised that there is “no argument for new

financial relationship with Russia, and welcomed

investments in the Russian economy”.

commitments taken by several entities including BP
plc, Shell plc, Aviva plc, M&G plc and Vanguard Asset
73

HM Treasury press release
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Countries join international taskforce targeting
Russian elites, proxies, and oligarchs
The US, the UK, the EU, Canada

programme Kleptocracy Asset

are subject to forfeiture; and (3)

and several other international

Recovery Rewards Program, which

ensuring that enablers and

partners announced on 16 March

authorises rewards of up to $5

gatekeepers “who have facilitated

the launch of the Russian Elites,

million in exchange for information

the movement of sanctioned

Proxies, and Oligarchs (REPO)

leading to the restraint or seizure,

assets or other illicit funds” are

Task Force, that will collect and

forfeiture, or repatriation of “stolen

held accountable.

share information to take

assets” related to foreign

concrete actions, including

corruption. The initiative targets

On the same day, the US Financial

sanctions, asset freezing, civil

Russian government officials and

Crimes Enforcement Network

and criminal asset seizure, and

oligarchs. Notably, the programme

(FinCEN) released a statement

criminal prosecution against the

does not require information to

with counterparts in countries that

political and financial allies of

be related to a specifically

are members of the REPO Task

the Russian regime.

identified corruption case.

Force and others, including the
Netherlands and New Zealand,

Prior to this on 2 March, the US

Both programmes are aimed at

stating their intent to increase

Department of Justice (DOJ)

supporting the wider multilateral

information sharing. FinCEN also

announced the launch of

prosecution effort launched on 16

released an alert to financial

interagency law enforcement

March through the coordination of

institutions regarding the

initiative Task Force KleptoCapture,

Australia, Canada, the European

importance of identifying and

aimed at enforcing sanctions,

Commission, France, Germany,

reporting suspicious transactions

export restrictions, and economic

Japan, Italy, the UK and the US –

by sanctioned Russian elites,

countermeasures that the US has

the REPO Task Force.

oligarchs, and their proxies that

imposed, in coordination with allies

involve real estate, luxury

and partners, in response to

During a 16 March meeting of

Russia’s ongoing military

REPO Task Force members, the

aggression against Ukraine. The

discussions reportedly centred on:

joint effort comprises resources

(1) ensuring coordination and

from, inter alia, the DOJ, the US

effective implementation of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation

group’s collective financial

(FBI), the US Department of

sanctions relating to Russia and

Homeland Security (DHS), the US

assisting other nations with

Marshals Service, and the Internal

locating and freezing assets found

Revenue Service (IRS).

within their jurisdictions; (2)
preserving evidence and

On 16 March, the US Department

determining whether frozen

of the Treasury announced further

assets, or other assets linked to

efforts, including the whistleblower

sanctioned individuals or entities,
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goods, and high-value assets.
DOJ press release
OFAC Kleptocracy Asset Recov…
FinCEN working group stateme…
UK government press release o…
EU Commission statement on …
DOJ press release on Russian …
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EU Commission proposes product requirement
amendments to ban greenwashing
practices are the inclusion of any sustainability labels
which are not from a public source or subject to thirdparty verification and a failure to inform consumers
about products that are less functional when utilising
third-party replacement parts.
According to a related factsheet released by the
European Commission, only 35 percent of
sustainability labels require specific data
demonstrating labeling requirement compliance.
The European Commission announced on 30 March
its proposal to update EU consumer rules to expand
consumer options and empowerment during the
bloc’s green transition and increase consumer
protection against environmental fraud by banning
greenwashing and other misleading practices.
The proposed greenwashing ban would be included
amongst proposed amendments to the Unfair
Commercial Practices Directive (UCPD) through the
addition of environmental and social impact to listed
product characteristics about which commercial
entities are prohibited from misleading consumers.
Also added under the proposal would be the addition
of banned practices to be determined on a case-bycase basis but which would involve making
sustainability claims that lack verifiable targets or
independent verification.
Further proposals to ban greenwashing include the
addition of several new practices to the commercial
practices blacklist. These include failing to inform
consumers about product durability limiting features,

Furthermore, 56 percent of consumers within the bloc
have reported encountering misleading claims of
sustainability or other environmental-related claims.
European Commissioner for Justice Didier Reynders
states in a press release that authorities have “seen an
increase in ‘greenwashing’ and early obsolescence
practices”, adding that consumers “must also be
protected against unfair commercial practices which
abuse their interest in buying green”.
The environmental proposals were announced on the
same day as the adoption of a sustainable products
initiative and follow the 23 February adoption by the
EU Commission of a new Corporate Sustainability Due
Diligence proposal establishing business regulations
on environmental and social issues.
The proposals must be discussed and adopted by the
European Council and European Parliament prior to
transposition by member states.
EU Commission press release
EU Commission proposal

vague environmental claims about a product, and
misrepresenting the extent of a product’s
environmental characteristics. Other proposed
practices to add to the list of prohibited commercial
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UK Financial Conduct Authority consults on use
of side pockets for sanctioned Russian assets
The UK Financial Conduct

being exposed to Russian assets

come into effect “treat existing,

Authority (FCA) announced on 16

and existing investors will be able

redeeming and subscribing

March that it is consulting with

to redeem the rest of their

investors fairly, and do not

fund managers on the “optional”

investment, while illiquid Russian

encourage speculative new

use of “side pockets” to separate

assets remain separated.

investment at the expense of

Russian and Belarusian assets

Therefore, while Russian assets

existing investors”. Furthermore,

whose sale or evaluation is

would have zero value in many

the consultation will determine the

challenging due to suspensions

cases, investors would retain rights

specific scope of the side pocket

and “extensive” international

to any eventual value in case

proposals, which will be limited to

sanctions in response to Russia's

trading resumes in future.

assets that are illiquid as a result of

invasion of Ukraine.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
The FCA aims to consult on the

The financial watchdog notes that

side pocket proposals in order to

side pockets would allow new

ensure that any adopted measures,

investors to enter a fund without

as well as the date on which they

FCA press release

UK FCA statement on Binance loans to Eqonex
The UK Financial Conduct

regulations. The regulator states

the Binance Group holds

Authority (FCA) issued a

that it did not have the power to

authorisation to conduct

statement on 7 March expressing

assess the “fitness and propriety”

regulated activity in the UK.

concern over a $36 million loan

of the new beneficial owners or the

made from an arm of

change in control prior to the

The FCA states that “until

cryptocurrency firm Binance to

completion of the transaction.

outstanding issues are addressed,

Eqonex, the parent of FCAregulated firm Digivault.

[its] concerns about Binance
The FCA can take steps to block

Markets Limited remain”, including

the registration of a crypto-asset

concerns previously expressed by

The FCA states that through the

business if it thinks its beneficial

the regulator. The FCA issued a

loan, Binance subsidiary Bifinity

owner is not fit and proper, or if the

warning about Binance Markets

has acquired “some specific

business has not complied with its

Limited in June 2021, stating that it

contractual rights” over Eqonex,

obligations under the money

was “not currently permitted to

and as a result “individuals and

laundering regulations. Binance

undertake any regulated activities

entities that are part of the Binance

Markets Limited, another Binance

without prior consent of the FCA”.

Group may have become beneficial

Group subsidiary, is regulated for a

owners of Digivault” for purposes

limited set of activities, the FCA

of the UK’s money laundering

states. However no other entity in
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Malta suspends citizenship and residence by
investment schemes for Russia and Belarus
Malta’s Community Agency

nationals. Renewal applications for

On 9 March, the European

announced on 2 March that it has

RBIs will be processed on a case-

Parliament adopted a resolution

suspended “until further notice”

by-case basis in accordance with

calling on the EU Commission (EC)

its citizenship and residence by

existing standard procedures

to table legislative proposals for

investment schemes (CBI/RBIs),

and will be subject to new

“completely” banning CBIs and for

otherwise known as ‘golden

compliance verifications.

prohibiting RBIs for designated

passport’ and ‘golden visa’

Russian nationals. The EC

schemes, for Russian and

The measure follows a 25 February

launched an infringement

Belarusian applicants, due to

statement by several NGOs,

procedure against Malta in October

challenges posed by “recent

including the Daphne Caruana

2020 over its golden passport

developments” in conducting

Galizia Foundation, calling on the

scheme, noting that “the granting

efficient due diligence checks.

Maltese government to end the

of EU citizenship for pre-

sale of EU citizenship to Russian

determined payments or

The agency states that no

elites benefitting from Vladimir

investments without any genuine

beneficiary of CBI/RBIs is subject

Putin’s corruption and to support

link with the member states

to EU sanctions, however the

all targeted sanctions “up to the

concerned, undermines the

existing due diligence mechanisms

highest level of the Russian

essence of EU citizenship”.

“cannot be carried out effectively in

government”, while suspending

the current scenario” with respect

bilateral agreements with Russia.

Malta Community Agency pres…

to Russian and Belarusian

UK FCA announces the closure of the temporary
registration regime for crypto-asset businesses
The UK Financial Conduct

applications. Limited cases where

evaluated as “fit and proper”. The

Authority (FCA) announced on 30

the TRR will be continued beyond

TRR was established to allow

March that the Cryptoassets

1 April, the FCA notes, include

existing crypto-asset firms, which

Temporary Registration Regime

when a firm may be pursuing an

had applied for registration before

(TRR) will close on 1 April for all

appeal or may have particular

16 December 2020 and whose

but a small number of firms.

winding down circumstances.

applications were still being
assessed, to continue trading.

The decision follows the

Notably, the regulator highlights

conclusion of the FCA’s

that firms on the FCA’s temporary

assessment of registration

registration list have not been
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UK financial regulators issue joint statement on
Russia sanctions and crypto-asset sector
The UK Treasury’s Office of

The regulators note that crypto-

a jurisdiction which is subject to

Financial Sanctions

asset firms must ensure they are

sanctions, or which is on the UK’s

Implementation (OFSI), the

compliant with their legal

high-risk third countries list for

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

obligations in relation to sanctions.

AML/CFT purposes, or any

and the Bank of England (BoE)

They should: (1) update business-

jurisdiction a firm has identified as

released on 11 March a joint

wide and customer risk

posing an increased risk of illicit

statement summarising

assessments to account for

financial activity; (2) transactions

regulatory requirements, steps to

changes in sanctions; (2) ensure

to or from a wallet address

reduce the risk of sanctions

that customer onboarding and due

associated with a sanctioned

evasion via crypto-assets and

diligence (DD) processes identify

entity, or a wallet address

measures to take when potentially

customers who make use of

otherwise considered to be high-

dealing with the crypto-assets of

corporate vehicles to obscure

risk; (3) transactions involving a

a designated person.

ownership or the source of funds;

crypto-asset exchange or

(3) ensure that customers and their

custodian wallet provider known

The regulators recall that financial

transactions are screened against

to have poor customer DD

sanctions regulations do not

relevant updated sanctions lists

procedures or otherwise deemed

differentiate between crypto-assets

and that effective re-screening

high-risk; and (4) the use of tools

and other forms of assets, and that

takes place; (4) identify activity that

designed to create confusion

the use of crypto-assets to avoid

is not in line with the customer

regarding the customer location or

sanctions is a criminal offence

profile or is otherwise suspicious

source of the crypto-assets.

under the UK's money laundering

and ensure that these are reported

and sanctions laws.

to the nominated officer; (5) ensure

The FCA expressed concern on 11

that where appropriate compliance

March regarding crypto ATM

Firms that suspect they are in

teams understand how blockchain

machines operating in the UK and

possession or control of, or are

analytics solutions can be used to

announced that it will contact

otherwise dealing with, the funds

identify transactions linked to

operators to shut down machines.

or economic resources of a

higher risk wallet addresses; and

The authority notes that crypto

designated person must: (1) freeze

(6) engage with public-private and

ATMs offering exchange services

them; (2) not deal with them or

private-private partnerships on the

must be registered with the FCA

make them available to, or for the

latest typologies, additional

and must comply with UK Money

benefit of, the designated person,

controls and best practice.

Laundering Regulations.

apart from exceptions in legislation
or having being granted an

The agencies also outline red flags

appropriate OFSI licence; and (3)

that suggest an increased risk of

report them to the OFSI. Firms are

sanctions evasion including: (1) a

advised to consult the OFSI’s full

customer who is resident in or

guidance on Russia sanctions.

conducting transactions to or from
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EU Parliament supports stringent crypto rules
Members of the European

The proposed changes have been

terrorism (AML/CFT) legislative

Parliament’s Economic and

criticised by the cryptocurrency

package. The committees want

Monetary Affairs (ECON) and Civil

industry, with 'cold wallet' company

the regulation to be split from the

Liberties (LIBE) Committees voted

Ledger SAS CEO Pascal Gauthier

AML package to speed up

on 31 March in favour of

stating that the provisions “pav[e]

adoption, according to the

eliminating the de minimis €1,000

the way for a massive surveillance

explanatory statement.

threshold on transfers of crypto-

regime”. DeFi firm Unstoppable

assets, so that digital assets

finance GmbH Head of Strategy

While the Commission’s initial July

service providers would have to

Patrick Hansen warned that

2021 proposal included the

collect payee and payer

hackers could gain access to

minimal thresholds, MEPs reason

information on all transactions.

“personal data honeypots”.

that the “specific characteristics
and risk profile” require crypto-

Providers would be required to

MEPs also want the European

asset transfers to be handled

adhere to know-your-customer

Banking Authority to create a

differently from traditional financial

(KYC) requirements when dealing

register of high-risk entities,

transactions. According to the

with unhosted wallets, which are

including non-compliant providers,

statement, structuring is easier to

privately held, including in physical

according to the documents.

employ with crypto transfers than

form, as opposed to through the

wire transfers. In addition, the value

services of an exchange. All

Last year, the EU started the

of digital assets can fluctuate so

information could be made

procedure of recasting its

the threshold would not be

available to competent authorities

legislation concerning information

applicable to a certain transaction

upon request and providers would

accompanying transfers of funds

from one moment to the next.

need to notify the authorities

as part of the bloc’s envisioned

whenever a client receives over

anti-money laundering and

€1,000 from an unhosted wallet.

countering the financing of

EU Parliament press release

UK NCSC warns of Russian technology risks
The UK's National Cyber Security

as Kaspersky anti-virus software,

(FSB), adding that the threat by

Centre (NCSC) warned on 29

which relate to outdated software,

hacktivists should not be ignored.

March against the use of Russian

deficient network configuration

technology products and services

management, and poor credential

following the invasion of Ukraine.

management.

Ian Levy, NCSC Technical Director,

Levy points to the fact that Russian

warns against the most significant

legislation provides that Russian

risks attached to the use of

companies must assist the

Russian technology products, such

Russian Federal Security Service
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The NCSC advises organisations to
reconsider risks attached to their
activities, including public sector
entities which have not
implemented NCSC guidance.
NCSC blog post
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EBA publishes experts' letter on future approach
to AML/CFT regulation and supervision
The European Banking Authority

responsibilities of home and host

be extended to other entities that

(EBA) published on 24 March a

member state supervisors with

may pose ML/TF risks, but are

letter from chairperson José

respect to institutions operating in

currently excluded from the direct

Manuel Campa on the EU

other member states under the

supervision of the AMLA. One

Commission’s (EC) proposed anti-

freedom to provide services or the

example in this regard is crypto-

money laundering and counter

right of establishment; (2) ensuring

asset service providers (CASPs).

terrorist financing (AML/CFT)

that the risk-based approach and

legislative package, which

proportionality principles are

presents recommendations

reflected in the framework for

related to supervisory cooperation

AML/CFT supervisory colleges; (3)

Review the cross-border

and selection criteria for direct

clarifying the cooperation process

component of the eligibility

supervision. The letter is

between financial supervisors in

criteria for credit institutions to

addressed to MPs Luis Garicano

the EU and their counterparts in

ensure that the AMLA can

and Emil Radev, as well as to

third countries; and (4) ensuring

directly supervise firms which

Director General of the French

that the EU AML Authority (AMLA)

are exposed to high ML/TF

Treasury Emmanuel Moulin and

cooperates on a regular basis both

risks and have substantial

Director General for Financial

with other standards setters during

cross-border activities, but do

Stability at the Financial Services

the policymaking process so that

not operate in at least seven

and Capital Martes Union

their regulatory instruments are

member states, as required by

(FISMA) John Berrigan.

“consistent and complementary”,

Article 12(1)(a) of the AMLAR

Other suggestions include

as well as with other competent
The letter presents the views of 57

authorities responsible for the

AML/CFT supervisors from all EU

supervision of credit and financial

member states that are members

institutions, including for

of the EBA’s AML/CFT Standing

information exchange purposes.

Committee (AMLSC), who have
identified several technical aspects

AML/CFT experts further propose

related to the EU’s future approach

that during negotiations, the EC

to AML/CFT regulation and

and EU co-legislators should

supervision that they believe

consider whether the selection

should be considered during the

criteria provided by Articles 12 and

legislative process.

13 of the proposal for a regulation
establishing the AMLA (AMLAR),

The AML/CFT experts call for

detailing which credit and financial

clarifications and amendments on

institutions operating “in a cross-

several provisions, including with

border basis” will be “directly”

respect to: (1) the roles and

supervised by the authority, should
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Clarify whether the AMLA or
national competent authorities
are responsible for the risk
profiling of selected obliged
entities and amend the list of
risk indicators provided by
Article 12(4) of the AMLAR to
specify those linked to
distribution channels,
products/services and
geographies as described in the
ESAs risk factors guidelines

EBA letter
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EU preparing directive on crypto-asset taxation
EU Commissioner Mairead

the lack of information at the level

companies involved in crypto-

McGuinness stated on 29 March

of national tax administrations

assets from income and capital

on behalf of the European

about the use of crypto-assets and

gains tax. However, she recalls that

Commission (EC) that it is

e-money; (2) the disparity in

FATF and other competent bodies’

preparing a proposal for a

sanctions applied based on the

assessments could request

directive on crypto-assets in the

current provisions; and (3) other

jurisdictions to address any

area of taxation. The purpose of

punctual adjustments to be

deficiencies in their ML/TF regime.

the proposal is to introduce rules

made to the Directive.

on administrative cooperation,

The EC previously adopted a

reporting and exchange of

The Commissioner states that the

proposal for a regulation on

information obligations, including

future directive will reduce the risk

markets in crypto-assets

for non-EU service providers.

of money laundering via crypto-

(COM/2020/593 final), a proposal

asset service providers (CASPs)

for a regulation on the prevention

from third countries and the risk of

of the use of the financial system

tax evasion and avoidance by

for the purposes of ML/TF

crypto-asset holders.

(COM/2021/420 final) and a

The Commissioner
states that the
future directive will
reduce the risk of
money laundering
via crypto-asset
service providers
from third countries
and the risk of tax
evasion and
avoidance
According to a 23 November 2020
document, the proposal for a
Council directive amending
Directive 2011/16/EU as regards
measures to strengthen existing
rules and expand the exchange of
information framework in the field
of taxation to include crypto-assets
and e-money, aims to tackle: (1)
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proposal for a regulation on
McGuinness’ statement represents

information accompanying

her answer to a 1 February

transfers of funds and certain

parliamentary question from

crypto-assets (COM/2021/422

Gunnar Beck who noted that under

final). McGuinness adds that the

the ongoing negotiations on the

proposals, which are currently

Eighth Directive on Administrative

under negotiation, would result in

Cooperation a reporting obligation

the obligation for all CASPs that

for crypto-assets could be

operate within the EU to have an

introduced. He requested

established seat in a member

information on the EC’s contact

state. CASPs will also be subject to

with non-EU countries on the topic

all EU AML/CTF obligations and

of enhanced scrutiny of crypto-

CASPs registered in the EU will be

assets in the context of the fight

subject to crypto-assets transfer

against money laundering and

tracking. The three proposals will

terrorist financing (ML/TF).

impose information requirements
on the originators and

McGuinness notes that the EC

beneficiaries of such transfers.

“cannot interfere with the decisions
of third country jurisdictions” in

EU Commissioner McGuinness…

terms of giving crypto-assets
recognition as legal tender or
exempting individuals and

Beck parliamentary question
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US President proposed 2023 budget aims to
increase resources for tackling financial crime
Accountability and Corporate Transparency (FACT)
Coalition, which focuses on anti-financial crime
efforts, welcomes the proposed increases. The
proposal would fund the Treasury with $215 million
for strengthening its cybersecurity, including by
establishing “zero trust architecture”. The concept
refers to constantly checking the identity and integrity
of devices, as opposed to allowing devices previously
identified as safe to pass checks more easily.
Among the State Department and the United States
The White House released on 28 March President

Agency for International Development’s (USAID)

Joe Biden’s proposed budget for fiscal year 2023.

requests is $3.2 billion for “defending democracy

The document includes requests for additional

globally”, which includes anti-corruption efforts in

funds to tackle financial crime, including combatting

Central America, specifically, and globally. In total, the

corruption, addressing cybersecurity threats, and

department and the agency stand to receive $60.4

modernising the sanctions process.

billion under the President’s budget request to
Congress, almost $2 billion over that received in fiscal

The Department of Justice (DOJ) would receive over

year 2022 and nearly 15 percent above the 2021

$37.5 billion under the proposed budget, seven

level. The department plans to train and expand its

percent higher than the 2022 enacted level. Breaking

workforce, aiming to dedicate around $7.6 billion to

down the sum, the Federal Bureau of Investigation

the task. Three objectives, totalling around $14 billion,

would be granted $10.8 billion, while nearly $3 billion

mention cybersecurity efforts.

would be given to US Attorneys’ Offices to tackle cyber
crime, terrorism, and weapons of mass destruction

Other declared objectives include strategic

proliferation, among other purposes. The Drug and

competition with Russia, in Europe, and China, in the

Enforcement Administration (DEA) stands to receive

Indo-Pacific, including through $4 billion supporting

$2.5 billion to combat drug trafficking. According to

Washington’s “commitments to international

Deputy Attorney General Lisa Monaco, the DOJ aims

organizations”. Additionally, the requests mention

to use more than $1.2 billion to address cyber threats.

anti-climate crisis measures, tackling food insecurity,
addressing the refugee crises, and increasing

The Treasury Department states that the budget

collaboration with partners in Africa.

provides $210 million to the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN), including for a 50

2023 Budget

percent increase in staffing, and sets aside $212
million for the Office of Terrorism and Financial
Intelligence, which aims to “modernize and update the
sanctions process”. US-based NGO Financial
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General explanations
Biden remarks
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European Commission urges member states to
repeal ‘golden passport’ schemes
The European Commission (EC) published on 28
March a recommendation urging member states to
“immediately” end existing citizenship by
investment (CBI) schemes, otherwise known as
‘golden passport’ schemes, and to suspend
residence by investment (RBI) schemes for all
Russian and Belarusian nationals.
The EC calls on member states to adopt mechanisms
for preventing RBI schemes from operating in a way
that could generate security, money laundering, tax
evasion or corruption risks, and to ensure that they
take all necessary measures to address such risks,
including by conducting verifications concerning
residence and security conditions prior to the
issuance of residence permits.
Moreover, considering the challenges to conducting
proper security checks and due diligence verifications
in the context of existing sanctions in response to
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the EC recommends
member states that operate RBI schemes to
suspend the issuance of residence permits to
Russian and Belarusian nationals.
Furthermore, member states are urged to withdraw
golden passports granted to Russian or Belarusian
nationals who are subject to EU restrictive
measures in relation to undermining or threatening
Ukraine’s territorial integrity, sovereignty and
independence or who “significantly” support the war
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in Ukraine or other related activities of the Russian
government or Alexander Lukashenko’s regime.
Such measures should also apply in cases where
these individuals were naturalised as a family
member of the main applicant.
The EC notes that CBI schemes are incompatible
with the principle of sincere cooperation provided by
Article 4(3) of the Treaty on European Union, as well
as with the concept of EU citizenship under Article
20 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union, and therefore calls on member states to
ensure compliance with such provisions by
“repealing [them] immediately”.
In a statement, EU Justice Commissioner Didier
Reynders calls the sale of citizenship through golden
passports “illegal”, highlighting that “it opens the door
to corruption, money laundering and tax avoidance”.
The EC’s recommendation follows a 9 March
resolution by the European Parliament (EP) which
requests that the EC “urgently” table a comprehensive
legislative proposal banning CBI schemes
“completely” and prohibiting RBI schemes for
Russian nationals subject to EU sanctions.
EU Commission press release
EU Parliament press release
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UK online safety bill introduced to parliament
features additional counter-fraud measures
The UK’s online safety bill was

the UK to include services and

Regulated entities will also be

introduced to parliament on 17

service providers with large

required to conduct risk

March for a first reading, with

numbers of UK users, or which

assessments of any illegal content

updates to what the government

clearly target or present certain

on their platforms, carry out

has deemed the first ever

levels of risk to UK users.

measures to manage such risks,

regulatory framework for online

Significantly, the bill’s intended

and put in place controls to

safety including new provisions

regulations will necessitate new

minimise illicit material and related

for preventing online fraud

compliance systems and controls

risks. In addition to implementing

through fraudulent adverts, fraud

for companies to adhere to risk-

processes for rapidly removing

targeting potential investors,

based approaches to online safety

illegal content, covered service

and romance scams.

requirements, including countering

providers will be required to amend

risks of child sexual exploitation,

their user terms and conditions to

The Department for Digital, Culture,

user exposure to graphic and illegal

offer greater detail on protection

Media and Sport states in a

content, and fraud protections.

from illegal activity and exposure

government press release that

to terrorism-related content.

Ofcom will be empowered by the

The new counter-fraud measures

legislation to fine non-compliant

added to the bill were announced

Work and Pensions Committee

entities up to 10 percent of annual

on 8 March. The requirement to

Chair Stephen Timms on 9 March

turnover, shut down websites that

prevent fraud through fraudulent

welcomed the revised bill, noting

fail to adhere to the regulations,

advertisements will apply to social

that his committee called for the

and mandate that companies

media companies deemed the

addition of provisions to target paid

improve practices.

most at risk. Furthermore, the new

adverts online nearly a year prior.

additions to the bill include a
New police powers introduced

provision to offer enhanced legal

Treasury Committee Chair Mel

under the bill include holding

protections to whistleblowers who

Stride on 17 March commended

company executives criminally

report concerns or misconduct to

the bill’s latest additions but urged

liable for company non-

Ofcom and require that high-risk

that more work be done to combat

cooperation and holding senior

social media platforms give users

fraud, stating that he hopes the

managers criminally liable for

greater control over choosing to

additions represent “the beginning

refusing to attend Ofcom

view anonymous content.

of the end for pernicious

interviews, misinforming Ofcom

scammers defrauding

officials, obstructing regulatory

Following passage, the voluntary

authorities during onsite visits, or

process for notifying the National

destroying evidence.

Crime Agency of child sexual
exploitation and abuse content will

The scope of the online safety bill’s

be replaced by an explicit

enforcement also extends beyond

requirement to notify the authority.
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unsuspecting victims online”.
UK government press release
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SPEECHES

UK Serious Fraud Office Director Lisa Osofsky
refuses to answer to MPs over Unaoil failure
The Director of the UK’s Serious

Court of Appeal to quash the

them. At this point it’s his

Fraud Office (SFO) Lisa Osofsky

conviction of Unaoil executive Paul

review and I’m not in a position

refused to answer questions

Bond. Bond was jailed in March

to answer anything further with

regarding the reversal of a second

2021 for conspiracy to give

regard to that case.”

former Unaoil executive’s bribery

corrupt payments following

conviction, citing an ongoing

the SFO’s investigation.

judge-led review into the agency’s
failures of disclosure in the case.

The Court of Appeal found that
the SFO had failed to disclose

In February, Attorney General

information about its “wholly

Braverman asked for a review to be

inappropriate” connections

At a one-off hearing before the

conducted, which will explore

between former US DEA agent

Justice Committee on 29 March,

failures in the Unaoil case and

David Tinsley and senior officials

Osofsky said she was unable to

changes needed at the SFO.

at the SFO including Osofsky.

provide MPs with an estimate of

Osofsky said, “We are supporting

the costs of the failure of the

that review – we are very

Unaoil case. She said she was “not

cooperative. We want to learn

in a position to answer anything”

to do better, we want to hear his

about the 24 March decision by the

recommendations and respond to

Committee press release
Committee meeting recoding

UK to “totally redesign” fraud reporting system
The UK’s official reporting centre

confirmed that the revamped

lockdowns had “given a further

for fraud and cybercrime, Action

Action Fraud will launch in 2024.

acceleration” to that trend. The

Fraud, will be “totally redesigned”

Hinds also stated that the

UK government has agreed an

in acknowledgement that it is not

government is working on a new

initial £25 million investment in

fit for purpose to deal with online

Fraud Action Plan which will be

Action Fraud, supporting

scams, the UK’s Minister for

published later in 2022.

improved analytical detection

Security and Borders Damian
Hinds stated on 22 March.

technology, and increased staffing.
The Crime Survey for England and
Wales has found that one in eleven

Testifying before the Justice

adults is a victim of fraud every

Committee’s inquiry on the fraud

year. Hinds stated that the

and justice system, Hinds

coronavirus pandemic and
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Committee meeting recording
Committee press release
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Aperio Intelligence webinar discusses financial
crime risks associated with cryptocurrencies
Aperio Intelligence hosted a

Speaking on the UK regulation of

light of the emergence of

webinar on 23 March centred on

cryptocurrency, Robert Dedman

cryptocurrencies, which

the financial crime implications in

highlighted the four pillars on

continues to grow “exponentially”.

light of the recent explosive

which the UK Financial Conduct

growth in cryptocurrency usage,

Authority’s approach focuses –

Elaborating on asset tracing, and

with an emphasis on

security tokens, e-money tokens,

private investigators’ aim to find

decentralised finance and

exchange tokens, and utility tokens,

the funds, rather than the criminal,

innovation and the use of digital

warning that this approach faces

such as the case of law

assets for fraud and the

multiple challenges, arising mainly

enforcement, Nick Harris outlined

laundering of criminal profits.

from the novelty of the digital

that crypto funds are traced to an

assets industry and the fact that

exchange in the vast majority of

Moderated by Director of Aperio

each of the four categories of

cases, where legal systems are

Intelligence’s Investigations

tokens falling within scope of the

used, and the assets are frozen

practice Paul Doran, the

four pillars “is highly dependable on

inside the wallet held at the

discussions included Partner at

the way the token is set up”, as well

respective exchange. He further

King & Spalding Special Matters

as the fact that two tokens can

explained the concepts of ‘hot

and Investigation Practice

belong to two categories at the

storage’ and ‘cold storage’,

Robert Dedman; Nick Harris,

same time. He noted that the

underlining that ‘hot storage’ is

Cryptocurrency Investigator at VP

establishment of a separate

susceptible to attacks and hacks,

Technology, M2 Recovery; and

UK crypto regulator is “not

but is also a lot easier to freeze.

Director at Cyberst and lecturer in

particularly likely”, adding that the

Policing Studies at the University

way the industry “will go is to be

Mike Hurst notably emphasised

of West London Mike Hurst.

regulated by the FCA”.

the burden on owners and
organisations that are victim of

According to a report published in

Nick Harris stated that “investing in

fraud involving cryptocurrencies

February this year, in 2021, across

crypto-assets is seen as a

to try to accumulate evidence that

all cryptocurrencies tracked by

diversification by financial

is as comprehensive as possible,

blockchain research and

investors, because the value of

rather than expect the police to

investigations company

tokens is extremely volatile”.

conduct all the investigative

Chainalysis, total transactions

Highlighting the recent charging in

activities, with a UK view to

volume grew to $15.8 trillion

the US of the third founder of

‘private prosecution’.

dollars – an increase of 567

BitMEX with willfully failing to

percent from 2020. Significantly,

prevent money laundering, Nick

the firm reports that cybercriminals

Harris noted that “the need for due

laundered $8.6 billion in

diligence and investor compliance

cryptocurrencies last year, marking

and investigative services” has

an increase of 30 percent on 2020.

increased in recent years in
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US encourages private sector cyber resilience to
combat possible Russian cyber-attacks
US President Joe Biden reiterated

potential attacks in the cyber

goods with built-in security,

on 21 March warnings about a

realm. While he vows to direct the

develop software only on secure

potential Russian cyber-attack

US government “to use every tool

machines, employ solutions to find

against the United States, as

to deter, disrupt, and if necessary,

vulnerabilities, verify the origins of

Moscow continues to be placed

respond to cyberattacks against

open-source components, and

under restrictive financial

critical infrastructure”, Biden further

respect the security standards laid

sanctions by some of the world’s

calls on private sector entities

out in Executive Order 14028.

most powerful economies

to strengthen their defences

following the attack on Ukraine.

against these threats.

Biden statement

Biden cites “evolving intelligence”

A factsheet accompanying the

White House factsheet

that the Russian government is

statement encourages companies

studying the possibilities for

in the technology sector to produce

UK House of Commons committee holds oral
evidence session on Russia sanctions
The UK House of Commons

Keatinge asserts in the hearing

given that it represents half of the

Treasury Committee on 7 March

that a total focus on reducing

nation’s export value and roughly

held an oral evidence session to

Russian finance will force

15 percent of the Russian

examine the effectiveness of

President Vladimir Putin to decide

economy. He adds that, as of 7

current and future sanctions on

between funding the military and

March, sanctions targeting the

Russia in response to the 24

funding the Russian nation, while

Russian Central Bank (RCB) have

February invasion of Ukraine.

Walker adds that these efforts are

had the greatest impact in terms

particularly significant given that

of meeting western nations’ goals

Speakers included Centre for

they are the first of their kind to

of isolating Russia financially.

Financial Crime and Security

target a G20 nation, representing

Studies Director Tom Keatinge,

“uncharted territory” with a “scale

ACAMS Sanctions Compliance and

and impact expanding beyond

Risk Global Head Justine Walker,

Russia and Ukraine”.

Capital Economic Group Chief
Economist Neil Shearing, and
former SWIFT corporate affairs
head Natasha de Teran.
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Shearing emphasises that

Walker adds that the OFSI likely
lacks the number of staff needed
to ensure that the government can
respond effectively to the scale of
the present aim of sanctions.

targeting the Russian energy
sector is vital to securing complete
isolation of the Russian economy,

Oral evidence
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UK inquiry into fraud in Covid-19 BBL scheme
The UK House of Commons

loans that are possible duplicates

Lord Agnew previously criticised

Business, Energy and Industrial

noting that the “number will

that a duplicate check system

Strategy (BEIS) Committee

probably go up”. He added that

was built too late, in June 2020,

interviewed on 15 March former

around 1,000 loans were given to

when most loans had already

minister of state, HM Treasury

companies that had already been

been made. “It took six weeks to do

and the Cabinet Office Lord

dissolved and 1,500 loans were

something that could have been

Agnew, the British Business Bank

made to companies incorporated

done in probably 10 days”, he

(BBB) and high street lenders

after the start of the pandemic.

emphasised. By the time

Barclays, NatWest, Santander,

However, he underlined that the

they finished building the system,

HSBC and Lloyds Banking Group

BBB acknowledged the risks,

60 percent of the money “had

on fraud and loss within the UK

shared them with ministers and

already gone out of the door”, he

government's Bounce Back Loan

received directions to continue.

added. According to Lord Agnew,

Scheme (BBLS).

“HSBC did not implement that
Barclays Head of Business Banking

[duplicate check system] for

On 9 March, the Treasury

Hannah Bernard announced that

another four months”. Reid

Committee questioned Lord Agnew

Barclays lent £10.8 billion under

confirmed, during the meeting, that

about a potential £4.9 billion BBLS

BBLS, which included roughly 1,500

HSBC went live with the duplicate

fraud. He condemned banks for

loans that were found to be

check on 8 December 2020.

lending to businesses that did not

duplicates. Lloyds/Bank of

exist before the pandemic and

Scotland OBE, Consumer &

criticised banks for not performing

Business Banking Director Jas

due diligence. He also noted that

Singh stated that the group lent

there was a lack of incentive for the

about £9.7 billion under the

banks responsible to recover costs

scheme. HSBC lent £7.2 billion,

due to the government backing the

according to its Head of

loans. In a letter to the Treasury

Government Lending within

Committee, Treasury Permanent

Commercial Banking Karl Reid.

Secretary Tom Scholar stated that

NatWest lent £9 billion with about

the actual loss to fraud in the BBLS

100 duplicates as stated by its

amounted to £3.3 million.

Director of Business Banking
Andrew Harrison, and Santander

Lord Agnew highlighted, during the

Head of Business Banking Susan

BEIS oral evidence session, that the

Davies announced £3.9 billion

BBB failed to perform proper

worth of loans. According to their

checks and had “presided over one

representatives, Barclays

of the most colossal cock-ups in

estimates 1.5 percent of fraud in

recent government management”.

its loans, Lloyds Banking Group 2-

BBB Chief Commercial Officer

2.5 percent, HSBC 1.8 percent,

Patrick Magee stated that the BBB

Santander less than 1 percent, and

has identified so far over 22,000

NatWest about 2 percent.
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Bernard also raised the issue of the
lack of data from HMRC on the
turnover of borrowers before
handing out BBLs. She stated that
there was “a lot of self-attestation,
particularly the businesses’
turnover. Ideally, we would have
wanted an HMRC data feed so we
could have checked the turnover
they were stating”. Bernard noted
that most BBL fraud cases were
due to self-attestation of turnover.
BEIS Committee press release …
BEIS meeting recording
Treasury Committee news arti…
Oral evidence transcript (9 Mar…
Treasury Committee meeting v…
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CONSULTATIONS

UK Foreign Affairs Committee launches inquiry
into Wagner Group, proxy private military firms
including the Central African Republic, Libya,
Mozambique, Syria, Sudan and Venezuela. Chair of
the Foreign Affairs Committee Tom Tugendhat states
that despite the threat PMCs pose to global peace
and democracy, “international law in this area is
ambiguous and policing powers are limited”.
Therefore, the inquiry seeks to explore ways “to
identify, track and sanction members” of such entities.
The committee invites written evidence with respect
The UK House of Commons Foreign Affairs
Committee launched on 30 March an inquiry
exploring the challenges stemming from states’ use
of private military companies (PMCs) as proxies in
conflict and to destabilise vulnerable jurisdictions.
As part of the inquiry, the committee has launched a
call for written evidence which runs until 6 May.

to Wagner Group’s operations, including on aspects
such as its size, the recruitment process, countries of
operation or partnerships with “host states”.
Concurrently, the committee seeks views on how
PMCs are financed and what other PMCs, aside from
Wagner Group, are associated with countries which
“may be hostile” to the UK’s values and interests, such
as Russia and China, as well as information on their
operations in sponsor states.

The committee invites written
evidence with respect to
Wagner Group’s operations,
including on aspects such as its
size, the recruitment process,
countries of operation or
partnerships with “host states”

Concurrently, the committee aims to establish the UK
government’s response to PMCs acting as state
proxies and whether its approach is effective.
Therefore, the consultation aims to determine whether
the UK Foreign, Commonwealth and Development
Office (FCDO) has the skills and capability to identify
and sanction members of PMCs. The committee will
also assess the effectiveness of international law and
UK national law provisions with respect to the
activities of PMCs and how the existing “rules-based
international order” is affected by their activities.

The inquiry will focus mainly on the operations of
Russian-backed private military company Wagner

Committee press release

Group, which is alleged to play a key role in the RussiaUkraine war and to operate in multiple countries,
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Call for evidence
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OECD consults on framework for crypto-assets
The Organisation for Economic

Mutual Administrative Assistance

proposed definition of

Cooperation and Development

in Tax Matters; and (3) technical

intermediaries covers exchanges

(OECD) released on 22 March a

solutions to support the

and other intermediaries providing

public consultation document

exchange of information.

exchange services such as brokers

concerning a new global tax

and dealers in crypto-assets and

transparency framework providing

The consultation document

operators of crypto-asset ATMs.

for the reporting and exchange of

includes a draft of the first pillar,

RCASPs are subject to the rules,

information regarding crypto-

with the second and third being

according to the proposal, when

assets, as well as proposed

developed once work on the first

they are: (1) tax resident in a

amendments to the Common

pillar is complete. The draft rules

jurisdiction adopting the rules; (2)

Reporting Standard (CRS) for the

and commentary define crypto-

both incorporated in or organised

automatic exchange of financial

assets as those assets that can be

under the laws of and have legal

account information between

held and transferred without the

personality or are subject to tax

countries. The consultation is

intervention of traditional financial

reporting requirements in a

open until 29 April 2022.

intermediaries and include

jurisdiction adopting the rules; (3)

stablecoins, derivatives issued in

managed from such jurisdiction;

In order to address the tax

the form of a crypto-asset and

(4) disposing of a regular place of

compliance risks associated with

certain non-fungible tokens. Two

business in said jurisdiction; or (5)

crypto-assets, the OECD is

categories of crypto-assets are

effectuating relevant transactions

developing a Crypto-Asset

exempt from requirements due to

through a branch based in a

Reporting Framework (CARF) for

posing limited tax compliance

jurisdiction adopting the rules.

the collection and exchange of

risks: (1) closed loop crypto-assets

information on transactions in

intended to be redeemed against

The CARF would require four types

crypto-assets. According to the

goods or services within a clearly

of relevant transactions to be

consultation document, the CARF

defined, limited setting; and (2)

reported: (1) exchanges between

consists of three pillars: (1) the

central bank digital currencies

crypto-assets and fiat currencies;

CARF rules and commentary that

(CBDCs), with reporting included

(2) exchanges between one or

can be transposed into domestic

within the scope of the CRS.

more forms of crypto-assets; (3)

law to collect information from

reportable retail payment

resident crypto-asset

Furthermore, the OECD proposes

transactions; and (4) transfers of

intermediaries; (2) a framework of

that intermediaries that as a

crypto-assets. The CARF also

bilateral or multilateral competent

business provide exchange

contains due diligence procedures

authority agreements or

services involving relevant crypto-

to be followed by RCASPs to

arrangements for the automatic

assets, for or on behalf of

identify users, determine the

exchange of information collected

customers, would be considered

relevant tax jurisdictions and

under the CARF with jurisdiction(s)

reporting crypto-asset service

collect information for reporting.

of residence of the crypto-asset

providers (RCASPs). Under the

user, based on relevant tax treaties,

CARF, relevant crypto-assets refer

tax information exchange

to those giving rise to reporting on

agreements, or the Convention on

relevant transactions. The
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UK government launches call for evidence on
proposed legal reforms to tackle SLAPPs
The UK government has outlined
proposals to block vexatious
defamation and privacy lawsuits
brought by wealthy individuals or
businesses against journalists,
authors and campaigners to
prevent publication of critical
stories and books.
Deputy Prime Minister Dominic
Raab proposed on 17 March a
range of measures including
strengthening legislation and
introducing new court checks, with
the purpose of tackling so-called
SLAPPs (strategic lawsuits against
public participation).
The UK government has launched
a call for evidence from journalists,
campaigners and the public on the
proposals. The measures could
include amendments to the
Defamation Act 2013 to strengthen
the ‘public interest defence’ for
those publishing private
information. Ministers are also
considering capping the costs that
claimants can recover, with the aim
of stopping the super-rich from
“weaponising” the high cost of
litigation to stifle criticism. UK
Prime Minister Boris Johnson said:
“The ability of a free press to hold
the powerful to account is
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fundamental to our democracy and

Foreign Affairs Committee by

as a former journalist I am

another journalist who was subject

determined we must never allow

to a SLAPP, Catherine Belton, for

criticism to be silenced. For the

her book “Putin’s People”.

oligarchs and super-rich who can
afford these sky-high costs the

In a letter to the Chair of the

threat of legal action has become a

Foreign Affairs Committee

new kind of lawfare. We must put a

Conservative MP Tom Tugendhat

stop to its chilling effect.”

dated 17 March, Raab stated that
provisional figures from the

Proposed measures also include

Coalition Against SLAPPs in

new powers for courts to dispose

Europe (CASE) suggest there has

of claims using SLAPP tactics

been a “significant increase” in

earlier in proceedings, and to

such lawsuits in the UK. Speaking

impose civil restraint orders to

before the Foreign Affairs

prevent repeated legal challenges.

Committee, Tugendhat called
out the conduct of law firms he

Tom Burgis, the journalist and

claims are seeking clients who

author of “Kleptopia” who was cited

may have been involved in money

by the government as having being

laundering activities. Paul Philip,

the victim of a SLAPP, wrote on

Chief Executive of the SRA,

Twitter that the announcement is

responded to Tugendhat’s

“a big moment for the free press.

comments in a letter requesting

Lawfare censors vital information

that Tugendhat provide evidence of

about some of the world’s most

law firms or solicitors doing so.

powerful people. The task now is
to ensure that reform breaks the
power of sheer wealth to stifle the
scrutiny on which democracies
depend”. The High Court dismissed
in March a libel claim brought
against Burgis over Kleptopia
brought by Kazakh-owned mining

The call for evidence in England
and Wales runs until 19 May 2022.
UK government press release
Call for evidence
Committee transcript document

firm ENRC. Burgis was joined on
15 March to testify before the

Committee inquiry
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UK FCA issues call for input on synthetic data
usage to promote financial services innovation
The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) issued
a call for input on 30 March on synthetic data to
improve its understanding of the technology’s
market maturity and determine potential uses of
synthetic data to increase the safety of data
exchange by companies and public agencies.
The regulator notes that certain financial data which
require sharing between firms or public bodies are
often commercially sensitive and may be covered by
data protection rules, including consumer transaction
records, trading data, and account payments data.
Noting the potential for artificial intelligence, machine
learning, and big data to promote innovative growth
within the financial services industry, the call for input
acknowledges that RegTech and FinTech firms often
devote significant time and resources to navigating
due diligence processes to access necessary data,
which may impede product and service development.
Having witnessed an increase in demand for datadriven and data access-driven regulatory support
services, the FCA emphasises the importance of
ensuring that adequate protections are in place to
safeguard data. The call for input discusses the
opportunities presented by synthetic data in
protecting individual identities through algorithmically
generated data, which effectively bypasses data
protection regulations through realistic data
replication. In discussing the opportunities that may
be provided by synthetic data utilisation, the FCA
states that its Digital Sandbox pilot saw participants
report that synthetic data represents the platform’s
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most valuable feature and urged further development.
The agency also notes that research remains ongoing
in determining the degree to which privacy risks may
remain with synthetic data utilisation. Nevertheless, it
asserts that continued technological advances have
generated “improved synthetic data accuracy and
stronger privacy preserving guarantees”.
The call for input includes 16 questions which seek
responses regarding the importance of data for
financial services innovation, an assessment of the
current state of high-quality financial data access,
and views on the opportunities presented by synthetic
data. The FCA also seeks clarity on the extent to
which entities already utilise synthetic data, any
challenges encountered, methods to ensure greater
privacy protection, examples of other ways this
technology can be harnessed, and which types of
synthetic data sets are most valuable. Other
queries include an assessment of the possible
limitations of synthetic data as well as the degree
to which there may be a regulatory role and potential
use as a public utility.
The FCA primarily seeks feedback from RegTechs
and FinTechs, technology companies, regulators and
policy-making organisations, start-up firms,
incumbents, and members of academia. The call
for input is open until 22 June 2022.
FCA press release
Call for input
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PRESS AND MEDIA

UK court overturns second Unaoil conviction
The UK Court of Appeal

which found that Monaco-based oil

Suella Braverman on 9 February

overturned on 24 March the

consultancy Unaoil paid $900,000

launched a review into the SFO’s

bribery conviction of Paul Bond,

worth of bribes to Iraqi officials to

handling of the Unaoil case.

former senior sales manager of

win a contract for its client SBM.
In a statement to Reuters on 24

Dutch oil company SBM Offshore
NV (SBM), according to

Bond is the second executive in the

March, an SFO spokesperson

Bloomberg, citing an emailed

Unaoil case to have his conviction

reportedly expressed

statement from Bond’s lawyer.

quashed, after the UK Court of

disappointment concerning the

Appeals in December 2021

court’s latest judgment and

Bond was convicted on 24

annulled Unaoil manager Ziad

underlined that the office is

February 2021 of two counts of

Akle’s conviction, concluding that

“cooperating fully” with the review.

conspiracy to bribe public officials

the SFO’s failure to disclose

as part of a scheme to secure

relevant evidence relating to its

lucrative oil contracts in Iraq

conduct led to unfair sentencing

following a 2016 investigation by

for bribery. Following the court’s

the UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO),

decision, UK Attorney General

Bloomberg article
Reuters press release

Pictet raided as part of Petrobras investigation
Swiss authorities confirmed in an

confirmed that the raid targeted a

the largest corruption investigation

emailed statement to Reuters on

Pictet bank branch in Geneva.

in Brazilian history, resulting in

30 March that the Office of the

hundreds of convictions.

Attorney General (OAG) raided a

The spokesperson reportedly

The Swiss bank informed

bank in mid-March as part of its

informed the media outlet that the

Reuters that it resolved its

investigation into alleged

issues under inquiry occurred

connection to the case in 2015

corruption relating to Brazilian

“more than a decade ago and as

with the Swiss Financial Market

state-owned oil corporation

early as 2005”. The Swiss

Supervisory Authority (FINMA).

Petroleo Brasileiro SA

investigation stems from the

(Petrobras). A Pictet Group

Brazilian Operation Lava Jato (Car

spokesperson reportedly

Wash), which began in 2014 and is
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The Sentry report reveals possible unlawful
payments involving Zimbabwe central bank
The Sentry published a 23 March report revealing

The report recommends that the Zimbabwe Anti-

“possibly unlawful” payments from the Reserve

Corruption Commission investigate the anti-hunger

Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) to a company reportedly

programme, particularly the reported preferential

controlled by an allegedly corrupt businessman with

conversion of Treasury bills and the destination of the

close ties to President Emmerson Mnangagwa.

funds delivered. According to former Zimbabwean
finance minister Tendai Biti's remarks during a 21

Kudakwashe Tagwirei’s Sakunda Holding directed the

March webinar organised by the Daily Maverick,

government’s Command Agriculture programme from

Tagwirei dominates the country’s fuel industry and

2016 to 2019, reportedly receiving $1.28 billion in cash

controls a large portion of its gold mines.

and Treasury bills, The Sentry reports, finding an
apparent surplus of $280 million over the inputs. Of

In July 2021, the UK government's Foreign,

the remaining revenue, the document highlights

Commonwealth and Development Office announced

around $93 million in reportedly suspect payments.

sanctions against Tagwirei for deriving gains from
“misappropriation of property” after Sakunda

The investigation reportedly shows that another

“redeemed Government of Zimbabwe Treasury

company controlled by Tagwirei, Landela Investments,

bills at up to ten times their official value”.

used around $50 million from a Treasury bill
apparently converted at a favourable rate for

The tycoon was also sanctioned by the US Treasury

purposes other than the agricultural scheme’s

Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

declared intent of tackling malnutrition and

on 5 August 2020 for “providing support to the

hunger. According to the report, the sum was used

leadership of the Government” in its allegedly corrupt

to acquire gold mines controlled by the country’s

dealings, pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13469.

government and to buy a share from the state’s
military in a joint venture with a Russian conglomerate

Daily Maverick webinar

in a platinum mine. An apparent letter from Landela to
the RBZ reportedly shows that the firm purchased
half of the joint venture, called Great Dyke Investments
(Pvt) Ltd, from the purportedly military-controlled Pen
East Mining Company (Pvt) Ltd, which was in
partnership with Russia's JSC Afromet.
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Alexei Navalny sentenced to nine years in prison
after widely condemned Russian fraud trial
The BBC reported on 22 March that prominent

The US State Department branded the court’s decision

Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny has been

“a continuation of the Kremlin’s years-long assault on

sentenced by a Moscow court of first instance to

Navalny and on his movement for government

nine years imprisonment for fraud and contempt of

transparency and accountability”. The opposition

court, in what the US and the European Union

politician founded the Anti-Corruption Foundation

describe as a “politically motivated” conviction and

(Фонд борьбы с коррупцией, FBK) in 2011 with the

NGO Amnesty International UK labels a “sham trial”.

declared aim of investigating and exposing corruption
among the highest ranks of Russia’s leadership. The

Russian state-owned news agency TASS reports that

NGO was dissolved in June 2021 after being labeled

judge Margarita Kotova of Moscow’s Lefortovo

an extremist organisation.

District Court fined Navalny RUB 1.2 million (£8,730)
and ordered that the sentence be executed in a penal

Amnesty International Director for Eastern Europe and

colony. According to Amnesty UK, he is accused of

Central Asia Marie Struthers, who called the

embezzling £19,000 in donations relating to

proceedings a “sham trial” in February, states that the

organisations he founded.

sentence is “predictable but nonetheless shocking”
after Navalny’s efforts in “calling out the Russian elite

A lawyer for the Kremlin critic, who pleaded not

for corruption and abuse of power”.

guilty, reportedly stated that Navalny will appeal the
sentence, which at the time had not yet been

BBC article

enforced. In a Twitter post published just after the
court session ended, Navalny called for “any
activity against the deceitful and thievish
[President Vladmir] Putin's regime”.

EU High Representative statement
Amnesty UK press release
State Department press release

EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs Josep
Borrell stated that the EU “strongly condemns” the
sentence and recalls that Navalny is already serving a
shorter sentence, “which opens space for the
fabrication of charges and lack of exercise of
defence rights by the accused”. The activist was
already serving a prison sentence for fraud and
money laundering following his previous conviction
in the Yves Rocher case.
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Q&A

Q&A with the new Chief Executive of the NHS
Counter Fraud Authority, Alex Rothwell
In Autumn 2020, the NHS Counter Fraud Authority
(NHSCFA) appointed a new Chief Executive. Alex
Rothwell spent 30 years with the Metropolitan and
City of London Police, culminating in the role of
Detective Chief Superintendent. Financial Crime

Digest conducted an interview with him on his plans
for the NHSCFA, fraud prevention, and the pandemic.
You joined the NHS in November 2021 following a
long career with the Metropolitan Police and City of
London Police. Could you talk about the challenge of
going from a job tackling financial crime in society
to dealing with risks faced within an institution?
Interesting question. Both the police and the NHS deal
with a huge cross-section of society. The NHS is one
of the biggest employers in the world and just about
every UK citizen is an NHS patient. So there is a lot of
similarity with police work in that sense. I should point
out that fraud against the NHS is not only an internal
problem but includes outside players, who may even
be in another country in some cases.
Having said that, it has been a big change for me to
get to grips with a whole new institution, in some
senses a collection of institutions. And that is the nub:
how do we all work together across the NHS and with
outside agencies in an efficient way to tackle fraud,
with so many variations at the local level? There are
two sides to the coin: on the one hand the NHS is vast
and therefore challenging. On the other hand, if we get
something right and we share it well, the economies
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of scale are tremendous. The NHSCFA can lead in
some cases, guide in others, and above all collaborate.
The NHS is faced with over a hundred different kinds
of fraud, some being unique to the healthcare
environment. Clearly some frauds are directly against
an individual and the kind of fraud I deal with now is
against a large organisation. But at the end of the day,
it damages individuals because money meant for
patient care ends up elsewhere.
I see a strong commercial element to this role, in that
there is a contract between the NHSCFA and
Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) to
deliver services, while also it is akin to being a
regulator at times. We need to reduce losses to the
NHS, and we need to demonstrate the return on
investment. We play a key role in enabling the NHS to
meet its audit requirements. A bit like the police, we
have to manage and support the victims of the crime,
but less so. That being said, it is true that the victim of
fraud against the NHS is all of us. I really notice the
benefit of having a dedicated function – there are
fewer distractions compared to being in the police.
One thing reminds me very much of police work, being
the power of the community. We need to develop
a strong counter fraud community who are
empowered to act, so relationships and building trust
are critical. Maintaining and raising our profile is also
something I care about, that also mattered in the
police. Naturally the media is more interested when
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things go wrong, so the onus is on us to attract their

may want to exploit and we have successfully reduced

interest to what may not seem obviously newsworthy,

that vulnerability in partnership with the NHS. In

but matters. Making hay while the sun shines! We

relation to post-contract vulnerability one area that we

need people to see the value in our work – a clear

are actively looking at addressing is in payment

strategic vision helps and of course, must be shared.

diversion fraud, or mandate fraud. We need to be
innovative in our consideration of technology as just

Preventative work will always return a better result

one of a range of measures that can again narrow the

than a reactive response. So I partly agree with the

window of opportunity for criminals.

sentiment that we “can’t investigate our way out of the
fraud problem”. But there will always be a role to play

One area that may not be shared across sectors and

for the investigation and detection of NHS fraud. It a)

relates directly to the NHS is where patients claim

helps us to identify enabling factors, b) curbs those

exemption for paid NHS services to which they are not

who are already engaging in fraud and have become

entitled. Whilst the individual sums may be small, we

skilled at it, and c) is a powerful deterrent to people

assess the extent of the potential losses to fraud as

who might be contemplating having a go.

running into the hundreds of millions - in the case of

Collaboration is critical – I won’t try to list all of our

prescription charge evasion, £193 million. We are

stakeholders here but there are thousands of allies

working with partners across the NHS to ensure that

across the NHS and beyond we need to engage with.

real-time checking of claims for exemption can be
undertaken and where potential fraud has been

What are the most concerning problem areas for

committed, appropriate action is taken to deter others

NHS fraud, bribery and corruption in 2022?

from doing the same. Without wanting to get too

Every year my organisation produces our SIA, or

technical, we produce strategic intelligence, threat and

Strategic Intelligence Assessment. Unfortunately we

vulnerability assessments. They all play their part.

believe there is a financial vulnerability of over £1

I see these assessments evolving with more of a

billion a year, which is roughly one percent of the NHS

focus on the “so what?” or the “what next?”. Data is

budget (of over £100 billion a year). Nobody knows for

only as useful as the effectiveness of the resulting

sure exactly what percentage is defrauded, but my

action taken. We can probably do more to interpret

intelligence teams spend all day, every day, keeping as

that data, to draw conclusions.

close track of it as they can. How that ‘global’ or total
annual NHS fraud figure breaks down is in the SIA.

Our key priority areas at the moment are: Community
Pharmaceutical contractor fraud, patient exemption

Among the variety of vulnerabilities to fraud that the

fraud, procurement fraud, commissioning of

NHS faces are some that will be recognised across

services fraud, staff fraud, General Practice fraud,

the wider public and private sectors. One example

optical contractor fraud, dental contractor fraud, and

being in procurement, the vulnerability of which is in

PBR and National Tariff fraud. The Fraud Reference

both the pre- and post-contract stages. In the NHS

Guide on our main website is perhaps the best place

there are set processes that we continually need to

to drill down into the detail of these fraud types.

assess to ensure that they are adequate to mitigate

And of course, the media coverage of successful

against the threats faced but equally important is

prosecutions makes it a lot less theoretical for the

encouraging the key stakeholders in the NHS to

public and a lot more real. The Fraud Squad TV

actively employ the measures that are available to

programme on BBC1 is a case in point. My team

them. In the past year we have promoted, through the

worked closely on that project, both the investigators

issue of fraud prevention guidance, how best the NHS

in front of the camera and the communications

can reduce the window of opportunity that criminals

team assisting behind it.
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Have there been recent technological changes - for

prevention opportunities. Thirdly, we provide a central

instance, increased remote consultations - that are

intelligence capability so we gather information,

affecting how fraud is perpetrated against the NHS?

record it and use it to identify both specific cases and

In general, the digitalisation of services has presented

also thematic issues which can be addressed

new opportunities for fraud (though it has also

throughout the system. Fourthly, we have analytical

presented new opportunities for detection as well).

capability which (providing we have the information in

When we talk of cyber-enabled criminality this in

the first place) allows us to identify fraud and error in

reality can be anything which requires an internet

data sets and; and fifthly we have an enforcement and

connection and a computer. It is difficult to hide the

digital forensic capability which consists of skilled

electronic footprint created when committing fraud of

investigators who conduct criminal investigations with

this nature but there have to be systems in place to

a view to criminal justice outcomes.

find it, otherwise it will go unnoticed. Perhaps the
hardest issues to detect are where those with access

What is your approach to encouraging NHS staff and

to and authority over data undertake fraudulent

the public to speak up when they see fraud?

activity which cannot be detected through standard

We want people to tell us about financial

data analysis, as the behaviour does not overtly break

mismanagement and fraud in the NHS. We have three

any ‘data rules’. In other words, the person concerned

key routes for reporting. Firstly, a dedicated portal –

is using their position and/or authority to commit

that can be used by NHS staff, or the public. We get

fraud. That might for example be a payroll fraud.

lots of reports coming to the portal. I would add that
Action Fraud is focussed on fraud against individuals

What efforts is the NHSCFA making to prevent fraud

and private businesses, not the private sector –

and spread awareness of the fraud risks?

although if the public do report NHS fraud to Action

This is the most important question. Prevention is by

Fraud, it gets forwarded to us. The second thing we

far better than attempts to 'cure' fraud after it has

have is a partnership with Crimestoppers. We have a

occurred. We have continual programmes running to

dedicated phone line and Crimestoppers call handlers

close any gaps in the fence that are known and to find

have been trained to record fraud relating to the NHS

new ones. We have a Fraud Prevention Unit, but it is

budget. That budget is then passed to us. And then

not only their job to prevent fraud, it is a job for the

thirdly we have local counter fraud specialists (LCFS),

entire NHS. Our Quality and Compliance Team work

employed by the trusts across England.

with health bodies across the country to flag up risks
and ensure actions are being taken to mitigate them.

We actively encourage LCFSs to develop a close

We put out many forms of guidance and alerts. Our

relationship with the community within each of the

media relations team, social media team and

trusts or commissioning groups so they can be

corporate communications people share news

available to record and discuss local issues relating

and knowledge every week.

to their trust area. A lot of our reporting comes
through that LCFS community, they do a good job.

Your question is about the entirety of the service we

We always accept that there is attrition in terms of

offer. It’s a five-fold function: Firstly, Standard Setting

the number of reports we receive, but all of that

and Assurance – we monitor and report on how

paints a picture and tells us what is happening across

Trusts and Health bodies are meeting the Counter

the system – it helps us to identify weaknesses

Fraud Standards which we set in line with government

and opportunities for preventative messaging, or

standards. We support those trusts to meet those

understanding of the threat in general. We’re in a

standards. Good compliance = a good response to

good position in having multiple reporting routes

fraud. Secondly, we identify and promote fraud

for the public and staff.
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How has the pandemic affected the NHSCFA's

have been making the case for many years that

work, and are you seeing an uptick in fraud

an investment either in time, effort or money in fraud

reports and investigations?

is money well spent. Generally, you get a return on

While our investigative remit is limited to the NHS

your investment. To your point, we very much

budget we nonetheless sit at the table with other

consider it to be a contemporary issue for public

budget holders and do all we can to pass on our

finances.

expertise about fraud prevention and intelligence
gathering. The majority of the immediate additional

We accept that there are a lot of other challenges

funding was administered directly by the DHSC for the

that government must manage at any one time. The

central procurement of PPE and vital equipment. That

fact that the current administration is clearly paying

being said, we have in the last year undertaken a post

attention to the risks of fraud, we welcome – and I

event assurance exercise to assess Covid specific

welcome personally. It incentivises us to make

spend across the NHS and we are currently analysing

the case to our stakeholders of the value in

the data that has been returned to us. I think it’s

taking fraud seriously.

important to be clear on what our remit is here and
whilst there are some very high-profile concerns about
procurement of PPE during the pandemic the
underlying risk of fraud continues.
The pandemic also had an effect on our operating
methodology. At times the entire service was
operating in crisis mode. Of necessity we had to
curtail many of the face-to-face visits we were doing
and at times normal fraud controls were relaxed to
ensure services could continue to operate. By working
in partnership with other NHS departments, however,
we have been able to tackle vulnerabilities, for
example: when the NHSCFA became aware of a cyber
enabled fraud exploiting a vulnerability in salary
payment systems, intelligence was disseminated to
law enforcement and partners in the NHS managing
the systems to support a criminal investigation and
close the vulnerability. This collaborative approach
prevented an estimated £732,000 of fraud losses.
Fraud continues to be underreported.
Chancellor Rishi Sunak has announced an "efficiency
crackdown" to cut £5.5 billion of wasteful spending,
doubling the NHS efficiency target to 2.2 percent. To
what extent are you hearing from the government to
redouble efforts to crackdown on fraud and abuse

What are the lessons learned from the past couple
of years for the NHS and NHSCFA regarding fraud?
I think it’s broader than specific fraud issues. For
all the reasons I’m sure you’re well aware of, whilst
frontline services have been delivered, we’ve seen
more digitalisation of services, a lot more
remote working, all of which create challenges
when you’re considering things like governance
and assurance and so on. These will be issues
which will affect your readership across the board,
not just in the NHS.
You’re probably aware that there is a governmentsponsored Covid-19 inquiry that has been
launched. The terms of reference for the inquiry were
published quite recently. My understanding is that
part of the remit of the inquiry is to look at how
finances were managed. We’ll be contributing to the
inquiry absolutely. We’ve undertaken a number of
exercises to look at how the organisation managed
during the Covid-19 period. For example, we look at
standard procurement – I'm not talking about PPE.
Actually, we did find many examples of good practice,
despite the inevitable relaxation and the need to be
flexible when the pandemic was taking place in
terms of good governance.

given the squeeze on public finances?
Yes - many of us within the fraud community,
particularly those who have been here for some time,
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